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Abstract
A polynomial P in n complex variables is said to have the “half-plane prop-
erty” (or Hurwitz property) if it is nonvanishing whenever all the variables lie
in the open right half-plane. Such polynomials arise in combinatorics, relia-
bility theory, electrical circuit theory and statistical mechanics. A particularly
important case is when the polynomial is homogeneous and multiaffine: then it
is the (weighted) generating polynomial of an r-uniform set system. We prove
that the support (set of nonzero coefficients) of a homogeneous multiaffine poly-
nomial with the half-plane property is necessarily the set of bases of a matroid.
Conversely, we ask: For which matroidsM does the basis generating polynomial
PB(M) have the half-plane property? Not all matroids have the half-plane prop-
erty, but we find large classes that do: all sixth-root-of-unity matroids, and a
subclass of transversal (or cotransversal) matroids that we call “nice”. Further-
more, the class of matroids with the half-plane property is closed under minors,
duality, direct sums, 2-sums, series and parallel connection, full-rank matroid
union, and some special cases of principal truncation, principal extension, prin-
cipal cotruncation and principal coextension. Our positive results depend on
two distinct (and apparently unrelated) methods for constructing polynomials
with the half-plane property: a determinant construction (exploiting “energy”
arguments), and a permanent construction (exploiting the Heilmann–Lieb the-
orem on matching polynomials). We conclude with a list of open questions.
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1 Introduction
It seems that the theory of polynomials, linear in each
variable, that do not have zeros in a given multidisk or
a more general set, has a long way to go, and has so
far unnoticed connections to various other concepts in
mathematics.
— Aimo Hinkkanen [37, p. 288]
Let us consider a connected graphG = (V,E) as an electrical network, by assigning
to each edge e ∈ E a complex number xe, called its conductance (or admittance).1
The node voltages {ϕi}i∈V and current inflows {Ji}i∈V then satisfy the linear system
L(x)ϕ = J , where L(x) is the edge-weighted Laplacian matrix for G [that is, L(x) =
BXBT where B is the directed vertex-edge incidence matrix for any orientation of
G, and X = diag({xe})]. On physical grounds we expect that if Re xe > 0 for all e
(i.e. every branch is dissipative), then the network is uniquely solvable once we fix
the voltage at a single reference node i0 ∈ V , or in other words that the i0th principal
cofactor of L(x) is nonzero. Now, by the matrix-tree theorem [9, 17, 16, 80], each
principal cofactor of L(x) equals the spanning-tree sum
TG(x) =
∑
treesT⊆E
xT , (1.1)
where we have used the shorthand x = {xe}e∈E and xT =
∏
e∈T xe. We therefore
conjecture:
Theorem 1.1 Let G be a connected graph. Then the spanning-tree polynomial TG
has the “half-plane property”, i.e. Rexe > 0 for all e implies TG(x) 6= 0.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is not difficult: Consider any nonzero complex vector
ϕ = {ϕi}i∈V satisfying ϕi0 = 0. Because G is connected, we have BTϕ 6= 0. Therefore,
the quantity
ϕ∗L(x)ϕ = ϕ∗BXBTϕ =
∑
e∈E
|(BTϕ)e|2 xe (1.2)
has strictly positive real part whenever Re xe > 0 for all e; so in particular (BXB
Tϕ)i 6=
0 for some i 6= i0. It follows that the submatrix of L(x) obtained by suppressing the
i0th row and column is nonsingular, and so has a nonzero determinant. Theorem 1.1
then follows from the matrix-tree theorem.2
1 In this paper all graphs are finite and undirected. Loops and multiple edges are allowed unless
specified otherwise.
2 This proof is well known in the circuit-theory literature: see e.g. [18, Section 2.7] as well as
the related results in [23, pp. 398–401, 430–431 and 850–851] [58, pp. 52–53 and 67–69]. It has,
moreover, a natural physical interpretation: if ϕ = {ϕi}i∈V are the node voltages, then the real part
of the quadratic form (1.2) is the total power dissipated in the circuit. We thank Charles Desoer
and Paul Penfield for pointing out references [23, 58].
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An immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1 is that the complementary spanning-tree
polynomial
T˜G(x) =
∑
treesT⊆E
xE\T (1.3)
also has the half-plane property, since
T˜G(x) = x
E TG(1/x) (1.4)
and the map xe 7→ 1/xe takes the right half-plane onto itself.
From a combinatorial point of view, the noteworthy fact is that the spanning
trees of G constitute the bases of the graphic matroid M(G), and their comple-
ments constitute the bases of the cographic matroid M∗(G). So TG and T˜G are the
(multivariate) basis generating polynomials for M(G) and M∗(G), respectively. This
naturally suggests generalizing Theorem 1.1 to more general matroids and, perhaps,
to more general set systems. Before posing these questions precisely, we need to fix
some notation and terminology.
A set system (or hypergraph) S on the (finite) ground set E is simply a collection S
of subsets of E. Given any set system S on E, we define its (multivariate) generating
polynomial to be
PS(x) =
∑
S∈S
xS , (1.5)
where x = {xe}e∈E are commuting indeterminates (which we shall usually take to
be complex variables). The rank of a set system is the maximum cardinality of its
members (by convention we set rank = −∞ if S = ∅); equivalently, it is the degree
of the generating polynomial PS . A set system S is r-uniform if |S| = r for all S ∈ S,
or equivalently if its generating polynomial PS is homogeneous of degree r.
An abstract simplicial complex (or complex for short) is a set system S satisfying
(I1) ∅ ∈ S.
(I2) If S ∈ S and S ′ ⊆ S, then S ′ ∈ S (“S is hereditary downwards”).
The members S of a complex are called faces , and the maximal members (with respect
to set-theoretic inclusion) are called facets . A complex is called pure (of rank r) if all
its facets have the same cardinality r.
A complex S is called a matroid complex if it satisfies the further condition
(I3) If S1, S2 ∈ S and |S1| < |S2|, then there exists an element e ∈
S2 \ S1 such that S1 ∪ {e} ∈ S (“independence augmentation axiom
for matroids”).
The faces of a matroid complex are called the independent sets of the matroid; the
facets (i.e. the maximal independent sets) are called bases . It is easy to prove that
every matroid complex is pure, i.e. all bases have the same cardinality r, called the
rank of the matroid. Moreover, it is not difficult to show that a collection B of subsets
of E is the collection of bases of a matroid on E if and only if it satisfies the following
two conditions:
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(B1) B is nonempty.
(B2) If B1, B2 ∈ B and x ∈ B1 \ B2, then there exists y ∈ B2 \ B1 such
that (B1 \ x) ∪ {y} ∈ B (“basis exchange axiom for matroids”).
For more information on matroid theory, see [55].
We shall be particularly interested in the basis generating polynomial of a matroid
M ,
PB(M)(x) =
∑
B∈B(M)
xB . (1.6)
We can now pose the following questions concerning possible extensions of Theo-
rem 1.1:
Question 1.2 For which matroids M does the basis generating polynomial PB(M)
have the half-plane property?
More generally:
Question 1.3 For which r-uniform set systems S does the generating polynomial PS
have the half-plane property?
Our original conjecture was that all matroids (and no non-matroidal set systems)
have the half-plane property. That would be nice and neat, but it turns out to be
false; and the truth is considerably more interesting and subtle. Our conjecture is half
right: an r-uniform set system with the half-plane property is necessarily the set of
bases of a matroid (Theorem 7.1). But not every matroid has the half-plane property,
and we do not yet have a complete characterization of those that do. Nevertheless,
we can find large classes of matroids with the half-plane property:
(a) Every sixth-root-of-unity matroid [78] has the half-plane property (Theorem 8.1
and Corollary 8.2). This class properly includes the regular matroids, which in
turn properly include the graphic and cographic matroids. The proof of Theo-
rem 8.1 is, in fact, a direct generalization of the proof just given for Theorem 1.1.
(b) Every uniform matroid has the half-plane property, and indeed has the (stronger)
“Brown–Colbourn property” (Section 9).
(c) A significant subclass of transversal matroids — those we call “nice” — have the
half-plane property (Section 10). Indeed, it may well be true that all transversal
matroids have the half-plane property, but we have no idea how to prove this.
(d) All matroids of rank or corank at most 2 have the half-plane property (Corol-
lary 5.5), as do all matroids on a ground set of at most 6 elements (Proposi-
tion 10.4).
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(e) The class of matroids with the half-plane property is closed under minors, dual-
ity, direct sums, 2-sums, series and parallel connection, full-rank matroid union,
and some special cases of principal truncation, principal extension, principal
cotruncation and principal coextension (Section 4).
Moreover, we can show that certain matroids do not have the half-plane property:
among these are the Fano matroid F7, the non-Fano matroid F
−
7 , their relaxations
F−−7 , F
−3
7 and M(K4) + e, the matroids P8, P
′
8 and P
′′
8 , the Pappus and non-Pappus
matroids, the free extension (non-Pappus \ 9) + e, and all their duals (Section 11).
The first six of these examples are minor-minimal, and we conjecture that the others
are as well; but we strongly suspect that this list is incomplete, and indeed we consider
it likely that the set of minor-minimal non-half-plane-property matroids is infinite.
More generally, we shall consider homogeneous multiaffine polynomials P (x) =∑
S⊆E,|S|=r aSx
S with arbitrary complex coefficients aS (not necessarily 0 or 1). We
shall prove two necessary conditions for P 6≡ 0 to have the half-plane property:
(a) P must have the “same-phase property”, i.e. all the nonzero coefficients aS
must have the same phase (Theorem 6.1). So without loss of generality we can
assume that all the aS are nonnegative.
(b) The support supp(P ) = {S ⊆ E: aS 6= 0} must be the collection of bases of a
matroid (Theorem 7.1).
This latter fact is particularly striking: it shows that matroids arise naturally from a
consideration of homogeneous multiaffine polynomials with the half-plane property.
We do not know whether the converse of Theorem 7.1 is true, i.e. whether for every
matroid M there exists a homogeneous multiaffine polynomial P with the half-plane
property such that supp(P ) = B(M). But it is true, at least, for all matroids repre-
sentable over C (Corollary 8.2).
We shall also also give two sufficient conditions for a homogeneous multiaffine
polynomial P to have the half-plane property (or be identically zero):
(a) Determinant condition (Theorem 8.1): aS = |det (A ↾ S)|2 for some r × n
complex matrix A [here n = |E|, and A ↾ S denotes the square submatrix
of A using the columns indexed by the set S]. This corresponds to P (x) =
det (AXA∗) where X = diag({xe}) and ∗ denotes Hermitian conjugate.
(b) Permanent condition (Theorem 10.2): aS = per(Λ ↾ S) for some r× n nonneg-
ative matrix Λ. This corresponds to P (x) = per(ΛX).
Unfortunately, the relationship between these sufficient conditions and the half-plane
property looks complicated. Neither family of polynomials contains the other; their
intersection is nonempty; and their union is a proper subset of the set of all homoge-
neous multiaffine polynomials with the half-plane property.
These questions also have a close connection with reliability theory [19]. Consider
a finite set E of communication channels, which fail independently with probabilities
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{qe}e∈E. Let S be a set system on E, whose members we shall interpret as the
sets of failed channels that allow the system as a whole to be operational. Then
the probability that the system is operational is given by the multivariate reliability
polynomial
RelS(q) =
∑
A∈S
qA (1− q)E\A (1.7)
where q = {qe}e∈E. This is easily related to the multivariate generating polynomial
PS(x) =
∑
A∈S
xA (1.8)
by
RelS(q) = (1− q)E PS
( q
1− q
)
(1.9)
PS(x) = (1 + x)
E RelS
( x
1 + x
)
(1.10)
In the reliability context it is natural to assume that S is a complex, i.e. that S
contains ∅ and is closed under taking subsets. Indeed, the simplest case arises when
G = (V,E) is a connected graph and we declare the system to be operational if
the non-failed edges form a connected spanning subgraph (this is the “all-terminal
reliability”). In this case S is the set of complements of connected spanning subgraphs
of G, i.e. the family I(M∗(G)) of independent sets of the cographic matroid M∗(G).
Our Holy Grail is the following:
Conjecture 1.4 (multivariate Brown–Colbourn conjecture [10, 70]) Let G be
a connected graph. If |qe| > 1 for all e, then RelI(M∗(G))(q) 6= 0. Equivalently, if G is
loopless and Re xe < −1/2 for all e, then PI(M∗(G))(x) 6= 0.
(Note that a loop in G corresponds to a coloop in M∗(G). Each loop in G has no
effect on the reliability polynomial but multiplies the independent-set polynomial of
M∗(G) by a factor 1 + xe, leading to a root at xe = −1. This is why, in discussing
the roots of PI(M∗(G)), we need to assume that G is loopless.)
We are at present quite far from a proof of Conjecture 1.4. One of us has proven
Conjecture 1.4 for the special case of series-parallel graphs [70, Remark 3 in Section
4.1]; earlier, another one of us had proven the corresponding univariate result, i.e.
when all the qe take the same value [73]. But series-parallel graphs are a small subset
of planar graphs, and an even smaller subset of all graphs!
Nonetheless one can dream, and even lacking a proof of Conjecture 1.4 it is rea-
sonable to ask whether stronger results might be true. For example:
Question 1.5 Which (coloopless) matroids M have the “Brown–Colbourn property”,
i.e. Re xe < −1/2 for all e implies PI(M)(x) 6= 0?
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Aside from the cographic (or equivalently, graphic) matroids of series-parallel graphs,
we can prove the Brown–Colbourn property for uniform matroids Ur,n with 0 ≤ r <
n (the condition r < n corresponds precisely to forbidding coloops): this follows
immediately from the corresponding univariate result [73, Proposition 7.3] combined
with the Grace–Walsh–Szego¨ coincidence theorem (see Section 9). On the other
hand, it is easy to show (Corollary 2.3) that the Brown–Colbourn property for PI(M)
implies the half-plane property for PB(M). So the results of this paper imply that the
Brown–Colbourn property fails for many matroids (e.g. F7, F
−
7 , . . . ) and for all pure
complexes that are not matroidal.
One purpose of this paper is, therefore, to serve as a “warm-up” for an attack on
the Brown–Colbourn property, by studying first a property (the half-plane property)
that is a necessary condition for the Brown–Colbourn property and may be easier to
characterize. But the results of our investigation show that the half-plane property
is very interesting in its own right!
Our study of polynomials with the half-plane property can also be viewed in
the wider context of theorems asserting that some combinatorially interesting class
of multivariate polynomials are nonvanishing in some large domain of complex n-
space. Theorems of this kind include the Lee–Yang theorem on ferromagnetic Ising
models and generalizations thereof [46, 68, 47, 37] and the Heilmann–Lieb theorem
on matching polynomials [35] (discussed in Section 10.1 below). Useful tools for
manipulating such polynomials include the Grace–Walsh–Szego¨ coincidence theorem
[31, 71, 74, 51] (see Section 2.5), the Asano contraction lemma [3, 63, 37] and the
Hinkkanen composition theorem [37] (see Section 4.8).
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the basic properties
of multivariate polynomials with the half-plane property, including their important
connection with real-part-positive rational functions. In Section 3 we discuss a key
criterion that we call the “local half-plane property”. In Section 4 we describe a large
number of constructions that preserve the half-plane property; most of these are mo-
tivated by standard operations on matroids. In Section 5 we provide a necessary and
sufficient condition for a polynomial to have the half-plane property; this condition
will play an important role in finding counterexamples. We also provide a simple
explicit criterion in the rank-2 case. In Section 6 we prove that, in a homogeneous
polynomial with the half-plane property, all the nonzero coefficients must have the
same phase. In Section 7 we prove that the support of a homogeneous multiaffine
polynomial must be the collection of bases of a matroid; we also prove a generaliza-
tion to the non-multiaffine case. In Section 8 we give the “determinant construction”,
and deduce as a corollary that every sixth-root-of-unity matroid has the half-plane
property. This section also contains some results on (F,G)-representability of ma-
troids that may be of independent interest. In Section 9 we prove that every uniform
matroid has the half-plane property, and indeed has the Brown–Colbourn property.
In Section 10 we give the “permanent construction”, and deduce as a corollary that
a certain subclass of transversal matroids (those we call “nice”) have the half-plane
property; we also give numerous examples of nice and non-nice transversal matroids.
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In Section 11 we give several examples of matroids that do not have the half-plane
property. In Section 12 we report our numerical experiments on matroids for which
we have been unable to prove or disprove the half-plane property. We conclude, in
Section 13, with a list of open questions. In Appendix A we provide, for the conve-
nience of the reader, a list of the matroids considered in this paper, along with brief
summaries of their properties. In Appendix B we analyze the (F, {1})-representability
of matroids.
Note Added (November 2002): Gordon Royle and one of the authors (A.D.S.)
have recently discovered — to our great surprise — that the Brown–Colbourn con-
jecture is false! The multivariate Brown–Colbourn conjecture is false already for the
simplest non-series-parallel graph, namely the complete graph K4. The univariate
Brown–Colbourn conjecture is false for certain simple planar graphs that can be ob-
tained from K4 by parallel and series extension of edges. This work will be reported
separately [61].
2 Polynomials and the half-plane property
Our main interest is in polynomials that are homogeneous of degree r and are
multiaffine (i.e. of degree ≤ 1 in each variable separately): these include the generat-
ing polynomials of r-uniform set systems and, more specifically, the basis generating
polynomials of rank-r matroids. However, many of our results will be valid for homo-
geneous polynomials that are not necessarily multiaffine, or for multiaffine polyno-
mials that are not necessarily homogeneous, or (sometimes) for general polynomials.
We shall endeavor to state our results in whatever degree of generality seems most
natural, without being pedantic.
2.1 Basic definitions
Let P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m be a polynomial with complex coefficients in the variables
x = {xe}e∈E . We call the finite set E = E(P ) the ground set of P , and we call
its members elements. We shall generally use the letter n to denote the cardinality
of E; often we shall simply take E to be [n] = {1, . . . , n}. In P , the sum ranges
over all multi-indices m (that is, functions m: E → N), and only finitely many of
the coefficients am are nonzero. The degree of the monomial x
m =
∏
e∈E x
m(e)
e is
|m| =∑e∈E m(e), and the degree of P is degP = max{|m|: am 6= 0}. We say that P
is homogeneous of degree r if am = 0 whenever |m| 6= r. For e ∈ E, the degree of P in
xe is dege P = max{m(e): am 6= 0}. We say that P is affine in e if dege P ≤ 1, and
we say that P is multiaffine if it is affine in e for all e ∈ E. A multiaffine polynomial
can be written in the form P (x) =
∑
S⊆E aSx
S.
The support of a polynomial P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m is the set of multi-indices with
nonzero coefficients:
supp(P ) = {m: am 6= 0} . (2.1)
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In the case of a multiaffine polynomial P (x) =
∑
S⊆E aSx
S, we identify multi-indices
with subsets of E, so that
supp(P ) = {S ⊆ E: aS 6= 0} . (2.2)
If D is a domain (connected open set) in Cn, we denote by FD the set of all
functions analytic in D that are either nonvanishing in D or else identically zero. By
Hurwitz’s theorem3, FD is closed in the topology of uniform convergence on compact
subsets of D. (That is why we included the phrase “or else identically zero” in the
definition of FD: it takes care of a trivial degenerate case in a convenient way.)
Let us now suppose that D = D1 × · · · ×Dn where the Di are domains in C. If
f ∈ FD and we fix some of the variables (say x1, . . . , xm) to particular values x(0)1 ∈ D1,
. . . , x
(0)
m ∈ Dm, then clearly f(x(0)1 , . . . , x(0)m , · ) ∈ FDm+1×···×Dn . But more is true, at
least if f ∈ FD is also continuous in the closure D = D1 × · · · ×Dn: then we can fix
x
(0)
1 ∈ D1, . . . , x(0)m ∈ Dm and we still have f(x(0)1 , . . . , x(0)m , · ) ∈ FDm+1×···×Dn (again
by Hurwitz’s theorem). That is, we can fix some variables even on the boundary of the
domain, and as a function of the remaining variables, f must be either nonvanishing
or else identically zero.
We denote by H the open right half-plane {x ∈ C: Re x > 0}, and by H the
closed right half-plane {x ∈ C: Rex ≥ 0}. If the polynomial P in n variables belongs
to FHn (i.e. is either nonvanishing in the product of open right half-planes or else
identically zero), we say that P has the half-plane property .4 The discussion of the
previous paragraph has the following corollary:
Proposition 2.1 Let P have the half-plane property, let E ′ be a subset of the ground
set E = E(P ), and fix x′ ∈ HE′. Then P (x′, · ), considered as a polynomial on the
ground set E \E ′, has the half-plane property. In particular, this holds when we take
x′ = 0.
2.2 Shifted half-plane property and leading part
Let us denote by Hθ,K the rotated translated open half-plane {x ∈ C: Re (e−iθx) >
K}. If the polynomial P in n variables belongs to FHnθ,K for some θ and K, we say
3 Hurwitz’s theorem states that if D is a domain in Cn and (fk) are nonvanishing analytic
functions on D that converge to f uniformly on compact subsets of D, then f is either nonvanishing
or else identically zero. Hurwitz’s theorem for n = 1 is proved in most standard texts on the theory
of analytic functions of a single complex variable (see e.g. [1, p. 176]). Surprisingly, we have been
unable to find Hurwitz’s theorem proven for general n in any standard text on several complex
variables (but see [42, p. 306] and [68, p. 337]). So here, for completeness, is the sketch of a proof:
Suppose that f(c) = 0 for some c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ D, and let D′ ⊂ D be a small polydisc centered
at c. Applying the single-variable Hurwitz theorem, we conclude that f(z1, c2, . . . , cn) = 0 for all z1
such that (z1, c2, . . . , cn) ∈ D′. Applying the same argument repeatedly in the variables z2, . . . , zn,
we conclude that f is identically vanishing on D′ and hence, by analytic continuation, also on D.
4 In the engineering literature, polynomials P 6≡ 0 with the half-plane property are termed
widest-sense Hurwitz polynomials : see e.g. [26].
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that P has the shifted half-plane property . In particular, if P ∈ FHn
pi,1/2
, we say that
P has the Brown–Colbourn property .
If P is a polynomial of degree r, we denote by P ♯ the polynomial consisting of
those terms in P that have degree r, and we call it the leading part of P . Clearly P ♯
is homogeneous of degree r. Moreover, it is easy to see that
P ♯(x) = lim
ζ→∞
ζ−rP (ζx) (2.3)
as ζ tends to infinity in C, uniformly for x in compact subsets of Cn. Using Hurwitz’s
theorem, we deduce immediately that:
Proposition 2.2 If P has the shifted half-plane property, then P ♯ has the half-plane
property [and more generally belongs to FHn
θ′,0
for all θ′].
Corollary 2.3 Let M be a matroid. If the independent-set generating polynomial
PI(M) has the Brown–Colbourn property, then the basis generating polynomial PB(M)
has the half-plane property.
Henceforth we shall say that a set system S (resp. a matroid M) “has the half-
plane property” if its generating polynomial PS (resp. its basis generating polynomial
PB(M)) has the half-plane property, and that a matroid M “has the Brown–Colbourn
property” if its independent-set generating polynomial PI(M) does.
2.3 Real-part-positive rational functions
Let D be a domain in Cn, and let f be a complex-valued function that is analytic
on D. We say that f is real-part-positive on D (resp. strictly real-part-positive on D)
if Re f(x) ≥ 0 (resp. Re f(x) > 0) for all x ∈ D.
Lemma 2.4 Let f be real-part-positive on D. Then either f is strictly real-part-
positive on D, or else f is a pure imaginary constant. (In particular, f is either
nonvanishing on D or else identically zero.)
Proof. By the open mapping theorem, either the image f [D] is open in C or else f is
constant. Since f is real-part-positive, f [D] is contained in the closed right half-plane
H . If f [D] is open, then it is contained in the interior of H , i.e. in the open right
half-plane H , so that f is strictly real-part-positive. If f is constant, this constant
value is either pure imaginary or else has strictly positive real part. ✷
Lemma 2.5 Let D be a domain in Cn, and let k be a positive integer. Let f be real-
part-positive (resp. strictly real-part-positive) on Hk, and let g1, . . . , gk be strictly real-
part-positive on D. Then f ◦ g is real-part-positive (resp. strictly real-part-positive)
on D. [Here we have used the obvious shorthand g = (g1, . . . , gk).]
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Proof. Trivial. ✷
Lemma 2.6 Let D be a domain in Cn, and let g and h be analytic functions on D.
Suppose that h is nonvanishing on D, and that g/h is real-part-positive on D. Then
g is either nonvanishing on D or else identically zero.
In particular, let P and Q be polynomials in n variables, with Q 6≡ 0. Suppose that
Q has the half-plane property, and that the rational function P/Q is real-part-positive
on Hn. Then P has the half-plane property.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, g/h is either a (pure imaginary) constant function or else is
strictly real-part-positive on D. If g/h = c, then g is either identically zero (if c = 0)
or nonvanishing on D (if c 6= 0). If g/h is strictly real-part-positive on D, then g is
manifestly nonvanishing on D. ✷
In this lemma we have assumed that h is nonvanishing on D in order to guarantee
without fuss that g/h is analytic on D. If we drop this assumption, we can still
consider g/h as an analytic function on D \ Z(h), where Z(h) = {x ∈ D: h(x) = 0}
is the zero set of h. [Note that Z(h) is a closed set, and has empty interior whenever
h 6≡ 0.] It turns out that no generality is gained by this maneuver, at least when g
and h are polynomials and we exclude the trivial possibility that g and h contain a
common factor:
Lemma 2.7 Let P 6≡ 0 and Q 6≡ 0 be polynomials in n complex variables, with P
and Q relatively prime (over C). Let D be a domain in Cn. Suppose that the rational
function P/Q is real-part-positive on D \ Z(Q). Then in fact Z(Q) ∩D = ∅.
Proof. Suppose that for some z(0) ∈ D we have Q(z(0)) = 0.
(a) If P (z(0)) 6= 0, then Q/P is analytic in some neighborhood U ∋ z(0) and is
nonconstant, so by the open mapping theorem (Q/P )[U ] contains a neighborhood
V ∋ 0. Therefore, (Q/P )[U \ Z(Q)] contains V \ {0}, in violation of the hypothesis
that P/Q is real-part-positive on D \ Z(Q).
(b) If P (z(0)) = 0, then it is known [62, Theorem 1.3.2] that for every neighborhood
U ∋ z(0) we have (P/Q)[U \ Z(Q)] = C, which again violates the hypothesis that
P/Q is real-part-positive on D \ Z(Q). ✷
The most important case for us will be D = Hn. As we shall see, there is a
close interplay between polynomials with the half-plane property and rational func-
tions that are real-part-positive on Hn.5 One direction of this interplay is given by
Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7; the other direction will be given in Proposition 2.8 below.
5 In the engineering literature, rational functions that are real-part-positive on Hn are called
positive (or positive real if their numerator and denominator polynomials have real coefficients): see
e.g. [12, 57, 26]. We feel, however, that these terms are likely to cause confusion, so we prefer the
more precise term “real-part-positive”.
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2.4 Derivatives
If P is a polynomial with ground set E and m = {me}e∈E is a multi-index, we
define the polynomial ∂mP in the obvious way: (∂mP )(x) = (
∏
e∈E(∂/∂xe)
me)P (x).
We have the following easy but fundamental result:
Proposition 2.8 Let P be a polynomial with ground set E, and let {λe}e∈E be non-
negative real numbers. Suppose that P has the half-plane property. Then:
(a) The polynomial
∑
e∈E
λe ∂P/∂xe has the half-plane property.
(b) Provided that P 6≡ 0, the rational function P−1∑e∈E λe ∂P/∂xe is real-part-
positive on HE. Indeed, it is strictly real-part-positive on HE except when∑
e∈E λe ∂P/∂xe ≡ 0.
Proof. If P ≡ 0 the proposition is trivial, so assume P 6≡ 0. We shall prove (b);
Lemma 2.6 then implies (a).
Consider first the univariate case |E| = 1. If P is a constant function, then P ′ ≡ 0
and the theorem is trivial. So let P be a univariate polynomial of degree k ≥ 1 with
the half-plane property, i.e. P (x) = C
∏k
i=1(x− αi) with C 6= 0 and Reαi ≤ 0. Then
P ′(x)
P (x)
=
k∑
i=1
1
x− αi (2.4)
is strictly real-part-positive.
Now consider the general multivariate case. Applying the univariate result to xe
with {xf}f 6=e held fixed in the open right half-plane, we conclude that P−1∂P/∂xe
is real-part-positive on HE. The same therefore holds for P−1
∑
e∈E λe ∂P/∂xe.
Moreover, by Lemma 2.4 this function is either strictly real-part-positive on HE
or else a (pure imaginary) constant. But it cannot be a nonzero constant, because
deg(
∑
e∈E λe ∂P/∂xe) < deg P . This proves (b) in the general case. ✷
Remarks. 1. Part (b) of Proposition 2.8 was proven by Koga [41, Theorem 11],
but it is probably older.
2. The same proof shows that the differential operator
O = α +
∑
e∈E
βe
∂
∂xe
+
∑
e∈E
γexe (2.5)
with Reα ≥ 0 and βe, γe ≥ 0 preserves the half-plane property, since the function
OP
P
=
αP +
∑
e∈E
βe
∂P
∂xe
+
∑
e∈E
γexeP
P
(2.6)
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is real-part-positive.
3. More generally, let O1, . . . ,On be differential operators of the type (2.5) with
Reα ≥ 0 and βe, γe ≥ 0, and let P1, . . . , Pn have the half-plane property. For each
index i, let Qi be one of the two functions Pi and OiPi, and let Ri be the other one.
Then
S =
n∑
i=1
(∏
j 6=i
Rj
)
Qi (2.7)
has the half-plane property, because
S
n∏
i=1
Ri
=
n∑
i=1
Qi
Ri
(2.8)
is real-part-positive. [If exactly one of the Ri is identically zero, then S = Qi. If two
or more of the Ri are identically zero, then S ≡ 0.] This construction was inspired
by our reading of the brief paper of Bose [7].
Corollary 2.9 If the polynomial P belongs to FHnθ,K , then so does ∂mP for every
multi-index m. In particular, if P has the half-plane property, then so does ∂mP for
every multi-index m.
Suppose we partition the ground set E into two disjoint subsets E ′ and E ′′, and
write
P (x) =
∑
m′
Pm′(x
′′) (x′)m
′
, (2.9)
where of course x′ = {xe}e∈E′ and x′′ = {xe}e∈E′′. We then have:
Corollary 2.10 Let P be written in the form (2.9). If P has the half-plane property,
then so do all of the coefficient functions Pm′.
Proof. We have Pm′(x
′′) = (1/m′!) ∂m
′
x′ P (x
′, x′′) |x′=0 where m′! =
∏
e∈E′ m
′
e!. The
result then follows immediately from Corollary 2.9 and Proposition 2.1. ✷
In fact, a result much stronger than Corollary 2.9 was proven two decades ago by
Lieb and one of the authors [47, Proposition 2.2]:
Theorem 2.11 (Lieb and Sokal [47]) Let {Pi}ki=1 and {Qi}ki=1 be polynomials in
n complex variables, and define
R(v, w) =
k∑
i=1
Pi(v)Qi(w) (2.10)
S(x) =
k∑
i=1
Pi(∂/∂x)Qi(x) (2.11)
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If R has the half-plane property, then so does S.
In particular, we have the case k = 1: if P and Q have the half-plane property,
then so does P (∂/∂x)Q(x).
2.5 The Grace–Walsh–Szego¨ coincidence theorem
Finally, we shall need a version of the Grace–Walsh–Szego¨ coincidence theorem
[31, 71, 74]. Let P (x1, . . . , xn) be a multiaffine polynomial that is symmetric under
all permutations of the x1, . . . , xn. Any such polynomial can be written in the form
P (x1, . . . , xn) =
n∑
k=0
ak
(
n
k
)−1
Ek(x1, . . . , xn) (2.12)
where the Ek are the elementary symmetric polynomials, i.e. E0 = 1 and
Ek(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
1≤i1<i2<...<ik≤n
xi1xi2 · · ·xik ; (2.13)
and conversely, any polynomial of the form (2.12) is symmetric and multiaffine. Now
let us define a closed circular region in C to be a closed disc (including the degenerate
case of a single point), a closed half-plane, or the closed exterior of a disc. And let
us define an open circular region in C to be an open disc, an open half-plane, or the
open exterior of a disc. We then have:
Theorem 2.12 (Grace–Walsh–Szego¨) Let P be a symmetric multiaffine polyno-
mial in n complex variables, let C be an open or closed circular region in C, and let
x
(0)
1 , . . . , x
(0)
n be points in the region C. Suppose, further, that either degP = n (i.e.
an 6= 0) or C is convex (or both). Then there exists at least one point ξ ∈ C such that
P (x
(0)
1 , . . . , x
(0)
n ) = P (ξ, . . . , ξ) . (2.14)
Proof. Note first that it suffices to prove the theorem for closed circular regions: for
if C is an open circular region, then there exists a closed circular region C ′ ⊂ C that
still contains the points x
(0)
1 , . . . , x
(0)
n . Now, the standard proof of the Grace–Walsh–
Szego¨ coincidence theorem (see e.g. [51, Theorem 15.4]) applies whenever an 6= 0. If
an = 0 and C is a closed disc, then by taking limits from the case an 6= 0 and using
the compactness of C, we can obtain the desired result.6
Finally, suppose that an = 0 and C is a closed half-plane. Without loss of general-
ity we can suppose that C is the closed right half-planeH . Let α = max{|Imx(0)i |: 1 ≤
6
Proof. Let Pǫ(x1, . . . , xn) = P (x1, . . . , xn) + ǫx1 · · ·xn. Applying the case an 6= 0, we
conclude that for each ǫ 6= 0 there exists ξǫ ∈ C such that Pǫ(x(0)1 , . . . , x(0)n ) = Pǫ(ξǫ, . . . , ξǫ). Since
C is compact, the family {ξǫ} must have at least one limit point ξ ∈ C as ǫ → 0. This limit point
satisfies (2.14).
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i ≤ n} and β = max{Re x(0)i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Let CR be the closed disc of radius√
R2 + α2 centered at R. Note that CR contains the points x
(0)
1 , . . . , x
(0)
n whenever
R ≥ β/2. Now apply the theorem to CR: we obtain a point ξR ∈ CR satisfying
P (x
(0)
1 , . . . , x
(0)
n ) = P (ξR, . . . , ξR). If, for at least one R, the point ξR lies in CR ∩H ,
we are done; and if not, then the points ξR all lie in CR \ H, and as R → ∞ they
must have a limit point ξ in the interval [−iα, iα] of the imaginary axis. ✷
This theorem is usually applied as follows: Starting from a univariate polynomial
Q(x) =
∑
k akx
k and an integer n ≥ degQ, we construct the unique symmetric
multiaffine polynomial P (x1, . . . , xn) satisfying P (x, . . . , x) = Q(x), namely (2.12).
In this situation, Theorem 2.12 implies that if Q is nonvanishing in a circular region
C, then P is nonvanishing in Cn (provided that n = degQ or C is convex).
More generally, starting from a multivariate polynomial Q in variables {xe}e∈E
and integers ne ≥ degeQ, we can introduce variables {x(j)e }e∈E,1≤j≤ne and form the
unique multiaffine polynomial P in all these variables that is symmetric in each family
Xe = {x(j)e }1≤j≤ne separately and reduces to Q when x(j)e = xe for all j, e. We refer
to P as being obtained by the ne-fold polarization of xe in Q, for all e ∈ E. Then
Theorem 2.12 implies that if {Ce}e∈E are circular regions and Q(x) is nonvanishing
when xe ∈ Ce for all e, then P is nonvanishing when x(j)e ∈ Ce for all j, e (provided
that, for each e, either ne = degeQ or Ce is convex). By this technique, we can often
prove theorems for general polynomials Q by reducing them to the special case of
multiaffine polynomials P (albeit in a larger number of variables).
2.6 Algorithms
It is worth remarking that the half-plane property is algorithmically decidable,
using quantifier-elimination methods for the theory of real closed fields [15]. Indeed,
let P 6≡ 0 be a polynomial in complex variables x1, . . . , xn. Setting xk = ak + ibk and
separating out real and imaginary parts
R(a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn) = ReP ({ak + ibk}) (2.15a)
I(a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn) = ImP ({ak + ibk}) (2.15b)
the half-plane property for P is immediately seen to be equivalent to the assertion
¬(∃a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn ∈ R) (a1 > 0) ∧ · · · ∧ (an > 0) ∧ (R(a, b) = 0) ∧ (I(a, b) = 0)
(2.16)
in the first-order theory of the real numbers, which is decidable according to a classic
result of Tarski [72]. Indeed, by the method of cylindrical algebraic decomposition
(CAD) [20], this computation can be performed in time c
cn2
1 for suitable constants
c1 and c2 (“doubly exponential time”). Moreover, some more recent algorithms [34,
36, 60, 5] require only a time cn (“singly exponential time”). Unfortunately, this
computation seems at present to be unfeasible in practice even for n = 4.
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3 The local half-plane property
For any element e ∈ E, the deletion of e from P is the polynomial P \e on ground
set E \ e that is obtained from P by setting xe = 0. The contraction of e from P
is the polynomial P /e on ground set E defined by P /e = ∂P/∂xe. Note that if P is
affine in e, then P /e can also be considered as a polynomial on ground set E \ e (and
we shall usually do so). We say that an element e ∈ E is a loop of P in case P /e ≡ 0,
and is a coloop of P in case P \e ≡ 0.
Proposition 3.1 (Deletion/contraction) Let P be a polynomial with the half-
plane property. Then, for every e ∈ E(P ), both P \e and P /e have the half-plane
property.
Proof. Proposition 2.1 implies that P \e has the half-plane property. Proposi-
tion 2.8(a) implies that P /e has the half-plane property. ✷
Remark. If P is affine in e, then the half-plane property for the contraction P /e
can alternatively be proven using
P /e(x6=e) = lim
xe→+∞
P (x)
xe
(3.1)
[see (3.2) below] and Hurwitz’s theorem.
Let P be a polynomial and e ∈ E(P ), and suppose that P is affine in e. Then P
can be written in the form
P (x) = P \e(x6=e) + xeP
/e(x6=e) , (3.2)
where we have used the shorthand x6=e = {xf}f∈E\e. In this situation, we say that
the pair (P, e) satisfies the local half-plane property if, whenever Re xf > 0 for all
f ∈ E \ e, we have P \e(x6=e) 6= 0, P /e(x6=e) 6= 0 and
Re
P \e(x6=e)
P /e(x6=e)
≥ 0 . (3.3)
Otherwise put, (P, e) has the local half-plane property in case
(a) e is neither a loop nor a coloop of P ,
(b) both P \e and P /e have the half-plane property, and
(c) P \e/P /e is real-part-positive on HE\e.
Note also that by Lemma 2.4, there is either strict inequality in (3.3) or else P \e/P /e
is a nonzero pure imaginary constant [i.e. P (x) = (1+iαxe)P
\e(x6=e) for some nonzero
real number α].
We have the following fundamental result:
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Theorem 3.2 Let P be affine in e. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) P has the half-plane property.
(b) One of the following four mutually exclusive possibilities holds:
(i) P /e ≡ 0 and P \e ≡ 0;
(ii) P /e ≡ 0, and P \e 6≡ 0 has the half-plane property;
(iii) P \e ≡ 0, and P /e 6≡ 0 has the half-plane property;
(iv) (P, e) has the local half-plane property, i.e. P \e 6≡ 0 and P /e 6≡ 0 both have
the half-plane property, and
Re
P \e(x6=e)
P /e(x6=e)
≥ 0 (3.4)
for all x6=e ∈ HE\e.
(c) One of the following three mutually exclusive possibilities holds:
(i) P /e ≡ 0 and P \e ≡ 0;
(ii) P /e ≡ 0, and P \e 6≡ 0 has the half-plane property;
(iii) P /e 6≡ 0 has the half-plane property, and
Re
P (x)
P /e(x6=e)
> 0 (3.5)
for all x ∈ HE.
Proof. (a) =⇒ (b): By Proposition 3.1, both P \e and P /e have the half-plane
property. If one or both of them is identically zero, we are in one of the cases (i)–(iii).
If neither is identically zero, then both P \e(x6=e) and P
/e(x6=e) are nonzero for all
x6=e ∈ HE\e. Therefore, for each such x6=e, there is a unique value for xe such that
P (x) = 0, namely
xe = − P
\e(x6=e)
P /e(x6=e)
. (3.6)
Since P has the half-plane property, we must have Rexe ≤ 0, proving (3.4).
(b) =⇒ (c): This is trivial if either (b)(i) or (b)(ii) holds; so suppose that either
(b)(iii) or (b)(iv) holds, and let x ∈ HE. Then P /e(x6=e) 6= 0, and
Re
P (x)
P /e(x6=e)
= Re
(
P \e(x6=e)
P /e(x6=e)
+ xe
)
> 0 (3.7)
since Re [P \e(x6=e)/P
/e(x6=e)] ≥ 0 and Re xe > 0.
(c) =⇒ (a): In cases (c)(i) and (c)(ii) this is trivial. And in case (c)(iii), we clearly
have P (x) 6= 0 for all x ∈ HE, so it is also trivial. ✷
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Corollary 3.3 Let P be a multiaffine polynomial. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) P has the half-plane property.
(b) There exists at least one e ∈ E(P ) for which condition (b) of Theorem 3.2 holds.
(b′) For all e ∈ E(P ), condition (b) of Theorem 3.2 holds.
(c) There exists at least one e ∈ E(P ) for which condition (c) of Theorem 3.2 holds.
(c′) For all e ∈ E(P ), condition (c) of Theorem 3.2 holds.
Now let us drop the hypothesis that P is affine in e. We can still write P in the
form
P (x) =
M∑
k=0
Pk(x6=e) x
k
e (3.8)
where M = dege P . There is no longer any simple necessary and sufficient condition,
analogous to Theorem 3.2, for P to have the half-plane property. But Fettweis and
Basu [26, Theorem 18] have proven a very interesting necessary condition:
Theorem 3.4 (Fettweis and Basu [26]) Let P be a polynomial with the half-plane
property, written in the form (3.8) for some e ∈ E(P ). Then each coefficient function
Pk has the half-plane property, and moreover for each r ≥ 0 we have:
(a) It is impossible to have Pr 6≡ 0, Pr+1 ≡ Pr+2 ≡ . . . ≡ Pr+ℓ ≡ 0, Pr+ℓ+1 6≡ 0 with
ℓ ≥ 2.
(b) If Pr 6≡ 0, Pr+1 ≡ 0 and Pr+2 6≡ 0, then Pr+2/Pr is a strictly positive constant.
(c) If Pr 6≡ 0 and Pr+1 6≡ 0, then Pr+1/Pr is real-part-positive on HE\e.
To prove Theorem 3.4, we start with a lemma [26, Lemma 4]:
Lemma 3.5 Let P (x) =
∑M
k=0 Pk(x6=e) x
k
e be a polynomial. Let 0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ M and
define
Q(x) =
s∑
k=r
k!
(k − r)!
(M − k)!
(s− k)! Pk(x6=e) x
k
e . (3.9)
If P has the half-plane property, then so does Q.
Proof. Define
P1(x) =
∂r
∂xre
P (x) (3.10)
P2(x) = x
M−r
e P1(x6=e, 1/xe) (3.11)
P3(x) =
∂M−s
∂xM−se
P2(x) (3.12)
Q(x) = xseP3(x6=e, 1/xe) (3.13)
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By Proposition 2.8 and the fact that xe 7→ 1/xe maps the open right half-plane onto
itself, all these operations preserve the half-plane property. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We have already proven (Corollary 2.10) that all the
coefficient functions Pk have the half-plane property, Now apply Lemma 3.5 with
s = r + ℓ+ 1 [using ℓ = 1 in (b) and ℓ = 0 in (c)], yielding a polynomial
Q(x) = αPr(x6=e) x
r
e + βPr+ℓ+1(x6=e) x
r+ℓ+1
e (3.14)
with α, β > 0 and Pr, Pr+ℓ+1 6≡ 0 having the half-plane property. If ℓ ≥ 2, this
polynomial Q never has the half-plane property [just choose any x6=e ∈ HE\e, then
there exists a solution to Q(x) = 0 with Re xe > 0]. If ℓ = 1, then Q has the half-plane
property if and only if Pr+2(x6=e)/Pr(x6=e) > 0 for all x6=e ∈ HE\e; but by the open
mapping theorem, this implies that Pr+2/Pr is a constant function. Finally, if ℓ = 0,
then Q has the half-plane property if and only if Re [Pr+1(x6=e)/Pr(x6=e)] ≥ 0 for all
x6=e ∈ HE\e. ✷
4 Constructions
In the previous section we saw that if a polynomial P has the half-plane property,
then so do the deletion P \e and the contraction P /e, for every element e ∈ E. In this
section we describe some other constructions that preserve the half-plane property.
Let us recall that the support of a multiaffine polynomial P (x) =
∑
S⊆E aSx
S is
supp(P ) = {S ⊆ E: aS 6= 0}. We shall see later (Theorem 7.1) that if P 6≡ 0 is a
homogeneous multiaffine polynomial with the half-plane property, then supp(P ) is
necessarily the set B(M) of bases of some matroid M on the ground set E(P ). (The-
orem 7.2 generalizes this result to homogeneous polynomials that are not necessarily
multiaffine.) Therefore, while describing these constructions on polynomials, we will
also explain, in the homogeneous multiaffine case, the corresponding operations on
matroids. Indeed, our choice of terminology for these constructions on polynomials
is motivated by analogy with standard terms in matroid theory.
4.1 Deletion and contraction
The following proposition is evident from the definitions:
Proposition 4.1 Let P be a homogeneous multiaffine polynomial with supp(P ) =
B(M) for a matroid M , and and let e ∈ E(P ). Then:
(a) e is a loop of P if and only if e is a loop of M .
(b) e is a coloop of P if and only if e is a coloop of M .
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(c) If e is not a loop of P , then supp(P /e) = B(M/e), the contraction of M by e.
(d) If e is not a coloop of P , then supp(P \e) = B(M \ e), the deletion of e from M .
(e) If e is not a loop of P , and P is the basis generating polynomial for M , then
P /e is the basis generating polynomial for M/e.
(f) If e is not a coloop of P , and P is the basis generating polynomial for M , then
P \e is the basis generating polynomial for M \ e.
4.2 Duality
Given a multiaffine polynomial P (x) =
∑
S⊆E aSx
S on the ground set E, we define
the dual polynomial
P ∗(x) = xEP (1/x) =
∑
S⊆E
aSx
E\S . (4.1)
We have already encountered (in the Introduction) a special case of the following
principle:
Proposition 4.2 (Duality) Let P be a multiaffine polynomial.
If P has the half-plane property, then the dual polynomial P ∗ also has the half-
plane property.
If supp(P ) = B(M) for a matroid M , then supp(P ∗) = B(M∗), where M∗ is the
matroid dual to M .
If P is the basis generating polynomial for a matroid M , then P ∗ is the basis
generating polynomial for M∗.
Proof. The half-plane property for P ∗ follows immediately from the fact that xe 7→
1/xe maps the open right half-plane onto itself. The remainder follows immediately
from the definition of the dual matroid M∗. ✷
Let us also record, for future reference, some easy identities relating duality to
deletion and contraction:
Lemma 4.3 Let P be a multiaffine polynomial on the ground set E, and let e ∈ E.
Then
(P \e)∗ = (P ∗)/e (4.2)
(P /e)∗ = (P ∗)\e (4.3)
where P \e, P /e, (P ∗)/e and (P ∗)\e are all considered as having ground set E \ e.
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4.3 Direct sum
The next proposition is trivial, and has already been used implicitly:
Proposition 4.4 Let P and Q be polynomials with the half-plane property. Then
the pointwise product PQ [considered on the ground set E(P ) ∪ E(Q)] also has the
half-plane property.
The special case where P and Q have disjoint ground sets has a simple matroidal
interpretation:
Proposition 4.5 (Direct sum) Let P and Q be homogeneous multiaffine polyno-
mials with E(P ) ∩ E(Q) = ∅.
If supp(P ) = B(M) and supp(Q) = B(N) for matroidsM and N , then supp(PQ) =
B(M ⊕N), the direct sum of M and N .
If P and Q are the basis generating polynomials for matroids M and N , then PQ
is the basis generating polynomial for M ⊕N .
Clearly, if a matroidM is the direct sum of two matroids M1,M2 of nonzero rank,
then its basis generating polynomial PB(M) is reducible. A very strong version of the
converse is true as well:
Proposition 4.6 Let M be a connected matroid with ground set E, and let P be a
multiaffine polynomial in the indeterminates {xe}e∈E with coefficients in an integral
domain R. If supp(P ) = B(M), then P is irreducible over R.
We begin with an easy but crucial lemma:
Lemma 4.7 Let P1 and P2 be nonzero polynomials in the indeterminates {xe}e∈E
with coefficients in an integral domain R. Suppose that P1P2 is multiaffine. Then:
(a) There exist disjoint subsets E1, E2 ⊆ E such that Pi uses only the variables
{xe}e∈Ei (i = 1, 2).
(b) P1 and P2 are both multiaffine.
Proof. Suppose there exists e ∈ E such that both P1 and P2 use the variable xe.
For i = 1, 2, let di ≥ 1 be the degree of Pi in the variable xe, and let Qi 6= 0 be the
coefficient of xdie in Pi, considered as an element of the polynomial ring R[x6=e]. Then
Q1Q2 6= 0 because R[x6=e] is an integral domain [39, Theorem III.5.1 and Corollary
III.5.7]. But this shows that the coefficient of xd1+d2e in P1P2 is nonzero, contradicting
the hypothesis that P1P2 is multiaffine (since d1 + d2 ≥ 2). This proves (a); and (b)
is an easy consequence. ✷
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Proof of Proposition 4.6. If |E| = 1, the result is trivial, so assume henceforth
that |E| ≥ 2. Suppose that P = P1P2 where P1 and P2 are non-constant polynomials
over R. By Lemma 4.7, there exist disjoint subsets E1, E2 ⊆ E such that Pi uses only
the variables {xe}e∈Ei. Moreover, each term xS in P arises from a unique pair of terms
in P1 and P2 (namely, x
S∩E1 and xS∩E2); and conversely, each pair of nonzero terms
in P1 and P2 gives rise to a nonzero term in P (because R is an integral domain).
Since every term in P has degree r(M) [the rank of M ], it follows that there exist
integers r1, r2 ≥ 1 such that every term in Pi has degree ri (i = 1, 2).
Let B be a basis of M . For each element i ∈ E \ B, there is a unique circuit
C(i, B) of M contained in B ∪ {i}. Consider the bipartite graph G with vertex
classes B and E \ B where a vertex i ∈ E \ B is adjacent to a vertex j ∈ B if and
only if j ∈ C(i, B) \ i. By a theorem of Cunningham [21] and Krogdahl [43] (see [55,
Lemma 10.2.8]), since |E| ≥ 2 and M is connected, G is a connected graph. Thus, by
interchanging E1 and E2 if necessary, we may assume that E1 \B contains an element
i such that C(i, B) meets E2∩B. Suppose j ∈ C(i, B)∩E2∩B. Then (B \{j})∪{i}
is a basis of M . But |[(B \ {j}) ∪ {i}] ∩ E1| > |B ∩ E1|, so P1 has a term of degree
exceeding r1: a contradiction. ✷
Remark. This proof is a natural extension of the proof given by Duffin and
Morley [24, Theorem 8] of the irreducibility of the basis generating polynomial of a
connected binary matroid.
4.4 Parallel connection, series connection, and 2-sum
Let P andQ be polynomials such that E(P )∩E(Q) = {e}. The parallel connection
of P and Q is defined to be
(P ||Q)(x) = P \e(x)Q/e(x) + P /e(x)Q\e(x) + xeP /e(x)Q/e(x) . (4.4)
Note that if both P and Q are affine in e, then so is P ||Q; and if both P and Q are
multiaffine, then so is P ||Q (the latter assertion uses the fact that E(P ) and E(Q)
meet only in e).
Proposition 4.8 (Parallel connection) Let P and Q be polynomials such that
E(P ) ∩ E(Q) = {e}, and suppose further that both P and Q are affine in e. If
both P and Q have the half-plane property, then P ||Q also has the half-plane property.
If, in addition, both P and Q are homogeneous and multiaffine, with supp(P ) =
B(M) and supp(Q) = B(N) for matroids M and N , and e is not a loop in at least
one of P and Q, then supp(P ||Q) = B(M ||N), the parallel connection of M and N .7
If P and Q are the basis generating polynomials for matroids M and N , and e is
not a loop in at least one of P and Q, then P ||Q is the basis generating polynomial
for M ||N .
7 The standard notation for the parallel connection of M and N is P (M,N), but in order to
avoid confusion with polynomials, we write M ||N instead.
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First proof. If e is a loop of P , then (P ||Q) = P \eQ/e; while if e is a coloop of P ,
then P ||Q = P /eQ. Propositions 3.1 and 4.4 imply that P \eQ/e and P /eQ have the
half-plane property. If e is a loop or coloop of Q, we argue analogously. Hence we
may assume that e is not a loop or coloop in either P or Q.
From Theorem 3.2(a) =⇒ (b), both (P, e) and (Q, e) have the local half-plane
property. Let x be such that Rexf > 0 for all f ∈ (E(P ) ∪ E(Q)) \ e. Then
P \e(x), P /e(x), Q\e(x) and Q/e(x) are all nonzero, by the local half-plane property.
If (P ||Q)(x) = 0, we can solve this equation for xe, yielding
xe = −P
\e(x)
P /e(x)
− Q
\e(x)
Q/e(x)
, (4.5)
which has nonpositive real part as a consequence of the local half-plane property for
(P, e) and (Q, e). Therefore, P ||Q has the half-plane property.
According to [55, Proposition 7.1.13(ii)], the bases of M ||N are exactly those sets
that can be obtained from some B1 ∈ B(M) and some B2 ∈ B(N) in one of the
following ways:
(i) (B1 ∪ B2) \ e, where e /∈ B1 and e ∈ B2;
(ii) (B1 ∪ B2) \ e, where e ∈ B1 and e /∈ B2;
(iii) B1 ∪B2, where e ∈ B1 and e ∈ B2.
These three classes correspond precisely to the three terms of (4.4). Moreover, it is
easy to see that each basis B of M ||N is obtained in this result from a unique pair
(B1, B2) ∈ B(M) × B(N). The claims about support and about basis generating
polynomials follow immediately. ✷
Second proof. Since P and Q are affine in e, we have
P (x) = P \e(x6=e) + xeP
/e(x6=e) (4.6)
Q(x) = Q\e(x6=e) + xeQ
/e(x6=e) (4.7)
and hence
∂
∂xe
(PQ)(x) = P \e(x)Q/e(x) + P /e(x)Q\e(x) + 2xeP
/e(x)Q/e(x) . (4.8)
By Propositions 4.4 and 2.8(a), the polynomial (4.8) has the half-plane property.
Replacing xe by xe/2 (which preserves the half-plane property), we obtain (P ||Q)(x).
The rest of the proposition is proven as before. ✷
Remark. The assertion in Proposition 4.8 that P ||Q has the half-plane property
does not require the hypothesis that E(P )∩E(Q) = {e}. But without this hypothesis,
P ||Q may not be multiaffine, even if P and Q both are.
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Corollary 4.9 (2-sum) Let P and Q be polynomials such that E(P )∩E(Q) = {e},
and suppose further that P and Q are both affine in e. If both P and Q have the
half-plane property, then (P ||Q)\e also has the half-plane property.
If, in addition, both P and Q are homogeneous and multiaffine, with supp(P ) =
B(M) and supp(Q) = B(N) for matroids M and N , and e is not a loop or coloop in
either P or Q, then supp((P ||Q)\e) = B(M ⊕2 N), the 2-sum of M and N .
If P and Q are the basis generating polynomials for matroids M and N , respec-
tively, and e is not a loop or coloop in either P or Q, then (P ||Q)\e is the basis
generating polynomial for M ⊕2 N .
Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 3.1 and 4.8 and the definition
of 2-sum. ✷
Let P and Q be polynomials such that E(P )∩E(Q) = {e}. The series connection
of P and Q is defined to be
(P&Q)(x) = P \e(x)Q\e(x) + xeP
\e(x)Q/e(x) + xeP
/e(x)Q\e(x) . (4.9)
Note that if both P and Q are affine in e, then so is P&Q, and indeed we have P&Q =
(P ∗e||Q∗e)∗e where ∗e denotes duality with respect to xe only [that is, P ∗e(xe, x6=e) =
xeP (1/xe, x6=e); this operation preserves the half-plane property, by the same argu-
ment used in the proof of Proposition 4.2]. If both P and Q are multiaffine, then so
is P&Q, and we have P&Q = (P ∗||Q∗)∗.
Proposition 4.10 (Series connection) Let P and Q be polynomials such that E(P )∩
E(Q) = {e}, and suppose further that P and Q are both affine in e. If both P and Q
have the half-plane property, then P&Q also has the half-plane property.
If, in addition, both P and Q are homogeneous and multiaffine, with supp(P ) =
B(M) and supp(Q) = B(N) for matroids M and N , and e is not a coloop in at least
one of P and Q, then supp(P&Q) = B(M&N), the series connection of M and N .8
If P and Q are the basis generating polynomials for matroids M and N , and e is
not a coloop in at least one of P and Q, then P&Q is the basis generating polynomial
for M&N .
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 4.8. ✷
8 The standard notation for the series connection of M and N is S(M,N), but in order to avoid
confusion with polynomials, we write M&N instead.
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4.5 Principal truncation and principal extension
Let P be a polynomial with ground set E, and let {λe}e∈E be nonnegative real
numbers. Then the polynomial
trλ P (x) =
∑
e∈E
λeP
/e(x) (4.10)
is called a (weighted) principal truncation of P . If a is a new element (not occurring
in E), then
extλ P (x∪a) = P (x) + xa trλ P (x) (4.11)
is called a (weighted) principal extension of P ; here we have used the shorthand
x∪a = {xe}e∈E∪a.
Proposition 4.11 (Principal truncation/extension) Let P be a polynomial with
ground set E, and let {λe}e∈E be nonnegative real numbers. If P has the half-plane
property, then both trλ P and extλ P have the half-plane property.
Proof. Proposition 2.8(a) asserts that trλ P has the half-plane property. Proposi-
tion 2.8(b) together with Theorem 3.2(b) =⇒ (a) imply that extλ P has the half-plane
property. ✷
The terms “principal truncation” and “principal extension” are taken from ma-
troid theory; they are justified by the following result:
Proposition 4.12 Let P be a homogeneous multiaffine polynomial with ground set
E, and let {λe}e∈E be nonnegative real numbers, not all of which are zero. Suppose
that supp(P ) = B(M) for a matroid M of nonzero rank, and let F be the closure in
M of the set S = {e: λe > 0}. Then supp(trλ P ) = B(trF (M)), where trF (M) is the
principal truncation of M with respect to F . Also, supp(extλ P ) = B(M +F a), where
M +F a is the principal extension of M on F .
Proof. The bases of the truncation trF (M) are all the sets of the form B \ f where
B ∈ B(M) and f ∈ B ∩ F . The sets that appear in the support of trλ P are all the
sets of the form B \ g where B ∈ B(M) and g ∈ B ∩ S. Since S ⊆ F , we clearly
have supp(trλ P ) ⊆ B(trF (M)). Conversely, suppose B ∈ B(M) and f ∈ B ∩ F ,
and let r be the rank of M . Since rank(B \ f) = r − 1 and rank((B \ f) ∪ S) = r,
the independence augmentation axiom implies that there is an element g ∈ S such
that B′ = (B \ f) ∪ {g} is a basis of M . Since B \ f = B′ \ g, we conclude that
B(trF (M)) ⊆ supp(trλ P ), as desired.
The bases of the extension M +F a are given by
B(M +F a) = B(M) ∪ {B ∪ {a}: B ∈ B(trF (M))} . (4.12)
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From this and the previous paragraph, the claim about the support of extλ P follows
readily. ✷
In the situation of Propositions 4.11 and 4.12, even if P is the basis generating
polynomial of the matroidM , it need not be the case that trλ P is the basis generating
polynomial of trF (M), since the coefficients need not all equal 1. Rather, for this to
be the case we must choose the weights {λf}f∈F so as to have∑
f∈F :B∪{f}∈B(M)
λf = 1 (4.13)
for all B ∈ B(trF (M)). Since B(trF (M)) is generally much larger than F , this
system of equations is usually overdetermined. However, if this system does have a
nonnegative solution {λf}f∈F , then for this choice of λ it follows that trλ P is the basis
generating polynomial for trF (M), and that extλ P is the basis generating polynomial
for M +F a. When this happens we say that the principal truncation (or extension)
of M by F is nice.
Proposition 4.13 For every 1 ≤ r ≤ n, the uniform matroid Ur−1,n is a nice prin-
cipal truncation of Ur,n. Therefore, for all 0 ≤ r ≤ n, the basis generating polynomial
of Ur,n has the half-plane property.
Proof. Fix n, and let E = {1, . . . , n} be the common ground set of all the matroids
Ur,n. We have Ur−1,n = trE(Ur,n). Setting λe = 1/(n − r + 1) for all e ∈ E gives a
solution to the the system (4.13), so Ur−1,n is a nice principal truncation of Ur,n. The
basis generating polynomial of Un,n is x
E , which clearly has the half-plane property.
Reverse induction on r (from n down to 0) using Proposition 4.11 now shows that
the basis generating polynomial of Ur,n has the half-plane property for all 0 ≤ r ≤ n.
✷
Here are a few more examples:
Example 4.1. The matroid M(K4)
+ shown in Figure 5 (see Appendix A) is the
principal extension of the graphic matroid M(K4) obtained by adding one point
freely to one of the 3-point lines of M(K4), say 123. An easy computation shows
that this principal extension is nice: it suffices to take λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1/2 and
λ4 = λ5 = λ6 = 0. It follows (by Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 4.11) that M(K4)
+
has the half-plane property. ✷
Example 4.2. The matroidM(K4)+e (Figure 5) is the free extension of the graphic
matroid M(K4), i.e. the principal extension of M(K4) obtained by adding one point
freely to the flat F = E. An straightforward computation shows that this principal
extension is not nice: the system (4.13) has no solution.
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Let us remark that M(K4) + e fails the half-plane property (Example 11.4). This
shows that non-nice principal extension does not in general preserve the half-plane
property. ✷
Example 4.3. The matroid F−47 + e (Figure 8) is the free extension of the matroid
F−47 (Figure 6), i.e. the principal extension of F
−4
7 obtained by adding one point freely
to the flat F = E. An easy computation shows that this free extension is nice: it
suffices to take λ1 = 0 and λ2 = . . . = λ7 = 1/4. It follows that F
−4
7 + e has the
half-plane property if F−47 does. Unfortunately, we have been unable to prove whether
or not F−47 has the half-plane property; but our numerical tests (Section 12) suggest
that it does (and that F−47 + e does also). ✷
Example 4.4. The matroid Q7 (Figure 5) is the free extension of the matroid Q7\7.
Curiously, the system (4.13) does have a solution, but this (unique) solution fails to
be nonnegative: it is λ1 = −1/6, λ2 = λ3 = 1/2, λ4 = λ5 = λ6 = 1/3. So this free
extension is not nice. Nevertheless, it turns out that Q7 has the half-plane property
(Corollary 10.3 and Example 10.7). ✷
We have written a Mathematica program niceprincipal.m to test a principal
extension for niceness by solving the linear system (4.13); it is available as part of the
electronic version of this paper at arXiv.org.
4.6 Principal cotruncation and principal coextension
Let P be a multiaffine polynomial with ground set E, and let {λe}e∈E be nonneg-
ative real numbers. Then the polynomial
cotrλ P (x) =
∑
e∈E
λexeP
\e(x6=e) (4.14)
is called a (weighted) principal cotruncation of P . If a is a new element (not occurring
in E), then
coextλ P (x∪a) = cotrλ P (x) + xaP (x) (4.15)
is called a (weighted) principal coextension of P .
Note that by Lemma 4.3, we have
(cotrλ P )
∗ =
∑
e∈E
λe(P
∗)/e(x6=e) = trλ P
∗ (4.16)
(to understand the first equality, observe that P \e is considered as a polynomial on
E \ e, while the rest are considered as polynomials on E). Likewise,
(coextλ P )
∗ = xa(cotrλ P )
∗ + P ∗ = xa trλ P
∗ + P ∗ = extλ P
∗ (4.17)
(taking care again to notice that some of these are polynomials on E ∪ a and others
on E). So principal cotruncation and coextension are indeed the duals of principal
truncation and extension.
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Proposition 4.14 (Principal cotruncation/coextension) Let P be a multiaffine
polynomial with ground set E, and let {λe}e∈E be nonnegative real numbers. If P has
the half-plane property, then both cotrλ P and coextλ P have the half-plane property.
Proof. The result is trivial if P ≡ 0, so assume P 6≡ 0. We have
cotrλ P (x)
P (x)
=
∑
e∈E
λe
xeP
\e(x6=e)
P (x)
(4.18a)
=
∑
e∈E
λe
xeP
\e(x6=e)
P \e(x6=e) + xeP /e(x6=e)
(4.18b)
=
∑
e∈E
λe
(
1
xe
+
P /e(x6=e)
P \e(x6=e)
)−1
, (4.18c)
which is real-part-positive by Theorem 3.2. [Use (4.18b) in place of (4.18c) for those
elements e having P \e ≡ 0 or P /e ≡ 0.] So cotrλ P has the half-plane property.
Moreover,
coextλ P (x)
P (x)
=
cotrλ P (x)
P (x)
+ xa (4.19)
is real-part-positive, so coextλ P has the half-plane property. ✷
The principal cotruncation of a matroid M on a set D, which appears in the next
proposition, is also called the principal lift of M on D [14, pp. 160–161].
Proposition 4.15 Let P be a homogeneous multiaffine polynomial with ground set
E, and let {λe}e∈E be nonnegative real numbers, not all of which are zero. Suppose
that supp(P ) = B(M) for a matroid M of rank less than |E|, let S = {e: λe > 0}, and
let D be the subset of E such that E \D is the union of all circuits contained in E \S.
Then supp(cotrλ P ) = B(cotrD(M)), where cotrD(M) is the principal cotruncation
of M on D. Also, supp(coextλ P ) = B(M ×D a), where M ×D a is the principal
coextension of M on D.
Proof. The bases of the cotruncation cotrD(M) are all the sets of the form B ∪ d
where B ∈ B(M) and d ∈ D \B. The sets that appear in the support of cotrλ P are
all the sets of the form B ∪ f where B ∈ B(M) and f ∈ S \ B. Since S ⊆ D, it
follows that supp(cotrλ P ) ⊆ B(cotrD(M)).
Now suppose that B ∈ B(M) and f ∈ D\B. If f ∈ S, then B∪f ∈ B(cotrD(M)).
Now suppose that f /∈ S. Clearly B ∪ f contains a circuit C of M and f ∈ C. If
C avoids S, then C is a circuit contained in E \ S, so C ⊆ E \ D, which is a
contradiction. Thus C contains an element g of S. Then (B \ g) ∪ f ∈ B(M) and
(B \ g)∪ f ∪ g = B ∪ f ∈ B(cotrD(M)). Hence supp(cotrλ P ) ⊇ B(cotrD(M)) and so
equality holds.
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The bases of the principal coextension M ×D a are given by
B(M ×D a) = {B ∪ a: B ∈ B(M)} ∪ B(cotrD(M)) . (4.20)
From this and the previous paragraph, the claim about the support of coextλ P follows
readily. ✷
Note that even if P is the basis generating polynomial of the matroid M , it need
not be the case that cotrλ P is the basis generating polynomial of cotrD(M), since
the coefficients need not all equal 1. Rather, for this to be the case we must choose
the weights {λd}d∈D so as to have ∑
d∈D:B\d∈B(M)
λd = 1 (4.21)
for all B ∈ B(cotrD(M)). When this system of equations has a nonnegative solution
{λd}d∈D, we say that the principal cotruncation (or coextension) of M by D is nice.
Proposition 4.16 For every 1 ≤ r ≤ n, the uniform matroid Ur,n is a nice principal
cotruncation of Ur−1,n. Therefore, for all 0 ≤ r ≤ n, the basis generating polynomial
of Ur,n has the half-plane property.
Proof. Fix n, and let E = {1, . . . , n} be the common ground set of all the matroids
Ur,n. We have Ur,n = cotrE(Ur−1,n). Setting λe = 1/r for all e ∈ E gives a solution
to the the system (4.21), so Ur,n is a nice principal cotruncation of Ur−1,n. The
basis generating polynomial of U0,n is 1, which clearly has the half-plane property.
Induction on r using Proposition 4.14 shows that the basis generating polynomial of
Ur,n has the half-plane property for all 0 ≤ r ≤ n. ✷
Remark. The construction in this section was inspired by our analysis of Fettweis’
[25] proof of the half-plane property for the uniform matroids Ur,n (see Section 9).
4.7 Multiaffine part and full-rank matroid union
Let P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m be a polynomial with ground set E. For any subset A ⊆ E,
define
P ♭A(x) =
∑
m:me≤1∀e∈A
amx
m . (4.22)
When A = E we shall write simply P ♭, and shall call it the multiaffine part of P .
Clearly the map P 7→ P ♭A is linear and idempotent.
Proposition 4.17 If P has the half-plane property, then for any A ⊆ E, P ♭A has
the half-plane property.
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Proof. Consider first the univariate case |E| = 1 with A = E. The case P ≡ 0
is trivial, so let P 6≡ 0 be a univariate polynomial of degree k with the half-plane
property: we have P (x) = C
∏k
i=1(x + αi) with C 6= 0 and Reαi ≥ 0. The cases
k = 0, 1 are trivial, so assume k ≥ 2. Then P ♭(x) = a0 + a1x where
a0 = C
k∏
i=1
αi (4.23a)
a1 = C
k∑
j=1
∏
i 6=j
αi (4.23b)
If one or more of the αi are zero, then a0 = 0 and P
♭ has the half-plane property.
Otherwise,
a1
a0
=
k∑
j=1
1
αj
(4.24)
has nonnegative real part, so that P ♭ again has the half-plane property.
Consider next the multivariate case with |A| = 1, i.e. A = {a}. Let us write
P (x) =
∑
k Pk(x6=a)x
k
a, so that P
♭a(x) = P0(x6=a) + P1(x6=a)xa. Applying the uni-
variate case to the variable xa, we conclude that for each x6=a ∈ HE\a, the univari-
ate polynomial P ♭a( · , x6=a) is either identically zero or else nonvanishing on H . By
Corollary 2.10, both P0 and P1 have the half-plane property, hence each one is either
identically zero or else nonvanishing on HE\a. If both P0 and P1 are identically zero,
then P ♭a is identically zero and hence has the half-plane property. If one or both of
them is nonvanishing on HE\a, it follows that P ♭a( · , x6=a) cannot be identically zero
for any x6=a ∈ HE\a, so P ♭a must be nonvanishing on HE.
The general case with |A| = {a1, . . . , aN} is now obtained by successively applying
the case |A| = 1 to each ai. ✷
Remark. Note that P ♭ can be identically zero even if P is not identically zero
(and has the half-plane property), e.g. P (x) = x2.
For matroids M and N , the union M ∨N is the matroid on ground set E(M) ∪
E(N) that has as its collection of independent sets all sets of the form I1 ∪ I2, with
I1 independent in M and I2 independent in N . The bases of M ∨N are its maximal
independent sets, as always. It is easy to see that rank(M ∨N) = rank(M)+rank(N)
holds if and only if there exist B1 ∈ B(M) and B2 ∈ B(N) with B1 ∩ B2 = ∅; and
in this case the bases of M ∨ N are precisely the sets B1 ∪ B2 with B1 ∈ B(M),
B2 ∈ B(N) and B1 ∩ B2 = ∅. When rank(M ∨N) = rank(M) + rank(N) holds, we
call this full-rank matroid union.
Proposition 4.18 (Matroid union) Let P and Q be homogeneous multiaffine poly-
nomials with the same-phase property such that supp(P ) = B(M) and supp(Q) =
B(N) for matroids M and N .
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(a) If rank(M ∨N) = rank(M) + rank(N), then supp((PQ)♭) = B(M ∨N).
(b) If rank(M ∨N) < rank(M) + rank(N), then (PQ)♭ ≡ 0.
Proof. If P (x) =
∑
S aSx
S and Q(x) =
∑
S bSx
S, then (PQ)♭(x) =
∑
S cSx
S where
cS =
∑
T ∪ U = S
T ∩ U =∅
aT bU . (4.25)
If rank(M ∨ N) < rank(M) + rank(N), then there are no pairs T ∈ supp(P ) and
U ∈ supp(Q) with T ∩U = ∅, so (PQ)♭ ≡ 0. If rank(M ∨N) = rank(M) + rank(N),
then the sets S for which (4.25) contains at least one nonzero summand are precisely
the bases of M ∨ N ; and the same-phase property for P and Q ensures that all the
contributing terms aT bU have the same phase, so that cS 6= 0. ✷
Note, however, that even if P andQ are the basis generating polynomials ofM and
N , it need not be the case that (PQ)♭ is a multiple of the basis generating polynomial
of M ∨N , since the coefficients need not all be equal. For example, let M and N be
matroids on the set {1, 2, 3, 4} with basis generating polynomials P (x) = x1+x2+x3
and Q(x) = x1+x2+x4. Then (PQ)
♭(x) = 2x1x2+x1x3+x1x4+x2x3+x2x4+x3x4.
4.8 “Folding mod 2” and convolution
Let P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m be a polynomial with ground set E. For any subset A ⊆ E,
define
P ♮A(x) =
∑
m
am
∏
e∈A
xme mod 2e
∏
e∈E\A
xmee (4.26)
where me mod 2 = 0 or 1. When A = E we shall write simply P
♮; note that
P ♮ is multiaffine. Clearly the map P 7→ P ♮A is linear and satisfies (P1 · · ·Pk)♮A =
(P ♮A1 · · ·P ♮Ak )♮A.
Proposition 4.19 If P has the half-plane property and is not identically zero, then
for any A ⊆ E, P ♮A has the half-plane property and is not identically zero.
Proof. Consider first the univariate case |E| = 1. Let P 6≡ 0 be a univariate
polynomial of degree k with the half-plane property, so that P (x) = C
∏k
i=1(x+ αi)
with C 6= 0 and Reαi ≥ 0. The cases k = 0, 1 are trivial, so assume k ≥ 2. By
repeated use of the identity (P1P2)
♮ = (P ♮1P
♮
2)
♮ [where P1 is a linear factor and P2 is
the product of the remaining factors], it suffices to prove the case k = 2. In this case
we have P ♮(x) = C[(1 + α1α2) + (α1 + α2)x]. It is easy to see that 1 + α1α2 and
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α1 + α2 cannot both be zero, so P
♮ 6≡ 0. If one of them is zero, then P ♮ clearly has
the half-plane property. If both of them are nonzero, then
1 + α1α2
α1 + α2
=
1
α1 + α2
+
(
1
α1
+
1
α2
)−1
(4.27)
has nonnegative real part [this happens also if one of the αi is zero], so P
♮ again has
the half-plane property.
Consider now the multivariate case, i.e. suppose that P (x) 6= 0 whenever Re xe > 0
for all e ∈ E. Let A = {a1, . . . , aN} and define Aj = {a1, . . . , aj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ N .
Applying the univariate case successively to each xai (with all other xe held fixed in the
open right half-plane), we produce a sequence of polynomials P ♮A1 , P ♮A2, . . . , P ♮AN ≡
P ♮A, each of which has the half-plane property and is not identically zero. ✷
Remarks. 1. There obviously exist polynomials P 6≡ 0 for which P ♮ ≡ 0, e.g.
P (x) = 1 − x2. Proposition 4.19 asserts that this cannot happen when P has the
half-plane property.
2. Suppose that in the definition of P ♮A we replace “mod 2” by “mod n”. Then
the map P 7→ P ♮A is still linear and satisfies (P1 · · ·Pk)♮A = (P ♮A1 · · ·P ♮Ak )♮A, but for
n ≥ 3 it does not preserve the half-plane property. A univariate counterexample is
P (x) = (1+ iǫx)n with ǫ real, for which P ♮(x) = (1+ iǫx)n − (iǫ)n(xn− 1). For small
ǫ 6= 0, the roots of P ♮ are x = ǫ−1i/(1− ω) + O(ǫn−1) where ω 6= 1 is an nth root of
unity; and for n ≥ 3 at least one of these roots has strictly positive real part.
3. If P (z1, z2) = a+ bz1+ cz2+dz1z2, the Asano contraction of P is the univariate
polynomial P˜ (z) = a + dz. The Asano contraction lemma [3, 63, 37] states that if
P is nonvanishing in the unit bidisc |zi| < 1 (i = 1, 2), then P˜ is nonvanishing in
the unit disc |z| < 1; this lemma and its generalizations play an important role in
the derivation of Lee–Yang theorems in statistical mechanics [63, 64, 47, 37]. The
Asano lemma can be obtained as a corollary of Proposition 4.19, using the Mo¨bius
transformation
zi =
1− xi
1 + xi
⇐⇒ xi = 1− zi
1 + zi
(4.28)
that maps the right half-plane Re xi > 0 onto the unit polydisc |zi| < 1. It suffices to
note that
Q(x1, x2) ≡ (1 + x1)(1 + x2)P
(1− x1
1 + x1
,
1− x2
1 + x2
)
= (a+ b+ c+ d) + (a− b+ c− d)x1 + (a+ b− c− d)x2 + (a− b− c+ d)x1x2
≡ α + βx1 + γx2 + δx1x2 (4.29)
while
R(x) ≡ (1 + x)P˜
(1− x
1 + x
)
= (a+ d) + (a− d)x = α + δ
2
+
β + γ
2
x , (4.30)
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so that 2R can be obtained from Q by setting x1 = x2 = x and applying the ♮
operation.
Now let P (x) =
∑
S aSx
S and Q(x) =
∑
S bSx
S be multiaffine polynomials on the
same ground set E. The convolution P ∗Q of P and Q is defined to be
(P ∗Q)(x) =
∑
S,T
aSbTx
S△T , (4.31)
where△ denotes the symmetric difference of sets.9 It is easily seen that convolution is
a bilinear, commutative and associative operation, and that P1∗· · ·∗Pk = (P1 · · ·Pk)♮.
It therefore follows immediately from Propositions 4.4 and 4.19 that:
Proposition 4.20 (Convolution) Let P and Q be multiaffine polynomials with the
half-plane property. Then P ∗Q also has the half-plane property. Moreover, if P and
Q are not identically zero, then P ∗Q is not identically zero.
Remarks. 1. The ring of multiaffine polynomials with respect to convolution
does have divisors of zero, e.g. P (x) = 1 + x and Q(x) = 1 − x have P ∗ Q ≡ 0.
But Proposition 4.20 asserts that this cannot happen when P and Q both have the
half-plane property.
2. Proposition 4.2 (duality) is a special case of Proposition 4.20, obtained by
taking Q(x) = xE .
3. Proposition 4.20 is closely related to Hinkkanen’s composition theorem [37],
which states that if P (z) =
∑
S aSz
S and Q(z) =
∑
S bSz
S are multiaffine polynomials
(on the same ground set E) that are nonvanishing in the unit polydisc, then the
Schur–Hadamard product
(P ◦Q)(z) =
∑
S
aSbSz
S (4.32)
is either nonvanishing in the unit polydisc or else identically zero. Indeed, Proposi-
tion 4.20 and Hinkkanen’s composition theorem are interderivable, using the Mo¨bius
transformation (4.28) that maps the right half-plane Re xi > 0 onto the unit polydisc
|zi| < 1. To see this, note first that, given a polynomial P (x) =
∑
S aSx
S, we can
define a polynomial
P̂ (z) = (1 + z)EP
(1− z
1 + z
)
=
∑
T
âT z
T (4.33)
where the coefficients {âT} are obtained from {aS} by Fourier transformation on the
group 2E :
âT =
∑
S⊆E
aS (−1)|S∩T | . (4.34)
9 Strictly speaking, it is the coefficients a = {aS} and b = {bS} — which are complex-valued
functions on the group 2E of subsets of E with respect to symmetric difference — that are being
convoluted here.
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Clearly, P has the half-plane property if and only if P̂ has the “unit polydisc prop-
erty”; and since Fourier transformation carries elementwise product onto convolution
(and vice versa), we have P̂ ∗Q = P̂ ◦Q̂. In this way, Proposition 4.20 can be given an
alternate proof as a corollary of Hinkkanen’s composition theorem; and, conversely,
our proof of Proposition 4.20 yields an alternate proof of Hinkkanen’s composition
theorem.
In Proposition 4.18 we showed that matroid union can be obtained via the ♭
operation in case rank(M ∨N) = rank(M) + rank(N). Let us now show that, in this
same full-rank situation, matroid union can also be obtained via convolution (followed
by taking the leading part):
Corollary 4.21 (Matroid union, revisited) Let P and Q be homogeneous mul-
tiaffine polynomials with the same-phase property such that supp(P ) = B(M) and
supp(Q) = B(N) for matroids M and N . If rank(M ∨ N) = rank(M) + rank(N),
then (P ∗Q)♯ = (PQ)♭ and hence supp((P ∗Q)♯) = B(M ∨N).
Proof. As noted earlier, the equality rank(M ∨ N) = rank(M) + rank(N) implies
that there exist pairs (S, T ) with S ∈ B(M), T ∈ B(N) and S∩T = ∅; moreover, the
bases of M ∨N are precisely the corresponding sets S ∪ T . Now, for each B ⊆ E of
cardinality rank(M ∨N), the coefficient cB of B in P ∗Q is the sum of aSbT over all
pairs (S, T ) ∈ B(M)×B(N) for which S ∪T = B (note that this implies S ∩T = ∅);
and the same-phase property for P and Q ensures that all the terms aSbT have the
same phase, so that cB 6= 0 whenever B ∈ B(M ∨ N). It follows that P ∗ Q indeed
has degree rank(M ∨N) [rather than some lower degree], so that (P ∗Q)♯ = (PQ)♭.
✷
5 Necessary and sufficient condition
5.1 General case
Let P be a polynomial in n complex variables with complex coefficients. Gregor
[33, Lemma 6] has given a necessary and sufficient condition for P to have the half-
plane property:
Proposition 5.1 (Gregor [33]) Let P be a polynomial in n complex variables, and
fix k ≥ degP . For x, y ∈ Rn, define the univariate polynomial p̂x,y(ζ) = ζkP (ζx +
ζ−1y). Then the following are equivalent:
(a) P has the half-plane property and is not identically zero.
(b) For all x, y ≥ 0 with x + y > 0, p̂x,y has the half-plane property and is not
identically zero [that is, all the roots of p̂x,y lie in the closed left half-plane].
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(c) For all x, y > 0, p̂x,y has the half-plane property and is not identically zero.
Proof. (a) =⇒ (b): Let x, y ≥ 0 with x+y > 0. Then ζ ∈ H implies ζx+ζ−1y ∈ Hn,
so p̂x,y(ζ) 6= 0.
(b) =⇒ (c) is trivial.
(c) =⇒ (a): Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) with with Re zi > 0 for all i. Choose ζ ∈ H in
such a way that all the zi lie in the interior of the convex cone generated by ζ and ζ
−1
[i.e. choose ζ so that max |arg zi| < |arg ζ | < π/2]; then there exist numbers xi, yi > 0
with zi = ζxi + ζ
−1yi. It follows that P (z) = ζ
−kp̂x,y(ζ) 6= 0. ✷
If P is homogeneous, this result can be simplified slightly:
Proposition 5.2 Let P be a homogeneous degree-r polynomial in n complex vari-
ables. For x, y ∈ Rn, define the univariate polynomial px,y(ζ) = P (ζx+ y). Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) P has the half-plane property and is not identically zero.
(b) For all x, y ≥ 0 with x + y > 0, all the roots (real or complex) of px,y lie in
(−∞, 0].
(c) For all x, y > 0, all the roots (real or complex) of px,y lie in (−∞, 0].
Proof. (a) =⇒ (b): Let x, y ≥ 0 with x+y > 0. If ζ0 ∈ C\(−∞, 0], then we can find
α, β ∈ H such that α/β = ζ0. But this means that px,y(α/β) = β−rP (αx+ βy) 6= 0.
(b) =⇒ (c) is trivial.
(c) =⇒ (a): Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) with Re zi > 0 for all i. Choose α, β ∈ H
in such a way that all the zi lie in the interior of the convex cone generated by α
and β, i.e. such that there exist numbers xi, yi > 0 with zi = αxi + βyi. Then
P (z) = P (αx+ βy) = βrpx,y(α/β) 6= 0. ✷
Remark. The necessary and sufficient conditions given in Propositions 5.1 and
5.2 are algorithmically testable in time c
cn2
1 using cylindrical algebraic decomposition,
and in time cn using more recent algorithms (see Section 2.6). But this computation
seems thoroughly unfeasible in practice, at least at present.
5.2 Rank-2 case
The drawback of the necessary-and-sufficient characterization contained in Propo-
sition 5.2 is, of course, that the sufficient condition (b) or (c) is not easy to verify,
because of the universal quantification over x, y ( )≥ 0. However, in the rank-2 case
we can obtain an easily-checkable alternative condition. Let A = {aij}ni,j=1 be a
symmetric matrix with nonnegative real entries, i.e. aij = aji ≥ 0. (We shall see in
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Theorem 6.1 that the restriction to nonnegative real entries is no loss of generality.)
Define the homogeneous degree-2 polynomial in n variables,
PA(z) =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
aijzizj =
1
2
zTAz . (5.1)
Let λ1(A) ≥ λ2(A) ≥ · · · ≥ λn(A) be the eigenvalues of A. We then have:
Theorem 5.3 (due largely to [33, 4]) Let A be a symmetric matrix with nonneg-
ative real entries. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) Either PA(H
n) = {0} (i.e. PA ≡ 0) or else PA(Hn) = C \ (−∞, 0].
(b) PA has the half-plane property.
(c) λ2(A) ≤ 0.
(d) If x, y ∈ Rn with yTAy ≥ 0, then (xTAy)2 ≥ (xTAx)(yTAy).
(e) If x, y ∈ Rn with x, y ≥ 0, then (xTAy)2 ≥ (xTAx)(yTAy).
Proof. If A = 0, then (a)–(e) are all true; so let us consider the nontrivial case
A 6= 0 [hence λ1(A) > 0 because A is symmetric]. By the Perron–Frobenius theorem
[27, p. 66], there exists an eigenvector x(1) ≥ 0 corresponding to the eigenvalue λ1.
Now extend this to an orthonormal basis of real eigenvectors x(1), . . . , x(n) satisfying
Ax(k) = λkx
(k).
(a) =⇒ (b) is trivial.
(b) =⇒ (c): Suppose that λ2(A) > 0. Perturb x(1), x(2) slightly to get vectors
x˜(1) > 0 and x˜(2) satisfying x˜(1)TAx˜(2) = 0, x˜(1)TAx˜(1) > 0 and x˜(2)TAx˜(2) > 0.10
Consider the vector z = x˜(1) + iαx˜(2) where α ∈ R. Then
PA(z) =
1
2
(x˜(1)TAx˜(1) − α2x˜(2)TAx˜(2)) , (5.2)
which vanishes when α = ±
√
(x˜(1)TAx˜(1))/(x˜(2)TAx˜(2)). So PA does not have the
half-plane property.
(c) =⇒ (d): If xTAx ≤ 0 or yTAy = 0, the assertion is trivial; so we can assume
that xTAx > 0 and yTAy > 0. We must have x(1) · x 6= 0, since otherwise [thanks to
the negative-semidefiniteness of A on the orthogonal complement of x(1)] we would
have xTAx ≤ 0; and likewise we must have x(1) · y 6= 0. Now define
g(α) = (x+ αy)TA(x+ αy) . (5.3)
10 For example, let v be any vector with strictly positive components, and define x˜(1) = x(1) + ǫv,
x˜(2) = x(2) + δv with δ = −ǫ(x˜(2)TAv)/(x˜(1)TAv + ǫvTAv) and ǫ > 0 sufficiently small.
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We have g(0) = xTAx > 0. On the other hand, for α = −(x(1) · x)/(x(1) · y) we have
x(1) · (x + αy) = 0 and hence g(α) ≤ 0 [again by the negative-semidefiniteness of A
on x(1)⊥]. So the quadratic equation g(α) = 0 has a real solution, which implies that
its discriminant is nonnegative, i.e. that (xTAy)2 ≥ (xTAx)(yTAy).
(d) =⇒ (e) is trivial.
(e) =⇒ (a): Suppose that PA(z) = −C ≤ 0 for some vector z = (z1, . . . , zn) with
Re zi > 0 for all i. Choose θ so that |arg zi| < θ < π/2 for all i. Then all the zi lie
in the interior of the convex cone generated by eiθ and e−iθ, i.e. there exist vectors
x, y > 0 such that z = eiθx+ e−iθy. Then
PA(z) =
1
2
[(xTAx)e2iθ + 2(xTAy) + (yTAy)e−2iθ] = −C . (5.4)
Defining ζ = e2iθ, it follows that the quadratic equation
(xTAx)ζ2 + 2[(xTAy) + C]ζ + (yTAy) = 0 (5.5)
has a root ζ ∈ C \ (−∞, 0]. Since all the coefficients of (5.5) are positive, this root ζ
cannot be positive, so it must have a nonzero imaginary part. This means that the
discriminant of (5.5) is negative, i.e. [(xTAy)+C]2 < (xTAx)(yTAy). Since xTAy ≥ 0
and C ≥ 0, it follows that (xTAy)2 < (xTAx)(yTAy), contradicting hypothesis (e).
Therefore PA(H
n) ⊆ C \ (−∞, 0].
On the other hand, PA(1, . . . , 1) > 0 and PA(λ, . . . , λ) = λ
2PA(1, . . . , 1); so as λ
runs over the open right half-plane, PA(λ, . . . , λ) runs over all of C \ (−∞, 0]. ✷
Remarks. 1. The proof of (c) =⇒ (d) is taken from [4, Theorem 4.4.6], where
it is also proven that (d) =⇒ (c). After completing this proof, we learned that the
equivalence of (b), (c) and (e) had already been proven by Fiedler and Gregor [33,
Theorems 5 and 8]. Numerous equivalent characterizations are given in [4, Theorem
4.4.6].
2. The reference in Theorem 5.3(c) to the eigenvalues of the matrix A (i.e. treating
A as a linear operator) is in fact quite misleading. What we really have here is a
quadratic form Q(x) =
∑n
i,j=1 aijxixj on a real vector space V (= R
n) equipped with
a distinguished convex cone C (i.e. the vectors with nonnegative components). We
then extend Q bilinearly to the complexification V + iV , and say that it has the
“half-plane property” if it is either identically zero or else is nonvanishing on the set
C◦ + iV (here C◦ denotes the interior of C). Condition (c) is the statement that the
inertia (n+, n0, n−) of the real quadratic form Q satisfies n+ ≤ 1.
Let us now specialize to the 0-1-valued case: we are given a 2-uniform set system
S on [n] — that is, a simple graph G with vertex set [n] and edge set S — and we
define
aij = aji =
{
1 if {i, j} ∈ S
0 if {i, j} /∈ S (5.6a)
aii = 0 for all i (5.6b)
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Figure 1: Forbidden induced subgraphs in Corollary 5.4(d).
Thus A is simply the adjacency matrix of G, and PA is the generating polynomial
PS . Theorem 5.3 then becomes:
Corollary 5.4 Let G be a simple graph on the vertex set [n] with edge set S, and let
A be the corresponding adjacency matrix. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) PA has the half-plane property.
(b) λ2(A) ≤ 0.
(c) G is a complete multipartite graph (possibly empty) plus possible isolated ver-
tices.
(d) G contains none of the graphs in Figure 1 as induced subgraphs.
(e) S is the set of bases for a rank-2 matroid on the ground set [n].
Proof. If S = ∅ (i.e. A = 0), then (a)–(e) are all true; so let us consider the
nontrivial case S 6= ∅. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from Theorem 5.3.
The equivalence of (b), (c) and (d) is a result of Smith [69, Theorem 1] (see also [22,
Theorem 6.7] and [38, Theorem 2.1]).
Consider, finally, the basis exchange property for a matroid:
(B2) If B1, B2 ∈ S and i ∈ B1 \ B2, then there exists j ∈ B2 \ B1 such
that (B1 \ i) ∪ j ∈ S.
For a rank-2 matroid, this property holds trivially when |B1 ∩ B2| = 1 or 2. When
B1 ∩ B2 = ∅ (so that |B1 ∪ B2| = 4), straightforward checking of cases shows that
property (B2) holds if and only if none of the configurations in Figure 1 occurs on
B1 ∪B2. This proves the equivalence of (d) and (e). ✷
Corollary 5.5 All rank-2 matroids have the half-plane property, as do all corank-2
matroids.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.4(e) =⇒ (a) and Proposi-
tion 4.2. ✷
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6 Necessary conditions I: Same-phase property
In this section and the next, we derive some necessary conditions that a homoge-
neous polynomial with the half-plane property must satisfy.
Let us begin with a bit of motivation: Many “counting” results in combinatorics
find a more natural context when they are generalized to allow nonnegative real
weights, rather than restricting all weights to be 0 or 1. For example, the max-
flow-min-cut theorem arises by generalizing Menger’s theorem in this way. Now, in
some cases it is natural to go further and allow complex weights, but in some cases
it is not. For example, in the Heilmann–Lieb theorem (see Section 10.1 below), the
complex vertex weights {xi}i∈V are the main point, but it is essential that the edge
weights {λe}e∈E be nonnegative. Roughly speaking, it seems natural that variables in
multivariate polynomials be promoted to complex variables, but it is often necessary
that the coefficients in the polynomial be nonnegative real numbers.11
With this background in mind, we shall prove that if a homogeneous polynomial
P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m has the half-plane property, then necessarily all the coefficients
am are nonnegative modulo an overall multiplicative phase factor.
Let us say that a pair of nonzero complex numbers a, b have the same phase if
a/b ∈ (0,∞). Obviously, having the same phase is an equivalence relation on C \ 0;
and a collection {aα} of nonzero complex numbers all have the same phase if and
only if there exists θ ∈ R such that e−iθaα > 0 for all α. We say that a polynomial
P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m has the same-phase property if all the nonzero coefficients am have
the same phase.
Theorem 6.1 Let P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m be a polynomial in n complex variables that
is homogeneous of degree r. If P has the half-plane property, then all the nonzero
coefficients am have the same phase.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 1, we must have P (x) = arx
r, so the
theorem is trivial. So assume n ≥ 2. Let M (≤ r) be the degree of xn in P (x), and
let us write
P (x) =
M∑
k=0
xknPk(x1, . . . , xn−1) (6.1)
where of course
Pk(x1, . . . , xn−1) =
1
k!
(∂/∂xn)
kP (x)
∣∣∣
xn=0
. (6.2)
Clearly each coefficient of P corresponds to exactly one coefficient of exactly one Pk,
and vice versa. Now, each Pk is a homogeneous polynomial (of degree r− k) in n− 1
11 Of course, given a polynomial expression, it is not always obvious which objects should be
considered to be “variables” and which should be absorbed into the “coefficients”. So this admittedly
vague principle may in some cases be best understood backwards, i.e. as an injunction to treat as
“variables” those objects that can naturally be made complex, and as “coefficients” those that
cannot.
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variables; and by Corollary 2.10 it has the half-plane property. So, by the inductive
hypothesis, all its nonzero coefficients have the same phase.
To complete the proof, we need only show that these phases are the same for all
k. Applying Proposition 5.2 with x = (0, . . . , 0, 1) and y = (1, . . . , 1, 0), we get
px,y(ζ) = P (1, . . . , 1, ζ) =
M∑
k=0
Pk(1, . . . , 1) ζ
k . (6.3)
Since px,y has only real nonpositive zeros, it can be written as px,y(ζ) = a
∏M
k=1(ζ +
ck) for some complex number a and nonnegative real numbers c1, c2, . . . , cM ; so its
coefficients Pk(1, . . . , 1) must all have the same phase. ✷
Remark. It is easy to see that if P is homogeneous of degree 1, then P has the
half-plane property if and only if all its nonzero coefficients have the same phase.
We can generalize Theorem 6.1 to a class of not-necessarily-homogeneous polyno-
mials. Let us say that a polynomial P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m has definite parity if all the
nonzero monomials have total degree of the same parity (i.e. am, am′ 6= 0 implies that
|m| ≡ |m′| mod 2); this is equivalent to saying that the polynomial P is either even
or odd. We then have:
Theorem 6.2 Let P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m be a polynomial in n complex variables that
has definite parity and the half-plane property. Then all the nonzero coefficients am
have the same phase.
We begin the proof of Theorem 6.2 with a lemma:
Lemma 6.3 Let P and Q be polynomials in n complex variables, and suppose that
P + cQ has the same-phase property for all real c > 0. Then either
(a) all the nonzero coefficients of P and Q have the same phase
or else
(b) P and Q each have the same-phase property, and P = αQ for some nonzero
complex number α.
Proof. Letting c → 0 (resp. c → +∞), we deduce that P (resp. Q) has the same-
phase property. Let us write P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m and Q(x) =
∑
m
bmx
m. Now there
are two cases:
1) There is a multi-index m such that both am and bm are nonzero.
2) There is no such multi-index m.
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In case 2, the fact that P+Q has the same-phase property implies that all the nonzero
coefficients of P and Q have the same phase.
In case 1, choose a multi-index m such that both am and bm are nonzero, and
define rm = am/bm. If there is no multi-index n 6= m with either an or bn nonzero,
then P (x) = amx
m and Q(x) = bmx
m, which proves assertion (b) [with α = rm].
So assume that there is at least one such multi-index n, and consider an arbitrary
one of them. Then, for all positive real numbers c, the complex numbers am + cbm
and an + cbn have the same phase whenever they are both nonzero. If one of an and
bn is zero, then by taking c → 0 or c → +∞ we can conclude (using the fact that
P and Q have the same-phase property) that am, bm and the nonzero member of
{an, bn} all have the same phase, which implies (again using the fact that P and Q
have the same-phase property) that all the nonzero coefficients of P and Q have the
same phase. If, on the other hand, neither an nor bn is zero, let us define rn = an/bn.
Then (rm + c)bm and (rn + c)bn have the same phase for all positive real numbers
c /∈ {−rm,−rn}. Since bm and bn have the same phase, so do rm+ c and rn+ c. Since
this is valid for all positive real c /∈ {−rm,−rn}, it follows that either rm and rn are
both real and positive, or else that rm = rn. If the former case holds for at least one
multi-index n for which an and bn are both nonzero, then all the nonzero coefficients
of P and Q have the same phase. If the latter case holds for all n for which at least
one of an and bn is nonzero, then P = αQ with α = rm. ✷
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, since P has
definite parity, its zeros are symmetric with respect to the origin. Since P also has
the half-plane property, these zeros all lie symmetrically on the imaginary axis, so
that P (x) = axm
∏k
i=1(x
2 + ci) for some complex number a, nonnegative integers m
and k, and positive real numbers c1, c2, . . . , ck. This implies the same-phase property
for P .
For the induction step, suppose that P (x1, . . . , xn+1) has definite parity and the
half-plane property. Let Pj(x) be the coefficient of x
j
n+1 in P (x). Each Pj has definite
parity (this parity alternates with j) and has the half-plane property (by Corol-
lary 2.10); so by the inductive hypothesis each Pj has the same-phase property. We
now want to show that the nonzero coefficients of the various Pj all have the same
phase.
Define jmin = min{j: Pj 6≡ 0} and jmax = max{j: Pj 6≡ 0}, and suppose that
jmin ≤ j < jmax. If Pj ≡ 0 (which of course can happen only for j > jmin), then
Theorem 3.4 states that Pj+1/Pj−1 is a strictly positive constant, so that the nonzero
coefficients of Pj−1 and Pj+1 have the same phase. If Pj 6≡ 0 and Pj+1 6≡ 0, then
Theorem 3.4 states that Pj+1/Pj is real-part-positive on H
n. Thus, by applying
Theorem 3.2 to the polynomial Pj(x)+yPj+1(x), where y is a new variable, we deduce
that this polynomial has the half-plane property (in the variables x1, . . . , xn, y). It
follows that, for any nonnegative real numbers c1, . . . , cn, the polynomial Pj(x) +
(c1x1+. . .+cnxn)Pj+1(x) also has the half-plane property (in the variables x1, . . . , xn).
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Since this latter polynomial has definite parity, by the inductive hypothesis it has the
same-phase property. Now apply Lemma 6.3 with P = Pj and Q(x) = x1Pj+1(x).
In case (a), we conclude that all the nonzero coefficients of Pj and Pj+1 have the
same phase. In case (b), we conclude that Pj/Pj+1 = αx1 for some nonzero complex
number α; but since Pj/Pj+1 is real-part-positive on H
n, α must be a positive real
number, so we again conclude that all the nonzero coefficients of Pj and Pj+1 have
the same phase.
The foregoing observations show that the nonzero coefficients of all the Pj have
the same phase, and hence that P has the same-phase property. This completes the
induction step, and hence the proof. ✷
Finally, let us take this opportunity to discuss the image of Hn under a homoge-
neous polynomial P .
Proposition 6.4 Let P 6≡ 0 be a homogeneous polynomial of degree r ≥ 1 in n
complex variables. If P does not have the half-plane property, then P (Hn) = C. If P
does have the half-plane property, then there exists θ ∈ R such that
P (Hn) = eiθHr =

eiθH if r = 1
C \ eiθ(−∞, 0] if r = 2
C \ 0 if r ≥ 3
(6.4)
[We apologize for the inconsistent notations Hn = H×. . .×H and Hr = {zr: z ∈ H}.
We trust that this will not cause any confusion.]
Proof. Clearly P is nonconstant, so by the open mapping theorem, P (Hn) is open.
By homogeneity, P (Hn) is a cone (i.e. invariant under multiplication by any λ > 0). If
P does not have the half-plane property, then P (Hn) ∋ 0; and an open cone containing
0 must be all of C. Now suppose that P does have the half-plane property, so that
P (Hn) 6∋ 0. Then P (1, . . . , 1) 6= 0, so let θ = argP (1, . . . , 1). Since P (ζ, . . . , ζ) =
ζrP (1, . . . , 1), it follows that P (ζ, . . . , ζ) covers the set eiθHr as ζ ranges over H .
Therefore, P (Hn) ⊇ eiθHr.
Let us now prove the reverse containment. Suppose first that r = 1 and P (x) =∑n
i=1 aixi. Then, as remarked above, P has the half-plane property if and only if all
the nonzero ai have the same phase, i.e. there exists θ ∈ R such that Re (e−iθai) ≥ 0
for all i. But in this case P (Hn) = eiθH .
Suppose next that r = 2 and P (x) =
∑n
i,j=1 ai,jxixj . By Theorem 6.1, there exists
θ ∈ R such that Re (e−iθaij) ≥ 0 for all i, j. But then Theorem 5.3(b) =⇒ (a) tells
us that P (Hn) = C \ eiθ(−∞, 0].
If r ≥ 3, the containment P (Hn) ⊆ C \ 0 is trivial. ✷
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Corollary 6.5 Fix N ≥ 2. Let {Ei}Ni=1 be disjoint finite sets, and for each i let
Pi be a polynomial of degree ri on the ground set Ei. [Note that Pi need not be
homogeneous.] Suppose that P =
∑N
i=1 Pi, considered as a polynomial on the ground
set E =
⋃N
i=1Ei, has the half-plane property. Then there is at most one index i with
ri ≥ 2 and Pi 6≡ 0.
Proof. Suppose that there are two such indices i, j. By setting xe = 0 for all
e ∈ E\(Ei∪Ej), we can assume without loss of generality thatN = 2 and E = E1∪E2.
Let us write x(1) = {xe}e∈E1 and x(2) = {xe}e∈E2, and let us define
Qλ(x) = λ
−1P (λ1/r1x(1), λ1/r2x(2)) . (6.5)
Then Qλ has the half-plane property for all λ > 0; and by Hurwitz’s theorem, so does
lim
λ→+∞
Qλ(x) = P
♯
1(x
(1)) + P ♯2(x
(2)) (6.6)
(recall from Section 2.2 that ♯ denotes leading part). So we can assume without loss
of generalize that P1 and P2 are homogeneous. Applying Proposition 6.4, we conclude
that there exist θ1, θ2 ∈ R such that Pi(HEi) ⊇ C \ eiθi(−∞, 0] for i = 1, 2. But then
we can choose x(1) ∈ HE1 and x(2) ∈ HE2 so that P1(x(1)) + P2(x(2)) = 0, showing
that P does not have the half-plane property. ✷
Remark. We can also allow the sets Ei to be non-disjoint, provided that deg P1,
degP2 ≥ |E1 ∩ E2| + 2: it suffices to fix xe ∈ H for e ∈ E1 ∩ E2 and then apply
Corollary 6.5 in the remaining variables.
Let us conclude by mentioning an alternate proof of Theorem 6.1, which is more
lengthy than the one given here but also more elementary (because it does not require
Proposition 5.2). First one proves Theorem 6.1 in the multiaffine case by induction on
r, deducing the same-phase property for P from that of its contractions P /i; the key
tool here (ensuring the necessary “connectedness”) is Corollary 6.5. Then one uses a
Grace–Walsh–Szego¨ construction to reduce the case of a non-multiaffine polynomial
to that of a multiaffine polynomial in a larger number of variables.
7 Necessary conditions II: Matroidal support
7.1 The exchangeability theorem
In this section we shall prove that if P 6≡ 0 is a homogeneous multiaffine polyno-
mial with the half-plane property, then supp(P ) is necessarily the collection of bases
of a matroid.
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Theorem 7.1 Let P (x) =
∑
S⊆E,|S|=r aSx
S be a multiaffine homogeneous degree-r
polynomial (on the ground set E) that has the half-plane property and is not identically
zero. Then there exists a rank-r matroid M on the ground set E such that supp(P ) =
B(M).
When supp(P ) = B(M), we call the (obviously unique) matroid M the support ma-
troid of P .
Indeed, with only a little more work we can prove a generalization to homogeneous
polynomials that are not necessarily multiaffine. First, a bit of notation: For multi-
indicesm and p, letm∧p be the multi-index defined by (m∧p)(e) = min[m(e),p(e)]
for all e ∈ E. For e ∈ E, let us define the multi-index δe by
δe(f) =
{
1 if f = e
0 if f 6= e (7.1)
If S is a set of multi-indices and m,p ∈ S, we say that m is exchangeable towards
p in S (and write “m → p in S”) to denote the following condition: for every
e ∈ E such that m(e) > p(e), there exists an f ∈ E such that m(f) < p(f) and
m − δe + δf ∈ S. This is an obvious generalization of the basis-exchange property
for matroids, to which it reduces if all the multi-indices are 0-1-valued.
Theorem 7.2 Let P (x) =
∑
|m|=r amx
m be a homogeneous degree-r polynomial (on
the ground set E) that has the half-plane property and is not identically zero. Then,
for every m,m′ ∈ supp(P ), m is exchangeable towards m′ in supp(P ).
Clearly, by specializing Theorem 7.2 to the multiaffine case, we obtain Theorem 7.1.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Since P is homogeneous, by Theorem 6.1 we may assume
without loss of generality that am > 0 for all m ∈ supp(P ).
We proceed by induction on r. The cases r = 0 and r = 1 are trivial. The
induction step fails when passing from r = 1 to r = 2, for reasons that will be
explained below. Therefore, we treat r = 2 as the base case of the induction, and
deduce it from Theorem 5.3 as follows: Let A = (aij)i,j∈E be the unique symmetric
real matrix such that P = PA. If the conclusion of the theorem fails, then there
exist m,m′ ∈ supp(P ) and e ∈ E with m(e) > m′(e) such that for any f ∈ E with
m(f) <m′(f) we havem−δe+δf 6∈ supp(P ). Since r = 2 we may writem = δe+δg
and m′ = δb + δc (some of b, c, e, g may coincide). Since neither δg + δb nor δg + δc
is in supp(P ), we have abg = agb = acg = agc = 0. Let x = δe + ρδg for some ρ > 0,
and let y = δb + δc. We see that
xTAy = (aeb + aec)/2 (7.2a)
yTAy = abc + (abb + acc)/2 > 0 (7.2b)
xTAx = ρaeg + (aee + ρ
2agg)/2 > 0 (7.2c)
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where aeg, abc > 0 since m,m
′ ∈ supp(P )]. As ρ→∞, inequality (e) of Theorem 5.3
eventually fails, so P does not have the half-plane property.
For the induction step, assume that r ≥ 3 and that the theorem holds for homo-
geneous polynomials of degree r− 1. We shall employ an inner induction on n = |E|.
The base case n = 1 is trivial. So assume the result for homogeneous polynomials of
degree r and ground sets of size strictly less than n. Let P be a homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree r on an n-element ground set E, and let m,m′ ∈ supp(P ). We shall
show that m → m′ in supp(P ), i.e. that for every e ∈ E such that m(e) > m′(e),
there exists an f ∈ E such that m(f) < m′(f) and m − δe + δf ∈ supp(P ). We
divide the argument into three cases:
1. There exists b ∈ E such that m(b) =m′(b) = 0.
2. There exists b ∈ E such that m(b) > 0 and m′(b) > 0.
3. For every b ∈ E, exactly one of m(b) > 0 or m′(b) > 0 holds.
Case 1. Suppose there exists an element b such that m(b) = m′(b) = 0. Then
consider the polynomial P \b, which by Proposition 3.1 has the half-plane property.
The ground set E \ b of P \b is strictly smaller than the ground set E of P , so the
hypothesis of the inner induction applies. Bothm andm′ are in the support of P \b, so
we have m→ m′ in supp(P \b). Since supp(P \b) ⊆ supp(P ), it follows that m→ m′
in supp(P ).
Case 2. Suppose there exists an element b such thatm(b) > 0 andm′(b) > 0. Then
consider the polynomial P /b, which by Proposition 3.1 has the half-plane property.
This polynomial is homogeneous of degree r − 1, so the hypothesis of the outer
induction applies. Both m − δb and m′ − δb are in the support of P /b, so we have
(m − δb) → (m′ − δb) in supp(P /b). Now let e ∈ E be such that m(e) > m′(e).
Since (m − δb)(e) > (m′ − δb)(e), there is an f ∈ E with m(f) < m′(f) and
m− δb − δe + δf ∈ supp(P /b). This implies that m− δe + δf ∈ supp(P ).
This argument shows that whenever p,q ∈ supp(P ) are such that p ∧ q > 0, we
have p → q in supp(P ). This fact will be used repeatedly in the remainder of the
proof.
Case 3. Suppose that for every b ∈ E, exactly one ofm(b) > 0 or m′(b) > 0 holds.
We proceed in a series of steps:
(a) We claim that there is a multi-index k ∈ supp(P ) such that m ∧ k 6= 0 and
m′ ∧ k 6= 0. Suppose not, and specialize xb = y if m(b) > 0 and xb = z if m′(b) > 0.
The result is a polynomial of the form Ayr +Bzr for some numbers A,B > 0, which
has the half-plane property. However, upon substituting the values y = B1/reiπ/2r
and z = A1/re−iπ/2r this polynomial vanishes, a contradiction (since r ≥ 2). Hence
there must exist a multi-index k ∈ supp(P ) as claimed.
(b) Next, we claim that there is a multi-index k′ ∈ supp(P ) such that |m∧k′| ≥ 2
and |m′ ∧ k′| ≥ 1. (This is what fails in the case r = 2.) Perhaps the k found in step
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(a) already satisfies this condition. If not, then |m ∧ k| = 1 and |m′ ∧ k| ≥ 2. Let
b ∈ E be such that (m′ ∧ k)(b) > 0. Since k → m in supp(P ) [as shown in Case 2],
there is a g ∈ E with k(g) < m(g) such that k′ = k − δb + δg ∈ supp(P ). This k′
meets the required conditions.
(c) Next, we claim that there is a multi-index p ∈ supp(P ) such that |m∧p| ≥ 2
and |m′∧p| ≥ 1 and, moreover, for all b ∈ E such thatm(b) > 0 we have p(b) ≤m(b).
To show this, we define
ν(p,m) =
∑
b∈E: m(b)>0
max[0,p(b)−m(b)] (7.3)
and choose k′ ∈ supp(P ) as in step (b). If ν(k′,m) = 0 then we are done, so assume
that ν(k′,m) > 0. Let b ∈ E be such that m(b) > 0 and k′(b) >m(b). Since k′ → m
in supp(P ), there is a g ∈ E with k′(g) <m(g) such that p′ = k′−δb+δg ∈ supp(P ).
We have ν(p′,m) < ν(k′,m) and |m∧p′| = |m∧k′| ≥ 2 and |m′∧p′| = |m′∧k′| ≥ 1.
Repeating this argument inductively as required produces a multi-index p ∈ supp(P )
satisfying the claim.
(d) Let e ∈ E be such that m(e) >m′(e), and consider two subcases:
(i) m(e) > p(e).
(ii) m(e) = p(e).
Subcase (i): If m(e) > p(e), then since m → p in supp(P ), there is an f ∈ E
with m(f) < p(f) such that m − δe + δf ∈ supp(P ). Since m(f) < p(f) we must
have m(f) = 0, so that m(f) < m′(f).
Subcase (ii): Here m(e) = p(e) > 0 = m′(e). Therefore, since p → m′ in
supp(P ), there is a g ∈ E with p(g) < m′(g) such that q = p− δe + δg ∈ supp(P ).
Now we have m(e) > q(e) and m ∧ q > 0 and, moreover, for all b ∈ E such that
m(b) > 0 we have q(b) ≤ m(b). We may therefore repeat the argument of subcase
(i) with q in place of p. ✷
Remark. In step (a) of Case 3 we needed to invoke the same-phase property
(Theorem 6.1) in order to ensure that A,B 6= 0. In the multiaffine case this is
unnecessary, because onlym andm′ contribute to A andB, so A,B 6= 0 is guaranteed;
and this fact is enough to imply that Ayr +Bzr cannot have the half-plane property
(by Corollary 6.5). In most other respects, however, the proof of Theorem 7.2 is not
much more complicated than the proof for the multiaffine case.
Theorem 7.2 shows that the support of a homogeneous polynomial with the half-
plane property satisfies a multi-analogue of the matroid basis-exchange axiom. Such
structures were introduced by Bouchet and Cunningham [8] and are called “jump
systems” (see also [49, 28]). For p ∈ ZE , let ‖p‖ =∑e∈E |p(e)|. A nonempty subset
J ⊆ ZE is called a jump system (with ground set E) in case it satisfies the following
condition:
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(J) For any m,m′ ∈ J and k ∈ ZE such that ‖m − k‖ = 1 and ‖k − m′‖ =
‖m − m′‖ − 1, either k ∈ J or there exists k′ ∈ J with ‖k − k′‖ = 1 and
‖k′ −m′‖ = ‖m−m′‖ − 2.
A jump system J is said to have constant sum when |m| = |m′| for all m,m′ ∈ J .
In this case, the condition defining a jump system is equivalent to requiring that for
all m,m′ ∈ J , both m → m′ in J and (−m) → (−m′) in −J ≡ {−k: k ∈ J }.
(The definition of exchangeability extends in the natural way from NE to ZE .)
Corollary 7.3 Let P 6≡ 0 be a homogeneous polynomial with the half-plane property.
Then supp(P ) is a jump system with constant sum.
Proof. Since P is homogeneous, supp(P ) has constant sum. For any m,m′ ∈
supp(P ), we have m → m′ in supp(P ) by Theorem 7.2. For each e ∈ E, let p(e) =
dege P , and consider Q(x) = x
pP (1/x). Since the open right half-plane is invariant
under the transformation z 7→ 1/z, Q is also a homogeneous polynomial with the
half-plane property. Thus, by Theorem 7.2 again, (p −m) → (p −m′) in supp(Q).
But this means that (−m)→ (−m′) in − supp(P ). ✷
A nonempty intersection of a jump system in ZE with the set {0, 1}E is known
as a delta-matroid , and is usually regarded as a set system (by identifying a set with
its characteristic vector). When a delta-matroid is uniform (i.e. all sets have the
same size), then it is the collection of bases of a matroid (as is easily seen), so that
Theorem 7.1 is a special case of Corollary 7.3.
It is natural to wonder what can be said about the support of a polynomial
P with the half-plane property, if one omits (or weakens) the assumption that P
is homogeneous. The fact that the same-phase property need not hold in this case
causes great complications; one might start by considering the subclass of polynomials
P that have the half-plane property and the same-phase property.
Question 7.4 If P is multiaffine and has the half-plane property, is supp(P ) a delta-
matroid? What if P also has the same-phase property?
Question 7.5 Assume that P has the half-plane property and has definite parity (i.e.
m,m′ ∈ supp(P ) implies that |m| ≡ |m′| mod 2). Is P then a jump system? (Recall
from Theorem 6.2 that all such polynomials have the same-phase property.)
7.2 The weak half-plane property
Recall that a set system S (resp. a matroid M) is said to have the half-plane
property if its generating polynomial PS (resp. its basis generating polynomial PB(M))
does. Let us now say that a set system S (resp. a matroid M) has the weak half-
plane property if there exists a polynomial P with the half-plane property for which
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supp(P ) = S [resp. supp(P ) = B(M)]. This is obviously a weaker condition, since the
nonzero coefficients of P need not all be equal. (By Theorem 6.1 they must, however,
all have the same phase in the matroid case or, more generally, when the set system
is r-uniform.) Theorem 7.1 can then be rephrased as saying that if an r-uniform set
system has the weak half-plane property, it is necessarily the collection of bases of a
matroid. A central open question is the converse:
Question 7.6 Does every matroid M have the weak half-plane property? And if not,
which ones do?
We shall soon show (Corollary 8.2) that all matroids representable over C have the
weak half-plane property. But we are totally in the dark about matroids not rep-
resentable over C, such as the Fano matroid F7 and its coextensions AG(3, 2) and
S8 (which are representable only over fields of characteristic 2), the matroids T8, R9,
S(5, 6, 12) and PG(2, 3) (which are representable only over fields of characteristic 3),
or the Va´mos and non-Pappus matroids (which are not representable over any field).
Remark. The weak half-plane property for an n-element matroid M is algorith-
mically testable in time c
c
2n+|B(M)|
2
1 using cylindrical algebraic decomposition, and in
time cn|B(M)| using more recent algorithms (see Section 2.6). But this is thoroughly
unfeasible in practice!
8 The determinant condition and 6
√
1-matroids
8.1 The determinant condition
Let A be an r × n matrix with complex entries, and define
QA(x) = det (AXA
∗) (8.1)
where X = diag(x1, . . . , xn) and
∗ denotes Hermitian conjugate. Clearly QA is mul-
tiaffine and is homogeneous of degree r. We have the following straightforward gen-
eralization of Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 8.1 Let A be an arbitrary complex r × n matrix, and define QA by (8.1).
Then:
(a) QA has the half-plane property.
(b) QA(x) =
∑
S ⊆ [n]
|S| = r
|det (A ↾ S)|2 xS , where A ↾ S denotes the (square) submatrix
of A using the columns indexed by the set S.
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Proof. Note first that if rankA < r, then QA ≡ 0 and so trivially has the half-plane
property; so let us assume that rankA = r. Then kerA∗ = 0, i.e. for every nonzero
ψ ∈ Cr, we have A∗ψ 6= 0 in Cn. It follows that, for each ψ 6= 0, the quantity
ψ∗AXA∗ψ =
n∑
i=1
|(A∗ψ)i|2 xi (8.2)
has strictly positive real part whenever Re xi > 0 for all i; so in particular AXA
∗ψ 6= 0.
Therefore the matrix AXA∗ is nonsingular, and so has a nonzero determinant.
The identity (b) is an immediate consequence of the Cauchy–Binet theorem.12
✷
Remark. This proof is a direct generalization of the proof of Theorem 1.1, to
which it reduces if we take A to be the directed vertex-edge incidence matrix for any
orientation of G with the i0th row suppressed (here i0 is an arbitrary vertex of G).
Corollary 8.2 (a) Every matroid representable over C has the weak half-plane
property.
(b) Let M be a rank-r matroid on n elements that can be represented over C by an
r × n matrix A for which every r × r subdeterminant is either zero or else of
modulus 1. Then M has the half-plane property.
Proof. (a) This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.1, since det (A ↾ S) 6= 0
if and only if S ∈ B(M).
(b) Clearly |det (A ↾ S)|2 = 1 if S ∈ B(M) and 0 if S /∈ B(M). So, by The-
orem 8.1(b) we have QA = PB(M), and by Theorem 8.1(a) QA has the half-plane
property. ✷
8.2 (F,G)-representability and 6
√
1-matroids
Which matroids have the property of Corollary 8.2(b)? Certainly regular matroids
do, as they can be represented over R (hence also over C) by a totally unimodular
12 The Cauchy–Binet theorem states that if A is an m × n matrix and B is an n × m matrix,
where m ≤ n, then
det (AB) =
∑
S ⊆ [n]
|S| = m
(
detA
[
[m]|S]) (detB[S|[m]]) .
Here the sum runs over all m-element subsets S ⊆ [n] ≡ {1, 2, . . . , n}, A[[m]|S] denotes the subma-
trix of A consisting of the columns from S (taken in order), and B
[
S|[m]] denotes the submatrix of
B consisting of the rows from S (taken in order). See e.g. [50, pp. 128–129] for a proof.
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r×n matrix A (i.e. one for which every square subdeterminant is either 0, +1 or −1).
But, in fact, Corollary 8.2(b) applies to a larger class of matroids. Let us pose these
questions more generally in the following context.
Let F be a field, let F ∗ be the multiplicative group F \0, and let G be a subgroup
of F ∗. If A is a matrix over F , let us call A an (F,G)-matrix if every nonzero
subdeterminant of A lies in G (note, in particular, that every nonzero entry of A must
lie in G). And let us call A a weak (F,G)-matrix if every nonzero r×r subdeterminant
of A lies in G, where A has rank r. Finally, let us call a matroid (F,G)-representable
if it is representable over F by an (F,G)-matrix, and weakly (F,G)-representable if
it is representable over F by a weak (F,G)-matrix.
The concept of an (F,G)-representable matroid was introduced by Whittle [78]
and studied further, under the hypothesis that −1 ∈ G, by Semple and Whittle [67]
within the more general framework of partial fields.13 (We shall not need this more
general notion here, and we refer the reader to Semple and Whittle’s paper for a
discussion of it.) As these authors note, many important classes of matroids are
special cases of (F,G)-representable matroids:
• F -representable matroids: G = F ∗.
• Regular matroids (also known as unimodular matroids [76]): Let F be any field
of characteristic zero (e.g. F = Q,R or C), and let G = {−1, 1}.
• k-regular matroids [77, 78, 65, 56]: Let F be the field Q(α1, . . . , αk) obtained by
extending the rationals by k algebraically independent transcendental elements
α1, . . . , αk, and let G be the set of all products of integer powers of differences
of distinct members of {0, 1, α1, . . . , αk}. Thus, 0-regular matroids are just the
regular matroids; 1-regular matroids are also called near-regular. A matroid is
ω-regular if it is k-regular for some k.
• Dyadic matroids [77, 78]: Let F be any field of characteristic zero, and let
G = {±2k: k ∈ Z}.
• Sixth-root-of-unity matroids ( 6√1-matroid for short) [78]: Let F = C and G be
the multiplicative group Z6 of complex sixth roots of unity.
• Complex unimodular matroids: Let F = C and G be the multiplicative group
U(1) of complex numbers of modulus 1.
Most “naturally arising” examples of (F,G)-representability — including those
relevant to this paper — have −1 ∈ G, and (as we shall see) the theory takes a simpler
form under this hypothesis. Nevertheless, there is also some interesting theory that
can be developed for the case −1 /∈ G: for example, in Appendix B, we characterize
(F, {1})-representable matroids. We shall therefore comment briefly on which results
seem to need −1 ∈ G and which do not.
13 These authors call it a (G,F )-matroid .
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We begin with some easy lemmas:
Lemma 8.3 Let A be an (F,G)-matrix, and let B be an F -matrix.
(a) If B is obtained from A by a sequence of row or column deletions, then B is an
(F,G)-matrix.
(b) If B is obtained from A by a sequence of row or column scalings by factors lying
in G, then B is an (F,G)-matrix.
(c) If −1 ∈ G, and B is obtained from A by a sequence of row or column inter-
changes, then B is an (F,G)-matrix.
(d) If −1 ∈ G, and B is obtained from A by a sequence of pivots, then B is an
(F,G)-matrix.
Proof. (a)–(c) are trivial. The proof of (d) is essentially identical to that of [67,
Proposition 3.3]. ✷
Lemma 8.4 The class of (F,G)-representable matroids is closed under deletion and
direct sum. Moreover, if −1 ∈ G, then the class is closed under contraction, duality,
2-sum, and series and parallel connection.
Proof. The proof of the first sentence is straightforward. When −1 ∈ G, closure
under contraction follows from Lemma 8.3(d) by mimicking the argument of [55,
Proposition 3.2.6]. As noted in [67, Proposition 4.2], closure under duality, 2-sum,
and series and parallel connection follows by mimicking the standard arguments for
fields that appear in [55, Theorem 2.2.8 and Proposition 7.1.21]. ✷
It follows from the characterization of (F, {1})-representable matroids in Ap-
pendix B that, when −1 6∈ G, the class of (F,G)-representable matroids need not
be closed under duality, 2-sum, series connection, or parallel connection. One ques-
tion we have been unable to answer is the following:
Question 8.5 When −1 /∈ G, is the class of (F,G)-representable matroids always
closed under contraction?
It follows from Theorem B.1 that the answer is affirmative when G = {1}, but we do
not know whether this is so in general.
Our first nontrivial result is that weak (F,G)-representability is no more general
than (F,G)-representability, at least when −1 ∈ G. We do not know whether this
result holds without the assumption that −1 ∈ G.
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Proposition 8.6 Let F be a field, and let G be a subgroup of the multiplicative group
F ∗ that contains −1. Let A be a rank-r m× n matrix over F that is a weak (F,G)-
matrix. Then there is a rank-r r × n matrix B over F that is an (F,G)-matrix and
for which M [A] = M [B].
Proof. Let M = M [A]. Since A has rank r, we may delete m − r rows from A
leaving an r × n matrix A1 whose rows are linearly independent. Moreover, A1 is a
weak (F,G)-matrix representing M . Now the following row and column operations
leave a determinant unchanged except for possibly multiplying it by −1:
(i) Interchanging two rows or two columns.
(ii) Adding a multiple of one row to another.
By operations (i) and (ii), A1 can be transformed into a matrix A2 of the form [D|Z]
where D is a diagonal matrix all of whose diagonal entries are nonzero.
The matrix [D|Z] can be further transformed as follows. Let the top-left 2 × 2
submatrix of D be
[
d1 0
0 d2
]
. In [D|Z], perform the following operations:
(i) replace row 2 by row 2 plus d−11 times row 1;
(ii) replace row 1 by row 1 minus d1 times row 2;
(iii) replace row 2 by row 2 plus d−11 times row 1; and
(iv) interchange rows 1 and 2.
We now have, in the top-left corner, the submatrix
[
1 0
0 −d1d2
]
. We can repeat this
process until all the diagonal entries in D except possibly the last, dr, are ones. The
resulting matrix [D′|Z ′] is a weak (F,G)-matrix representing M . Since detD′ = dr,
it follows that dr ∈ G. Thus, we can multiply the last row of [D′|Z ′] by d−1r to obtain
a weak (F,G)-matrix A3 representing M of the form [Ir|Y ].
We shall show next that A3 is an (F,G)-matrix. Let A
′
3 be a k × k submatrix of
A3 for some k with 1 ≤ k ≤ r− 1. The identity submatrix Ir of A3 has an r× (r− k)
submatrix B1 each of whose columns contains all zeros in the rows of A3 that meet A
′
3.
Let A′′3 be the submatrix of A3 consisting of those columns that meet some column
of A′3. As A3 is a weak (F,G) matrix, the determinant of the matrix [B1|A′′3] is in
G. But the value of this determinant is ±detA′′3. Since −1 ∈ G, we deduce that
detA′′3 ∈ G. We conclude that A3 is indeed an (F,G)-matrix representing M . ✷
Proposition 8.7 Let F be a field, and let G be a subgroup of F ∗ that contains −1.
Let A be an (F,G)-matrix of rank r. Then there is an (F,G)-matrix B = [Ir|D]
such that M [A] ≃M [B] and B is obtainable from A by a sequence of row or column
interchanges, pivots, and deletions of zero rows.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 8.3 by well-known arguments: see e.g. [67, Propo-
sitions 3.5 and 4.1]. ✷
If D is a matrix over F , let us denote by G(D♯) the simple bipartite graph whose
vertices correspond to the rows and columns of D and whose edges correspond to
the nonzero entries of D [55, pp. 190, 194]. If H is a subgroup of F ∗, let us call D
H-normalized if there exists a basis B for the cycle matroid of G(D♯) [i.e. a maximal
spanning forest in G(D♯)] such that each entry in D corresponding to an edge in B
lies in H .
We aim next to show that, given an (F,G)-matrix [Ir|D], we can perform a se-
quence of row and column scalings by elements of G (thereby maintaining an (F,G)-
matrix) to yield a matrix [Ir|D′] for which D′ is {1}-normalized. In fact, a much
stronger result is true:
Proposition 8.8 Let F be a field, and let G be a subgroup of F ∗. Consider a matrix
[Ir|D] over F , in which all the nonzero elements of D lie in G. Let B = {b1, ..., bk} be
a basis for the cycle matroid of G(D♯), and let {θ1, ..., θk} be elements of G. Then, by a
sequence of row and column scalings with scale factors in G, one can obtain from [Ir|D]
a matrix [Ir|D′] in which the entry of D′ corresponding to bi is θi. In particular, every
subdeterminant of [Ir|D′] differs from the corresponding subdeterminant of [Ir|D] by
a factor lying in G.
Proof. The proof of [55, Theorem 6.4.7] carries through with very minor modifica-
tions to prove this proposition. ✷
By definition, every 6
√
1-matroid is a complex unimodular matroid. In fact, the
two classes coincide:
Theorem 8.9 The classes of complex unimodular matroids and 6
√
1-matroids are
equal.
Proof. Evidently we need only prove that every complex unimodular matroid is a
6
√
1-matroid. By Propositions 8.7 and 8.8, we can represent any complex unimodular
matroid M by a matrix [Ir|D] over C in which all nonzero subdeterminants have
modulus one and in which D is {1}-normalized. The desired result then follows from
the following two lemmas:
Lemma 8.10 Let D be a Z6-normalized matrix over C in which all nonzero subde-
terminants have modulus one. Then all the nonzero entries of D are sixth roots of
unity.
Lemma 8.11 Let A be a square matrix over C, whose determinant has modulus 1,
such that all nonzero entries are sixth roots of unity. Then det (A) is in fact a sixth
root of unity.
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Let us prove these two lemmas in reverse order:
Proof of Lemma 8.11. Since det (A) is a linear combination, with coefficients ±1,
of products of entries in A, it follows that det (A) belongs to the additive subgroup
of C generated by the sixth roots of unity. In the complex plane, the elements of
this subgroup are the vertices of a triangular lattice, which intersects the unit circle
precisely at the sixth roots of unity. ✷
Proof of Lemma 8.10. Let B be a basis for the cycle matroid of G(D♯) such
that each entry in D corresponding to an edge in B is a sixth root of unity. For each
nonzero entry d of D, let ed be the corresponding edge of G(D♯). If ed 6∈ B, then
adding ed to the subgraph of G(D♯) induced by B creates a unique cycle Cd, whose
length is some even integer 2k ≥ 4. Assume that there exists a nonzero entry d that
is not a sixth root of unity, and choose one for which k is minimal.
Let Dd be the k×k submatrix ofD induced by the vertices of Cd. By construction,
all the entries ofDd corresponding to edges in Cd\ed are sixth roots of unity. Moreover,
if Dd contains any nonzero entry d
′ besides those of Cd, then the corresponding edge
ed′ of G(D♯) is a diagonal of Cd (note that this cannot occur in the minimal case
2k = 4). It follows that |Cd′| < |Cd|, so the choice of d implies that d′ is a sixth root
of unity. Hence every nonzero entry of Dd except possibly d is a sixth root of unity.
Consider now the subgraph of G(D♯) induced by the vertices of Cd; among the
cycles of this graph containing ed, choose a cycle C
′ of shortest length 2j ≤ 2k. Let
D′d be the j × j submatrix of Dd induced by the vertices of C ′. Then each row and
column of D′d has exactly two nonzero entries corresponding to edges of C
′, and no
other nonzero entries (by the minimality of C ′). Moreover, all the nonzero entries of
D′d, except possibly d, are sixth roots of unity.
Because each row and column ofD′d has exactly two nonzero entries, the expansion
of det (D′d) in permutations has exactly two nonzero terms, exactly one of which
contains d. We conclude that det (D′d) = a − bd where a and b are sixth roots of
unity. If det (D′d) = 0, then d is a sixth root of unity. If det (D
′
d) has modulus 1, then
so does c ≡ a/b− d. Hence d is a complex number of modulus 1, which differs from
a sixth root of unity (a/b) by another complex number (c) of modulus 1. It follows
by simple geometry that d is a sixth root of unity. ✷
It is well known that the regular matroids are characterized by the following list
of equivalent properties [76]:
Theorem 8.12 The following are equivalent for a matroid M :
(a) M is (F, {±1})-representable for some field F of characteristic 0.
(a) M is weakly (F, {±1})-representable for some field F of characteristic 0.
(c) M is (Q, {±1})-representable.
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(d) M is weakly (Q, {±1})-representable.
(e) M is representable over GF (2) and over at least one field of characteristic not
equal to 2.
(f) M is representable over all fields.
More recently, Whittle [78] has given an analogous characterization of the 6
√
1-matroids.
Combining his (deep) results with our (comparatively elementary) Proposition 8.6 and
Theorem 8.9, we obtain:
Theorem 8.13 (Whittle [78]) The following are equivalent for a matroid M :
(a) M is representable over GF (3) and at least one field of characteristic 2.
(b) M is representable over GF (3) and GF (4).
(c) M is representable over GF (3) and all fields GF (22k) for k integer.
(d) M is representable over all fields F that contain a root of the polynomial x2 −
x+ 1. [In particular, M is representable over all fields GF (q) for which q is a
power of 3, q is a square, or q ≡ 1 (mod 3).]
(e) M is representable over all fields GF (q) for which q 6≡ 2 (mod 3).
(f) M is (C,Z6)-representable.
(g) M is (C, U(1))-representable.
(h) M is weakly (C, U(1))-representable.
The excluded-minor characterization of regular matroids is well known [55, The-
orems 13.1.1 and 13.1.2]:
Theorem 8.14 (Tutte)
(a) A binary matroid M is regular if and only if it has no minor isomorphic to F7
or F ∗7 .
(b) A matroid M is regular if and only if it has no minor isomorphic to U2,4, F7 or
F ∗7 .
More recently, Geelen, Gerards and Kapoor [29], as a corollary of their important
work in determining the excluded minors for GF (4)-representable matroids, have
given an analogous excluded-minor characterization of 6
√
1-matroids:
Theorem 8.15 (Geelen–Gerards–Kapoor [29])
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(a) A ternary matroid M is a 6
√
1-matroid if and only ifM has no minor isomorphic
to F−7 , (F
−
7 )
∗ or P8.
(b) A matroid M is a 6
√
1-matroid if and only if M has no minor isomorphic to
U2,5, U3,5, F7, F
∗
7 , F
−
7 , (F
−
7 )
∗ or P8.
It will be shown in Section 11 that none of F7, F
∗
7 , F
−
7 , (F
−
7 )
∗ and P8 has the half-
plane property. The next two corollaries come from combining this fact with the last
two theorems and Corollary 8.2:
Corollary 8.16 A binary matroid has the half-plane property if and only if it is
regular.
Corollary 8.17 A ternary matroid has the half-plane property if and only if it is a
6
√
1-matroid.
To conclude this section, we remark that a much less elementary proof of Theo-
rem 8.9 than the one given above comes from using Theorem 8.15(b) together with
the fact, which is not difficult to verify, that none of U2,5, U3,5, F7, F
∗
7 , F
−
7 , (F
−
7 )
∗
and P8 is a complex unimodular matroid.
9 Uniform matroids
9.1 Half-plane property
The basis generating polynomial of the uniform matroid Ur,n is the elementary
symmetric polynomial
Er,n(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
1≤i1<i2<...<ir≤n
xi1xi2 · · ·xir (9.1)
(we set E0,n ≡ 1). We have the following fundamental result:
Theorem 9.1 Let 0 ≤ r ≤ n. Then:
(a) The elementary symmetric polynomial Er,n has the half-plane property.
(b) For r ≥ 1, the rational function Fr,n ≡ Er,n/Er−1,n is strictly real-part-positive
on Hn.
Note first that (a) implies (b), by Proposition 2.8(b) with λi = 1/(n− r + 1) for
all i; and (b) implies (a), by Lemmas 2.7 and 2.6 and the fact (which is a special case
of Proposition 4.6) that the elementary symmetric polynomials Er,n with r < n are
irreducible over any field. [Alternatively, the truth of (b) for all r ≥ 1 allows one to
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prove (a) by induction on r, starting from E0,n ≡ 1 and using Lemma 2.6.] So we can
try to prove whichever half seems more convenient.
We have already given two proofs of Theorem 9.1(a): one based on nice principal
truncation (i.e. differentiation) starting from the easy case r = n (Proposition 4.13),
and another based on nice principal cotruncation starting from the easy case r = 0
(Proposition 4.16). We shall give a third proof in Section 10, based on showing that
Ur,n is a nice transversal matroid (Corollary 10.3 and Example 10.1 following it).
Let us here give two more proofs: one based on the Grace–Walsh–Szego¨ coincidence
theorem, and one based on “series-parallel” identities for the rational functions Fr,n.
Fourth proof. We have Er,n(ξ, . . . , ξ) =
(
n
r
)
ξr, which is manifestly novanishing for
ξ in the open right half-plane H . Since Er,n is symmetric and multiaffine, the Grace–
Walsh–Szego¨ coincidence theorem (Theorem 2.12) implies that Er,n is nonvanishing
in Hn. ✷
Fifth proof [25]. We shall prove (b) by induction on r. The case r = 1 is trivial
for all n. Now the following identities are easy to prove (for 1 ≤ r ≤ n):
Er,n(x) = Er,n−1(x6=i) + xiEr−1,n−1(x6=i) for any index i (9.2)
Er,n(x) =
1
r
n∑
i=1
xiEr−1,n−1(x6=i) (9.3)
We therefore have
Fr,n(x) =
1
r
n∑
i=1
xiEr−1,n−1(x6=i)
Er−1,n(x)
(9.4a)
=
1
r
n∑
i=1
xiEr−1,n−1(x6=i)
Er−1,n−1(x6=i) + xiEr−2,n−1(x6=i)
(9.4b)
=
1
r
n∑
i=1
xiFr−1,n−1(x6=i)
Fr−1,n−1(x6=i) + xi
(9.4c)
=
1
r
n∑
i=1
(
1
xi
+
1
Fr−1,n−1(x6=i)
)−1
, (9.4d)
so that the strict real-part-positivity of Fr,n follows from that of Fr−1,n−1. ✷
Remarks. 1. The computation (9.4) is really just (4.18) specialized to the case
of uniform matroids. So this is just an explicit version of the “nice cotruncation”
proof of Proposition 4.16. Indeed, it was our analysis of the proof (9.4) that led us
to abstract the idea of weighted principal cotruncation (Section 4.6).
2. The identity (9.4d) shows how Fr,n(x) can by synthesized as the admittance of a
2-terminal series-parallel network whose elementary branch admittances are positive
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multiples of the xi. To begin with, F1,n(x) = x1+· · ·+xn is the admittance of branches
x1, . . . , xn placed in parallel. Then Fr,n(x) is the admittance of n branches in parallel,
the ith of which consists of admittances xi/r and Fr−1,n−1(x6=i)/r in series. [Of course,
the admittance Fr−1,n−1(x6=i)/r is obtained from the network giving Fr−1,n−1(x6=i) by
dividing each branch admittance by r.]
Now let Gr,n be the graph obtained by this construction: it contains approximately
nr edges, and each edge e is assigned an admittance αexi(e) for some positive constant
αe and some index i(e). Then the spanning-tree polynomial TGr,n({xe}), with its
arguments specialized as xe → αexi(e), contains the polynomial Er,n(x1, . . . , xn) as a
factor. In this way, Theorem 9.1(a) can be obtained as a corollary of Theorem 1.1.
More generally, one might try to prove the half-plane property for a polynomial P
by starting from the spanning-tree polynomial TG of a large graph G, specializing to
fewer variables, and then extracting a factor. We do not know whether this method
can be applied fruitfully in other cases.
9.2 Brown–Colbourn property
Let us now prove that for r < n, the uniform matroids Ur,n not only have the
half-plane property but have the Brown–Colbourn property (which is stronger, by
virtue of Corollary 2.3).
Theorem 9.2 Let 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. Then the uniform matroid Ur,n has the “Brown–
Colbourn property”, i.e. Re xi < −1/2 for all e implies PI(Ur,n)(x) 6= 0, where I(Ur,n) =
{S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}: |S| ≤ r} is the collection of independent sets of Ur,n.
Proof. Since PI(Ur,n)(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑r
k=0Ek,n(x1, . . . , xn) is manifestly symmetric
and multiaffine, it follows from the Grace–Walsh–Szego¨ coincidence theorem (Theo-
rem 2.12) that it suffices to prove the Brown–Colbourn property for the univariate
polynomial
Ir,n(z) = PI(Ur,n)(z, . . . , z) =
r∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
zk . (9.5)
A slightly sharper result than this is given in Proposition 9.3 below. ✷
As preparation for the statement and proof of Proposition 9.3, let us note that
the univariate reliability polynomial [cf. (1.7)] for the uniform matroid Ur,n is given
by
Relr,n(q) = (1− q)nIr,n
( q
1− q
)
=
r∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
qk(1− q)n−k (9.6)
and hence can be written as Relr,n(q) = (1− q)n−rHr,n(q) with
Hr,n(q) =
r∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
qk(1− q)r−k (9.7a)
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=
r∑
k=0
r−k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n
k
)(
r − k
j
)
qj+k (9.7b)
=
r∑
ℓ=0
qℓ
ℓ∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n
ℓ− j
)(
r − ℓ+ j
j
)
(9.7c)
=
r∑
ℓ=0
(
n− r − 1 + ℓ
ℓ
)
qℓ (9.7d)
where we define
(
n−r−1+ℓ
ℓ
)
= δℓ0 in case r = n.
14
Proposition 9.3 (Wagner [73]) Let 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. Then all the zeros of Hr,n(q)
lie in the annulus
1
n− r ≤ |q| ≤
r
n− 1 . (9.8)
In particular, all the zeros of Hr,n(q) lie in |q| ≤ 1, so that all the zeros of Ir,n(z) lie
in Re z ≥ −1/2.
Proof. The ratios of successive coefficients of Hr,n are λℓ =
(
n−r−1+ℓ
ℓ
)
/
(
n−r+ℓ
ℓ+1
)
=
(ℓ + 1)/(n − r + ℓ), which is nondecreasing as ℓ runs from 0 to r − 1. Thus, by the
Enestro¨m–Kakeya theorem [51, Theorem 30.3 and Exercise 2] (see also [2]) it follows
that all the zeros of Hr,n lie in the annulus λ0 ≤ |q| ≤ λr−1. ✷
10 The permanent condition: Transversal and co-
transversal matroids
10.1 Heilmann–Lieb theorem
We begin by recalling the Heilmann–Lieb [35] theorem on the zeros of matching
polynomials. This theorem is most often quoted in its univariate version (see e.g. [48,
Section 8.5]), but it is the multivariate result [35, Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.7] that
is truly fundamental.
Let G = (V,E) be a loopless graph, and let us define the matching polynomial
with edge weights {λe}e∈E and vertex weights {xi}i∈V :
MG(x;λ) =
∑
matchingsM
∏
e=ij∈M
λexixj . (10.1)
(Here e = ij means that the endpoints of e are i, j; if G is not simple, this is a
slight abuse of notation but unlikely to cause any confusion. Note also that we could,
14 The binomial-coefficient identity used in the last step can be deduced from [32, eqns. (1.7) and
(1.9)]. Alternatively, it is a specialization of [79, Exercise 4.15(a)] followed by [32, eqn. (1.7)].
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if we wanted, restrict attention to simple graphs by replacing each set of parallel
edges e1, . . . , ek with a single edge e
′ of weight λe′ =
∑k
i=1 λei.) Define also the
complementary matching polynomial
M˜G(x;λ) = x
V MG(1/x;λ) (10.2)
where xV =
∏
i∈V xi. If e = ij ∈ E, we have the fundamental recursion relation
MG(x;λ) = MG\e(x;λ) + λexixjMG−i−j(x;λ) (10.3)
or equivalently
M˜G(x;λ) = M˜G\e(x;λ) + λeM˜G−i−j(x;λ) . (10.4)
Repeated application of (10.4) to all edges incident on a vertex i, followed by deletion
of i, yields the key identity
M˜G(x;λ) = xiM˜G−i(x;λ) +
∑
e ∼ i
e = ij
λeM˜G−i−j(x;λ) (10.5)
where e ∼ i denotes that e is incident on i. The Heilmann–Lieb theorem asserts
that if the edge weights are nonnegative, then the polynomials MG and M˜G have the
half-plane property:
Theorem 10.1 (Heilmann and Lieb [35]) Let G = (V,E) be a loopless graph,
and let {λe}e∈E be nonnegative edge weights. If Rexi > 0 for all i ∈ V , then
(a) M˜G(x;λ) 6= 0.
(b) For every i ∈ V , M˜G−i(x;λ) 6= 0.
(c) For every i ∈ V , Re M˜G(x;λ)
M˜G−i(x;λ)
> 0.
(d) MG(x;λ) 6= 0.
Proof. We shall prove (a)–(c) by induction on |V |. The theorem is trivial if |V | = 0
or 1, since M˜G = 1 for |V | = 0 and M˜G(x1) = x1 for |V | = 1. So assume that (a)–(c)
hold for all graphs with fewer than n vertices, and let |V | = n. Then (b) holds for G
because (a) holds for G− i. It then follows from (10.5) that
M˜G(x;λ)
M˜G−i(x;λ)
= xi +
∑
e ∼ i
e = ij
λe
M˜G−i−j(x;λ)
M˜G−i(x;λ)
. (10.6)
The right-hand side has positive real part because Rexi > 0, λe ≥ 0 and
Re [M˜G−i−j(x;λ)/M˜G−i(x;λ)] > 0 by hypothesis (c) applied to G− i (using the fact
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that the function z 7→ 1/z maps the right half-plane to itself). We conclude that (c)
holds for G. Hence so does (a).
Finally, (d) follows from (a) by Proposition 4.2. ✷
Remarks. 1. The same conclusion obviously holds [with a reversal of sign in (c)]
if Re xi < 0 for all i. But the proof does not apply to other rotated half-planes, as we
need invariance under the function z 7→ 1/z. Indeed, the result for other half-planes
is false already for G = K2, which has M˜G(x1, x2;λ) = λ12 + x1x2.
2. This proof is basically the same as that of Heilmann and Lieb [35, Lemma
4.7], but is slightly simpler and stronger: they prove (c) only for pairs (G′, G′ − i)
belonging to their set EG.
3. How could one have guessed the key inductive hypothesis (c)? It suffices to
note, from (10.5), that ∂M˜G/∂xi = M˜G−i; and of course M˜G−i 6≡ 0 because it has
constant term 1. Therefore, by either Proposition 2.8(b) or Theorem 3.2(c), if M˜G
has the half-plane property, then necessarily hypothesis (c) must hold.
4. Here is a simple alternate proof of Theorem 10.1(d), based on the concept of
multiaffine part (Proposition 4.17): The polynomial PG(x) =
∏
e=ij∈E(1 + λexixj)
manifestly has the half-plane property whenever λe ≥ 0 for all e. But P ♭G (the
multiaffine part of PG) is precisely MG.
10.2 Application to transversal matroids
Now let us specialize the Heilmann–Lieb theorem to the case of a bipartite graph
G = (V,E) with bipartition V = A ∪ B, setting xj = 1 for j ∈ B and considering
MG(x;λ) as a polynomial in {xi}i∈A. Then the restricted matching polynomial
M¯G(x;λ) =
∑
matchingsM
∏
e = ij ∈M
i ∈ A
j ∈ B
λexi (10.7)
also has the half-plane property, provided that the edge weights are nonnegative.
Consider now the transversal matroid M [G,A] with ground set A defined by the
bipartite graph G, in which a subset S ⊆ A is declared independent if it can be
matched into B. Defining the weighted sum of such matchings,
c(S;λ) =
∑
matchingsM
V (M) ∩ A = S
∏
e∈M
λe , (10.8)
we find immediately that
M¯G(x;λ) =
∑
S∈I(M [G,A])
c(S;λ) xS . (10.9)
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So the restricted matching polynomial M¯G(x;λ), which has the half-plane property,
is almost the independent-set generating polynomial for M [G,A]: the only trouble
comes from the weights c(S;λ), which need not be equal. Likewise, the restricted
maximum-matching polynomial
M¯ ♯G(x;λ) =
∑
S ∈ I(M [G,A])
|S| = rankM [G,A]
c(S;λ) xS (10.10)
also has the half-plane property (by Proposition 2.2), and is almost the basis generat-
ing polynomial for M [G,A], again modulo the problem of possibly unequal weights.
Note also that we may, if we wish, let G be the complete bipartite graph on the
vertex set A ∪ B, since any undesired edges can always be given weight λe = 0.
In particular, if we take A = [n], B = [r] and G = Kn,r, we have the following
permanental analogue of Theorem 8.1 (see [53] for the definition and properties of
permanents):
Theorem 10.2 Let Λ be an arbitrary nonnegative r × n matrix (r ≤ n), and define
PΛ by
PΛ(x) = per(ΛX) (10.11)
where X = diag(x1, . . . , xn). Then:
(a) PΛ has the half-plane property.
(b) PΛ(x) =
∑
S ⊆ [n]
|S| = r
per(Λ ↾ S) xS , where Λ ↾ S denotes the (square) submatrix of
Λ using the columns indexed by the set S.
Proof. Part (b) is an immediate consequence of the definition of the permanent of
a non-square matrix. Part (a) follows immediately from the Heilmann–Lieb theorem
and the fact that
PΛ(x) = M¯
♯
G(x;λ) = limα→∞
α−rM¯G(αx;λ) (10.12)
with G = Kn,r. ✷
Let us now call the pair (G,A) nice if there exists a collection {λe}e∈E of non-
negative edge weights so that c(S;λ) has the same nonzero value for all bases S of
M [G,A]. And let us call the transversal matroid M nice if there exists a nice pair
(G,A) such that M ≃M [G,A]. The foregoing results can be rephrased as follows:
Corollary 10.3
(a) Every transversal matroid has the weak half-plane property.
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(b) Every nice transversal matroid has the half-plane property.
Unfortunately, Corollary 10.3(a) adds nothing to Corollary 8.2(a), since every transver-
sal matroid is representable over all fields of sufficiently large cardinality, and hence
in particular over C [55, Corollary 12.2.17]. But Corollary 10.3(b) is powerful, as we
shall soon see.
Our next task should be to characterize nice pairs (G,A) and nice transversal
matroids M . Unfortunately, we are unable to do this in general, so we shall content
ourselves with giving some examples of nice and non-nice transversal matroids. As
a preliminary, let us observe that the restriction of a nice pair (G,A) to any subset
A′ ⊆ A (and the same set B) yields a nice pair (G′, A′). In particular, any restriction
of a nice transversal matroid is a nice transversal matroid.
Let us also note that, to prove that a matroid M has the half-plane property, it
suffices by Proposition 4.2 to show that either M or its dual is a nice transversal
matroid. If M∗ is transversal, we say that M is cotransversal (also called a strict
gammoid); if M∗ is nice transversal, we say that M is co-nice cotransversal .
10.3 Examples
In this subsection we give some examples of nice and non-nice transversal matroids.
Sometimes, instead of specifying the pair (G,A), we shall find it more convenient to
specify the family A = {Aj}j∈B of subsets of A defined by i ∈ Aj if and only if ij ∈ E.
The family A is called a presentation for M [G,A].
Example 10.1. Every uniform matroid Ur,n is nice. Indeed, it suffices to take
the obvious presentation, namely the one induced by the complete bipartite graph
G = Kn,r with |A| = n and |B| = r, and to set λe = 1 for all e. ✷
Example 10.2. Not all pairs (G,A) are nice. To see this, consider the bipartite
graph G shown in Figure 2, with A = {1, 2, 3, 4} and B = {x, y}. Then every
2-element subset of A is matchable into B, and the weights are
c(12) = ad (10.13a)
c(13) = ae (10.13b)
c(14) = af (10.13c)
c(23) = be + cd (10.13d)
c(24) = bf (10.13e)
c(34) = cf (10.13f)
where for conciseness we have used the name of the edge e in place of λe. Suppose
that all these subset weights are equal and nonzero. Then all the edge weights a, . . . , f
must be nonzero, and moreover we must have d = e = f and a = b = c. But then
c(23) = 2c(24), a contradiction. So this pair (G,A) is not nice. Note, nevertheless,
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Figure 2: A bipartite graph G = (V,E) with bipartition V = A ∪ B.
that M [G,A] ≃ U2,4, which has an alternative (nonisomorphic) presentation that is
nice (Example 10.1). ✷
Example 10.3. Not all transversal matroids are nice. To see this, consider the
rank-3 whirl W3, which has ground set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and 3-point lines 123, 345 and
561. It is transversal with maximal presentation A = {456, 126, 234} (i.e. the sets
of the presentation are the complements of the three 3-point lines). By a general
result ([52] or [11, Theorem 5.2.6]), this is the unique maximal presentation. Now
suppose that we could weight the edges in the bipartite graph to make W3 nice. The
bases 413, 513 and 613 all occur exactly once as a transversal; therefore, all the edges
associated with the first set in the presentation must receive the same weight, call
it λ(1). Likewise, 513, 523 and 563 all occur once, so all the edges associated with
the second set in the presentation must receive the same weight, call it λ(2). Finally,
512, 513 and 514 all occur once, so all the edges associated with the third set in
the presentation must receive the same weight, call it λ(3). Thus the basis 135 gets
weight λ(1)λ(2)λ(3). But the basis 246 gets weight 2λ(1)λ(2)λ(3). Therefore W3 is
not nice.
It follows that any transversal matroid havingW3 as a restriction is also non-nice:
this includes W3+ and W3 + e (see Figures 5 and 6 in Appendix A) and their free
extensions W3+ + e and W3 + e+ f (see Figure 8). ✷
Example 10.4. For n1, n2, n3 ≥ 3, let Ln1,n2,n3 be the rank-3 matroid consisting
of three nonintersecting lines containing n1, n2 and n3 points, respectively. This
matroid has a presentation consisting of the complements of the three lines, in which
each basis occurs exactly twice as a transversal. Therefore this matroid is nice (taking
all weights λe equal).
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It follows that the matroids P6, S7, F
−6
7 and P
′′′
7 (see Figures 4–7 in Appendix A)
are nice, since they can be obtained by deleting elements from L3,3,3 or L4,3,3. ✷
Example 10.5. More generally, let Ln1,n2,n3;n′ (with n1, n2, n3 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 0)
be the rank-3 matroid consisting of three nonintersecting lines plus n′ freely added
points. Let us show that the smallest example with freely added points, namely
M = L3,3,3;1, is not nice:
Let the 3-point lines be abc, def and ghi, and call the freely added point 0. ThenM
has a presentation consisting of the complements of the three 3-point lines, i.e. A =
{0abcdef, 0abcghi, 0defghi}. Indeed, this is the unique presentation.15 Now suppose
that we could weight the edges in the bipartite graph to make M nice. For each
element x of 0defghi, the basis abx occurs exactly twice as a transversal: as abx and
as bax. This means that all the edges associated with the third set in the presentation
must receive the same weight, call it λ(3). By the same argument, all the edges
associated with the second set in the presentation must receive the same weight λ(2),
and all the edges associated with the first set in the presentation must receive the
same weight λ(1). Thus the basis abd gets weight 2λ(1)λ(2)λ(3). But the basis 0ae
gets weight 3λ(1)λ(2)λ(3). Therefore M is not nice. ✷
Example 10.6. Let Ln1;n′ (with n1 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 1) be the rank-3 matroid con-
sisting of one n1-point line plus n
′ freely added points. By deletion from Ln1,3,3
(Example 10.4), we can conclude that Ln1;n′ is nice whenever n
′ ≤ 4. Let us show
that the smallest remaining case, L3;5, is not nice:
L3;5 is transversal with unique maximal presentation A = {12345678, 12345678, 45678}.
Let us denote the weights associated with the first (resp. second, third) set in the pre-
sentation as λi (resp. λ
′
i, λ
′′
i ). We shall use the combinations αij = λiλ
′
j + λjλ
′
i and
βij = λiλ
′
j − λjλ′i.
For each pair of distinct elements i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and each x ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, the
basis ijx occurs exactly twice as a transversal, always with the same two ways of
selecting i and j from the first two sets. Fixing i and j and letting x vary, we
conclude that all the edges associated with the third set in the presentation must
receive the same weight, which without loss of generality we may take equal to 1. It
then follows that αij = 1 for all distinct i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
For each i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and each triplet of distinct elements x, y, z ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8},
the bases ixy , ixz and iyz each occur exactly four times as transversals. Thus αix +
αiy = 1, αix + αiz = 1 and αiy + αiz = 1. By comparing the first equation with
15 Proof. The presentation A is a maximal presentation, since adding an element to any set
will result in one of abc, def or ghi occurring as a transversal. By a general result ([52] or [11,
Theorem 5.2.6]), this is the unique maximal presentation. The complements of the three sets in the
presentation are the three flats ghi, def and abc. Any other presentation must come from the maximal
one by deleting elements from the sets in the presentation. This will increase the complements of
these sets. But the complements of the sets in any presentation must be flats in M , and there are
no flats other than E(M) that contain any one of abc, def or ghi. This proves the claim.
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Figure 3: The matroid Mn1,n2.
the difference of the last two, we deduce that αix = 1/2 for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and
x ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
For each triplet of distinct elements x, y, z ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, the basis xyz occurs
exactly six times as a transversal, so we have αxy+αxz+αyz = 1. Therefore, for each
quadruplet of distinct elements x, y, z, w ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, we have αxy+αxz+αyz = 1,
αxy+αxw+αyw = 1, αxz+αxw+αzw = 1 and αyz+αyw+αzw = 1. Subtracting the sum
of the last two equations from the sum of the first two, we conclude that αxy = αzw.
Since there are five elements in {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, we can conclude that αxy = 1/3 for all
distinct x, y ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
Finally, for any distinct i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and distinct x, y ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, we have
αijαxy − αiyαjx = 1/3− 1/4 = 1/12. Simplifying this, we find βixβjy = −1/12 for all
such i, j, x, y. But this implies that all the numbers βix (1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 4 ≤ x ≤ 8) are
equal and take the value ±√−1/12. In particular, there are no real solutions. [The
niceness equations do have complex solutions of the form λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = e
±iπ/6/
√
2,
λ′1 = λ
′
2 = λ
′
3 = e
∓iπ/6/
√
2, λ4 = . . . = λ8 = 1/
√
6, λ′4 = . . . = λ
′
8 = 1/
√
6 and
λ′′4 = . . . = λ
′′
8 = 1.] ✷
Example 10.7. For n1, n2 ≥ 2, letMn1,n2 be the rank-3 matroid on the (n1+n2+2)-
element ground set {0, 1, . . . , n1 + n2 + 1} such that there are lines {0, 1, 2, . . . , n1}
and {0, n1 + 1, n1 + 2, . . . , n1 + n2} but no other 3-element circuits (see Figure 3).
This matroid is transversal with A = {0, 1, . . . , n1 + n2 + 1} and B = {x, y, z}, and
has as a presentation
Ax = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n1 + n2} (10.14a)
Ay = {1, 2, . . . , n1, n1 + n2 + 1} (10.14b)
Az = {n1 + 1, n1 + 2, . . . , n1 + n2, n1 + n2 + 1} (10.14c)
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Now put weights
λ0x = 1 (10.15a)
λix = 1/2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 + n2 (10.15b)
λiy = 1 for all i ∈ Ay (10.15c)
λiz = 1 for all i ∈ Az (10.15d)
It is easily checked that c(S;λ) = 1 for every basis S of Mn1,n2. So this is a nice
presentation, and Mn1,n2 is a nice transversal matroid. In particular, Q6 ≃ M2,2,
P6 ≃ M2,3 \ 0, Q7 ≃ M2,3, S7 ≃ M3,4 \ {0, 1} and P ′′′7 ≃ M3,3 \ 0 are nice transversal
matroids. ✷
Proposition 10.4 All matroids on a ground set of at most 6 elements have the half-
plane property.
Proof. The half-plane property is preserved by direct sums (Proposition 4.4) and
2-sums (Corollary 4.9). Therefore, we can restrict attention to 3-connected matroids.
Since all rank-1 and rank-2 matroids have the half-plane property (Corollary 5.5), we
can restrict attention to matroids of rank ≥ 3. Finally, since the half-plane property
is invariant under duality (Proposition 4.2), we can restrict attention to matroids
of rank ≤ ⌊n/2⌋, where n is the number of elements. So it suffices to consider 3-
connected rank-3 matroids on 6 elements. All these matroids are shown in Figure 4
(see Appendix A). The uniform matroid U3,6 has the half-plane property, as we have
shown many times (Section 9). The graphic matroid M(K4) and the whirl W3 are
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1-matroids, hence have the half-plane property by Corollary 8.2(b). Finally, we have
just shown (Examples 10.4 and 10.7) that Q6 and P6 are nice transversal matroids,
hence also have the half-plane property. ✷
Example 10.8. The matroid F−57 (see Figure 6 in Appendix A) is transversal with
unique maximal presentation A = {2347, 4567, 1234567}. The bases 251, 351, 451 and
751 all occur exactly once as a transversal; therefore, all the edges associated with the
first set in the presentation must receive the same weight, call it λ(1). By symmetry,
all the edges associated with the second set in the presentation must receive the same
weight, call it λ(2). But then 471 occurs twice as a tranversal, so it gets twice the
weight that 251 gets. It follows that F−57 is not nice. ✷
Example 10.9. The matroid (F−37 )
∗ (see Figure 6) is transversal with unique max-
imal presentation A = {123, 147, 156, 345}. The bases 1465, 2465 and 3465 all occur
exactly once as a transversal, so all the edges associated with the first set in the
presentation must receive the same weight, call it λ(1). By symmetry, all the edges
associated with the second set in the presentation must receive the same weight, call
it λ(2), and all the edges associated with the third set in the presentation must re-
ceive the same weight, call it λ(3). Finally, the bases 1763, 1764 and 1765 all occur
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exactly once as a transversal, so all the edges associated with the fourth set in the
presentation must receive the same weight, call it λ(4). But then 1345 occurs three
times as a tranversal, so it gets three times the weight that 1456 gets. So (F−37 )
∗ is
not nice. ✷
Example 10.10. The matroid (F−47 )
∗ (see Figure 6) is transversal with unique
maximal presentation A = {123, 147, 156, 1234567}. The bases 1456, 2456 and 3456
all occur exactly twice as transversals, all with the same two ways of selecting 456
from the last three sets in the presentation; so all the edges associated with the first
set in the presentation must receive the same weight, call it λ(1). By symmetry, all
the edges associated with the second set in the presentation must receive the same
weight, call it λ(2), and all the edges associated with the third set in the presentation
must receive the same weight, call it λ(3). Without loss of generality we can set
λ(1) = λ(2) = λ(3) = 1. Let us denote the weights associated with the fourth set in
the presentation as λi (1 ≤ i ≤ 7). Bases then get weights as follows:
1245: λ1 + λ2 + λ4 + λ5
1345: λ1 + λ3 + λ4 + λ5
1246: λ1 + λ2 + λ4 + λ6
1346: λ1 + λ3 + λ4 + λ6
1276: λ1 + λ2 + λ7 + λ6
1376: λ1 + λ3 + λ7 + λ6
1234: λ2 + λ3
1475: λ4 + λ7
1562: λ5 + λ6
It follows from the first six bases that λ2 = λ3, λ5 = λ6 and λ4 = λ7. It then follows
from the last three bases that λ2 = λ3 = . . . = λ7. But then we must have λ1 = −λ2.
Therefore, the equations have no nonnegative solution, so (F−47 )
∗ is not nice.
Now consider the matroid (F−47 +e)
∗ (see Figure 8) which is transversal with unique
maximal presentation A = {123, 147, 156, 12345678, 12345678}. The first part of the
argument just given for (F−47 )
∗ carries over with slight modification to (F−47 +e)
∗: the
bases 14568, 24568 and 34568 all occur exactly four times as transversals, all with
the same four ways of selecting 4568 from the last four sets in the presentation, so
all the edges associated with the first set in the presentation must receive the same
weight λ(1); and by symmetry, all the edges associated with the second (resp. third)
set in the presentation must receive the same weight λ(2) [resp. λ(3)]. Without loss
of generality we can set λ(1) = λ(2) = λ(3) = 1. Let us denote the weights associated
with the fourth (resp. fifth) set in the presentation as λi (resp. λ
′
i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 8.
Bases then get weights as follows:
14568: (λ5 + λ6)λ
′
8 + (λ
′
5 + λ
′
6)λ8
14578: (λ4 + λ7)λ
′
8 + (λ
′
4 + λ
′
7)λ8
12458: (λ1 + λ2 + λ4 + λ5)λ
′
8 + (λ
′
1 + λ
′
2 + λ
′
4 + λ
′
5)λ8
12678: (λ1 + λ2 + λ6 + λ7)λ
′
8 + (λ
′
1 + λ
′
2 + λ
′
6 + λ
′
7)λ8
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All bases must get equal (and nonzero) weight. Thus, by comparing the sum of the
weights of the first two bases with the sum of the weights of the last two bases, we
conclude that λ1λ
′
8 = λ2λ
′
8 = λ
′
1λ8 = λ
′
2λ8 = 0 (since the weights are nonnegative).
But, by symmetry, the element 2 can be replaced by 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7. Hence λiλ
′
8 =
λ′iλ8 = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, a contradiction. Therefore (F−47 + e)∗ is not nice. ✷
Example 10.11. The matroid (W3 + e)∗ (see Figure 6) is transversal with unique
maximal presentation A = {123, 345, 156, 1234567}. The bases 1467, 2467 and 3467
all occur exactly once as a transversal; so all the edges associated with the first set
in the presentation must receive the same weight, call it λ(1). By symmetry, all the
edges associated with the second set in the presentation must receive the same weight,
call it λ(2), and all the edges associated with the third set in the presentation must
receive the same weight, call it λ(3). But then 1357 occurs twice as a transversal, so
it gets twice the weight that 1467 does. So (W3 + e)∗ is not nice.
Now consider the matroid (W3 + e+ f)∗ (see Figure 8) which is transversal with
unique maximal presentation A = {123, 345, 156, 12345678, 12345678}. The argu-
ment just given for (W3 + e)∗ carries over verbatim to (W3 + e + f)∗ if we replace
each basis abc7 by abc78 and we change “all occur exactly once as a transversal” to
“all occur exactly twice as a transversal, all with the same two ways of selecting 78
from the last two sets in the presentation”. It follows that (W3 + e+ f)∗ is not nice.
✷
Example 10.12. The matroid (F−57 )
∗ (see Figure 6) is transversal with (non-
maximal) presentation A = {123, 156, 2467, 3457}, in which each basis occurs exactly
twice as a transversal. Therefore this matroid is nice (taking all weights λe equal).
✷
Example 10.13. The matroid (W3+)∗ (see Figure 5) is transversal with unique
maximal presentation A = {156, 345, 1237, 1237}. The bases 1427, 5427 and 6427 all
occur exactly twice as transversals, all with the same two ways of selecting 27 from
the last two sets in the presentation; so all the edges associated with the first set in the
presentation must receive the same weight, call it λ(1). By symmetry, all the edges
associated with the second set in the presentation must receive the same weight, call
it λ(2). Let us denote the weights associated with the third (resp. fourth) set in the
presentation as λi (resp. λ
′
i) for i = 1, 2, 3, 7. The bases 6417, 6427 and 6437 all occur
exactly twice as transversals, from which we can conclude that λiλ
′
7+λ
′
iλ7 = α > 0 for
i = 1, 2, 3. But then 1357 gets weight 2λ(1)λ(2)α, while 1427 gets weight λ(1)λ(2)α.
So (W3+)∗ is not nice.
Now consider the matroid (W3+ + e)∗ (see Figure 8) which is transversal with
unique maximal presentation A = {156, 345, 1237, 1237, 12345678}. The argument
just given for (W3+)∗ carries over verbatim to (W3+ + e)∗ if we replace each basis
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abcd by abcd8. So (W3+ + e)∗ is not nice. ✷
Example 10.14. The matroid (Q7)
∗ (see Figure 5) is transversal with unique max-
imal presentation A = {123, 1456, 1456, 1234567}. The bases 1457, 2457 and 3457 all
occur exactly twice as transversals, all with the same two ways of selecting 457 from
the last three sets in the presentation; so all the edges associated with the first set
in the presentation must receive the same weight, which without loss of generality
we take to be 1. Let us denote the weights associated with the second (resp. third,
fourth) set in the presentation as λi (resp. λ
′
i, λ
′′
i ). For each x ∈ {4, 5, 6}, the basis
21x7 occurs twice as a transversal (as 21x7 and 2x17); so λ1λ
′
x+λxλ
′
1 takes the same
value α 6= 0 for x = 4, 5, 6. For each pair of distinct x, y ∈ {4, 5, 6}, the basis 1xy7
occurs twice as a transversal (as 1xy7 and 1yx7); so λxλ
′
y + λyλ
′
x = α as well. Bases
then get weights as follows:
1452: α(λ′′1 + λ
′′
2 + λ
′′
4 + λ
′′
5)
1453: α(λ′′1 + λ
′′
3 + λ
′′
4 + λ
′′
5)
1463: α(λ′′1 + λ
′′
3 + λ
′′
4 + λ
′′
6)
1563: α(λ′′1 + λ
′′
3 + λ
′′
5 + λ
′′
6)
2143: α(λ′′2 + λ
′′
3)
2456: α(λ′′4 + λ
′′
5 + λ
′′
6)
Comparing the first four bases, we conclude that λ′′2 = λ
′′
3 ≡ β and λ′′4 = λ′′5 = λ′′6 ≡ γ.
But then λ′′1 + β + 2γ = 2β = 3γ, which implies that λ
′′
1 = −12γ. Therefore, the
equations have no nonnegative solution, so (Q7)
∗ is not nice. ✷
Example 10.15. The matroid P ′′7 (see Figure 7) is transversal with unique maximal
presentation A = {1267, 1345, 4567}. The bases 134, 234, 634 and 734 all occur
exactly once as a transversal; therefore, all the edges associated with the first set in
the presentation must receive the same weight. Likewise, 216, 236, 246 and 256 (resp.
134, 135, 136 and 137) all occur once, so all the edges associated with the second
(resp. third) set in the presentation must receive the same weight. But then 147 gets
twice the weight of 134. So P ′′7 is not nice. ✷
Example 10.16. The matroid (P ′7)
∗ (see Figure 7) is transversal with unique max-
imal presentation A = {123, 156, 267, 345}. The bases 1574, 2574 and 3574 all occur
exactly once as a transversal; therefore, all the edges associated with the first set
in the presentation must receive the same weight. Analogous arguments using 2174,
2574, 2674 (resp. 3524, 3564, 3574 or 2673, 2674, 2675) show that all the edges asso-
ciated with the second (resp. third or fourth) set in the presentation must receive the
same weight. But then 1263 gets twice the weight of 1574. So (P ′7)
∗ is not nice.
Now consider the matroid (P ′7+e)
∗ (see Figure 8) which is transversal with unique
maximal presentation A = {123, 156, 267, 345, 12345678}. The argument just given
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for (P ′7)
∗ carries over verbatim to (P ′7+ e)
∗ if we replace each basis abcd by abcd8. So
(P ′7 + e)
∗ is not nice. ✷
Example 10.17. The matroid (P ′′7 )
∗ (see Figure 7) is transversal with (non-maximal)
presentation A = {123, 267, 345, 14567}, in which each basis occurs exactly twice as
a transversal. Therefore (P ′′7 )
∗ is nice (taking all weights λe equal). ✷
Example 10.18. More generally, for each n ≥ 1, letNn be the rank-(n+1) transver-
sal matroid on the ground set {1, . . . , 2n+ 1} given by the presentation
A0ˆ = {1, 2, 4, 6, 8, . . . , 2n− 4, 2n− 2, 2n, 2n+ 1} (10.16a)
Ajˆ = {2j − 1, 2j, 2j + 1} for 1 ≤ j ≤ n (10.16b)
Geometrically, the dual of Nn consists of 3-point lines 123, 345, 567, . . . , (2n −
1)(2n)(2n + 1) joined together in general position in rank n. Let S be a matchable
subset of {1, . . . , 2n + 1}. By using induction on n and considering separately the
cases when S does and does not contain two consecutive members of {1, . . . , 2n+1},
we can show (after some non-trivial work) that S arises from exactly two matchings.
So, putting equal weights on all edges, we conclude that this is a nice presentation,
and Nn is a nice transversal matroid. We have N1 ≃ U2,3, N2 ≃ U3,5 and N3 ≃ (P ′′7 )∗.
✷
Example 10.19. The matroid (non-Pappus\1)∗ is transversal with maximal pre-
sentation A = {247, 269, 348, 359, 456}. For each x ∈ {4, 5, 6}, the basis 7283x occurs
exactly once as a transversal, so all edges associated with the last set in the pre-
sentation receive the same nonzero weight. For each y ∈ {3, 5, 9}, the basis 728y6
occurs exactly once as a transversal, so all edges associated with the fourth set in the
presentation receive the same nonzero weight. For each z ∈ {2, 6, 9}, the basis 7z834
occurs exactly once as a transversal, so all edges associated with the second set in
the presentation receive the same nonzero weight. Now consider the bases 29356 and
26354. The first occurs exactly once as a transversal, while the second occurs exactly
twice (as 26354 and as 42356). Since the transversals 29356 and 26354 get the same
nonzero weight, the transversal 42356 must get weight 0. Therefore the edge joining
the element 4 to the first set in the presentation has weight 0. So we may delete 4
from the first set and still have a presentation. This implies that {2, 7} contains a
cocircuit of (non-Pappus\1)∗ and hence contains a circuit of non-Pappus\1, which is
false. So (non-Pappus\1)∗ is not nice. ✷
We have written a Mathematica program nicetransversal.m to test a presen-
tation A for niceness, using the Mathematica function Solve to solve the niceness
equations c(S;λ) = 1 for S ∈ B(M [A]). This program is available as part of the elec-
tronic version of this paper at arXiv.org. However, because the niceness equations
are a polynomial system of degree r in a large number of variables, this program
sometimes crashes for lack of memory or fails to complete even in several days of
CPU time.
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10.4 Rank-3 transversal matroids
Let us now make a systematic study of the niceness of rank-3 transversal matroids.
We begin by recalling Brylawski’s [13] algorithm for constructing transversal matroids.
A principal transversal matroid (also called a fundamental transversal matroid) of
rank r is obtained by beginning with a distinguished basis B = {1, 2, . . . , r}, which
we view geometrically as a simplex with vertices 1, 2, . . . , r, and adding elements as
follows: First one can add elements freely to the flat of rank 0 (i.e. add loops). Then
one can add elements freely to the flats of rank 1 (i.e. add elements parallel to the
basis elements). Then one can add elements freely to the lines spanned by two basis
elements: such elements pick up the dependencies that are forced by virtue of their
lying on that line, but have no other dependencies. One continues this process by
adding elements freely on the flats spanned by three basis elements, then by four basis
elements, . . . and finally by r basis elements (the last are elements that are free in
the matroid).
Theorem 10.5 (Brylawski [13]) Every transversal matroid of rank r is a restric-
tion of a principal transversal matroid of rank r, obtained by deleting some elements
of the original basis B.
Theorem 10.6 (Brylawski [13]) A principal transversal matroid has a unique pre-
sentation, which consists of the r cocircuits that are the complements of the flats
spanned by the sets B \ i (1 ≤ i ≤ r).
Applying this construction in the case r = 3, we conclude that the most general
simple rank-3 principal transversal matroid is Cn1,n2,n3;n′ with n1, n2, n3 ≥ 2 and
n′ ≥ 0, defined as the rank-3 matroid on n1 + n2 + n3 + n′ − 3 elements consisting
of consisting of three distinguished points (namely, the simplex vertices), three lines
that join pairs of these vertices and contain n1, n2 and n3 points, respectively, together
with n′ points freely added in the plane spanned by the vertices. All simple rank-3
transversal matroids can then be obtained by deleting zero or more simplex vertices
of Cn1,n2,n3;n′. By considering all the possibilities for simplex vertices to be deleted
or not, and for the resulting lines to be nontrivial or trivial, we obtain the following
classes of matroids:
1) Cn1,n2,n3;n′ with n1, n2, n3 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 0.
2) Dn1,n2;n′ with n1, n2 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 0, consisting of two intersecting lines contain-
ing n1 and n2 points, respectively, together with n
′ freely added points.
3) En1,n2,n3;n′ with n1, n2, n3 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 0, consisting of an n2-point line that is
met by nonintersecting lines with n1 and n3 points, respectively, together with
n′ freely added points.
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4) Fn1,n2,n3;n′ with n1, n2, n3 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 0, consisting of an intersecting pair of
lines containing n1 and n2 points, respectively, and a third line containing n3
points that does not meet the first two, together with n′ freely added points.
5) Ln1,n2,n3;n′ with n1, n2, n3 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 0, consisting of three nonintersecting
lines having n1, n2 and n3 points, respectively, together with n
′ freely added
points.
6) Ln1,n2;n′ with n1, n2 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 0, consisting of two nonintersecting lines
having n1 and n2 points, respectively, together with n
′ freely added points.
7) Ln1;n′ with n1 ≥ 3 and n′ ≥ 1, consisting of one n1-point line together with n′
freely added points.
8) The uniform matroid U3,n′ with n
′ ≥ 3, consisting of n′ points and no non-trivial
lines.
We can now determine which of these matroids are nice:
Class 1. The smallest case C3,3,3;0 ≃ W3 is not nice (Example 10.3 above). And
since, starting from any larger matroid Cn1,n2,n3;n′ one can obtain C3,3,3;0 by deleting
elements, it follows that all such matroids are non-nice.
Class 2. The matroid Dn1,n2;n′ is nice when n
′ = 0 or 1 (Example 10.7). If n′ ≥ 2,
the smallest case is D3,3;2 ≃ F−57 , which is not nice (Example 10.8). Therefore, all
cases with n′ ≥ 2 are non-nice.
Class 3. The smallest case is E3,3,3;0 ≃ P ′′7 , which is not nice (Example 10.15).
Class 4. The smallest case is F3,3,3;0, which is not nice; the argument is similar to
that of Example 10.5 but is longer.
Class 5. The matroid Ln1,n2,n3;0 is nice (Example 10.4). All matroids Ln1,n2,n3;n′
with n′ ≥ 1 are not nice (Example 10.5).
Class 6. By deletion from Ln1,n2,n3;0, we can conclude that Ln1,n2;n′ is nice when
n′ ≤ 2. The smallest remaining case is L3,3;3, which is not nice; the argument is
similar to that of Example 10.5 but is longer.
Class 7. By deletion from Ln1,n2,n3;0, we can conclude that Ln1;n′ is nice when
n′ ≤ 4. The smallest remaining case is L3;5, which is not nice (Example 10.6).
Class 8. All uniform matroids are nice (Example 10.1).
10.5 A wild speculation
Not all transversal matroids are nice; but this means only that our method for
proving the half-plane property fails in these cases, not that the half-plane property
itself fails. Indeed, we do not know a single example of a transversal matroid that
fails the half-plane property. Moreover, we have conducted extensive numerical exper-
iments (see Section 12) on the rank-3 transversal matroids discussed in the previous
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subsection, and it seems plausible that all rank-3 transversal matroids have the half-
plane property. Might all transversal matroids (and hence all gammoids) have the
half-plane property? Unfortunately, we have no idea how to prove this.
Remark. The strongly base-orderable matroids [40, 11] form a minor-closed class
that contains all the transversal matroids; so one might entertain the even stronger
conjecture that “every strongly base-orderable matroid has the half-plane property”.
However, this conjecture is false, since the matroid F−37 is strongly base-orderable
but does not have the half-plane property (Example 11.7 below). To see that F−37
is strongly base-orderable, it suffices to note that a rank-3 matroid is strongly base-
orderable ⇐⇒ it is base-orderable ⇐⇒ it has no restriction isomorphic to M(K4)
[40].
11 Counterexamples
In this section we use Proposition 5.2(a) =⇒ (b) to show that certain polynomials
do not have the half-plane property.
Example 11.1. Consider the Fano matroid F7 with the ground set numbered as
shown in Figure 6 (see Appendix A). Its basis set B(F7) consists of all 3-element
subsets of [7] except {1, 2, 3}, {3, 4, 5}, {1, 5, 6}, {1, 4, 7}, {2, 5, 7}, {3, 6, 7} and
{2, 4, 6}. Let P be the basis generating polynomial PB(F7). If we take x = χ{1,2,4,5}
and y = χ{3,6,7} (where χA denotes characteristic function of the set A), we obtain
px,y(ζ) = 4ζ
3+12ζ2+12ζ , whose roots are ζ = 0, (−3±√3 i)/2. So the Fano matroid
does not possess the half-plane property.
In fact, the Fano matroid is minor-minimal for failing to have the half-plane prop-
erty. Indeed, it follows from Proposition 10.4 that every 7-element matroid lacking
the half-plane property is minor-minimal. ✷
Example 11.2. Consider next the non-Fano matroid F−7 (Figure 6), which is ob-
tained from F7 by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane {2, 4, 6}, so that B(F−7 ) = B(F7) ∪
{{2, 4, 6}}. With the same choices of x and y, we obtain px,y(ζ) = 4ζ3 + 13ζ2 + 12ζ ,
whose roots are ζ = 0, (−13 ± √23 i)/8. So the non-Fano matroid does not possess
the half-plane property either; and, as noted above, it is minor-minimal. ✷
Example 11.3. Consider next the matroid F−−7 obtained from F
−
7 by relaxing
{1, 4, 7} (Figure 6). Choosing x = χ{1,4,7} and y = χ{2,3,5,6}, we obtain px,y(ζ) =
ζ3+12ζ2+13ζ+4, whose roots are ζ ≈ −10.834170 and ζ ≈ −0.582915±0.171501 i.
So F−−7 does not possess the half-plane property either; and, as noted above, it is
minor-minimal. ✷
Example 11.4. A similar approach shows that the matroid M(K4) + e obtained
from F−−7 by relaxing {3, 4, 5} (Figure 6) also fails to possess the half-plane property.
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But we can no longer choose x and y to be characteristic functions. Instead, let us
take a unified approach to F7, F
−
7 , F
−−
7 and M(K4) + e that gives additional insight
into why the half-plane property fails.
Let us start with the graphic matroid M(K4), which of course does have the
half-plane property (by Theorem 1.1). Let K4 have vertex set {1, 2, 3, 4}. If we take
x = χ{12,13,14} and y = χ{23,24,34}, we find px,y(ζ) ≡ PB(M(K4))(ζx+y) = ζ(ζ+3)2, which
has a double root at ζ = −3. So M(K4) satisfies the condition of Proposition 5.2(b),
but “just barely”: by suitable perturbations we may be able to split the double root
into a pair of complex-conjugate roots, thereby proving the failure of the half-plane
property for the perturbed matroid.
In the matroids F7 et al ., let us consider 4 to be the “new element”, i.e. F7 \ 4 ≃
F−7 \ 4 ≃ . . . ≃M(K4). Then the above choice of x and y corresponds to taking y to
be the characteristic function of a 3-point line inM(K4) and x to be the characteristic
function of the complementary set, e.g. x = χ{1,2,5} and y = χ{3,6,7}. So let us perturb
this slightly, by taking x = χ{1,2,5} + ǫχ{4} and y = χ{3,6,7} + aǫχ{4} with ǫ, a ≥ 0.
(Our previous choices for F7 and F
−
7 correspond to ǫ = 1 and a = 0.) We then have:
F7: px,y(ζ) = (1 + 3ǫ)ζ
3 + [6 + (6 + 3a)ǫ]ζ2 + [9 + (3 + 6a)ǫ]ζ + 3aǫ
Roots ζ = −(a/3)ǫ + O(ǫ3/2) and ζ = −3± 2√a− 3 ǫ1/2 + O(ǫ).
F−7 : px,y(ζ) = (1 + 3ǫ)ζ
3 + [6 + (7 + 3a)ǫ]ζ2 + [9 + (3 + 7a)ǫ]ζ + 3aǫ
Roots ζ = −(a/3)ǫ + O(ǫ3/2) and ζ = −3±√3(a− 3) ǫ1/2 + O(ǫ).
F−−7 : px,y(ζ) = (1 + 3ǫ)ζ
3 + [6 + (8 + 3a)ǫ]ζ2 + [9 + (3 + 8a)ǫ]ζ + 3aǫ
Roots ζ = −(a/3)ǫ + O(ǫ3/2) and ζ = −3±√2(a− 3) ǫ1/2 + O(ǫ).
M(K4) + e: px,y(ζ) = (1 + 3ǫ)ζ
3 + [6 + (9 + 3a)ǫ]ζ2 + [9 + (3 + 9a)ǫ]ζ + 3aǫ
Roots ζ = −(a/3)ǫ + O(ǫ3/2) and ζ = −3±√a− 3 ǫ1/2 + O(ǫ).
So any choice of a ∈ [0, 3) will yield nonreal roots for small ǫ > 0 for all four matroids.
Let us conclude this example by remarking that a second (nonisomorphic) choice of
x, y in M(K4) also yields a double root: for x = χ{12,34} and y = χ{13,14,23,24}, we find
px,y(ζ) = 4(ζ + 1)
2, which has a double root at ζ = −1. An analogous perturbation
of this choice also yields nonreal roots for F7 et al ., provided that a ∈ [0, 1). ✷
Example 11.5. Consider the polynomial
Pµ(z1, . . . , z7) = PB(F7)(z) + µz2z4z6 . (11.1)
For µ = 0 (resp. µ = 1) this is the basis generating polynomial of F7 (resp. F
−
7 ). For
µ = 4 it is the polynomial QA(z) = det (AZA
T) obtained from Z = diag(z1, . . . , z7)
and the matrix
A =
 1 1 0 0 0 1 10 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
 , (11.2)
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which represents F−7 over any field of characteristic 6= 2 (in particular, over C); by
Theorem 8.1, QA has the half-plane property. As in Example 11.4, let us choose
x = χ{1,2,5} + ǫχ{4} and y = χ{3,6,7} + aǫχ{4} with ǫ, a ≥ 0. We then obtain px,y(ζ) =
(1 + 3ǫ)ζ3 + [6 + (6 + µ + 3a)ǫ]ζ2 + [9 + (3 + 6a + µa)ǫ]ζ + 3aǫ, whose roots are
ζ = −(a/3)ǫ + O(ǫ3/2) and ζ = −3±√(4− µ)(a− 3) ǫ1/2 + O(ǫ). So, if −∞ < µ < 4
(resp. µ > 4), then any choice 0 ≤ a < 3 (resp. a > 3) will yield nonreal roots for
small ǫ > 0. So Pµ has the half-plane property only for µ = 4! ✷
Example 11.6. Consider, more generally, the polynomial
Pµ,ν,ρ(z1, . . . , z7) = PB(F7)(z) + µz2z4z6 + νz1z4z7 + ρz3z4z5 . (11.3)
For (µ, ν, ρ) = (0, 0, 0) this is PB(F7); for (µ, ν, ρ) = (1, 0, 0) it is PB(F−7 ); for (µ, ν, ρ) =
(1, 1, 0) it is PB(F−−7 ); for (µ, ν, ρ) = (1, 1, 1) it is PB(M(K4)+e).
Some cases of the polynomial Pµ,ν,ρ are of the form QA(z) = det (AZA
∗) [where
Z = diag(z1, . . . , z7)] for a suitable complex matrix A, and thus have the half-plane
property by Theorem 8.1. Consider, for instance, the matrix
A =
 1 1 0 a 0 1 10 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 b b
 (11.4)
For a = 0 and b = eiθ, we have QA = Pµ,ν,ρ with (µ, ν, ρ) = (2 + 2 cos θ, 2− 2 cos θ, 0)
[that is, µ, ν ≥ 0 with µ + ν = 4 and ρ = 0].16 For a = e±πi/3 and b = 1, we have
QA = Pµ,ν,ρ with (µ, ν, ρ) = (3, 0, 1); and for a = e
±πi/3 and b = e∓2πi/3, we have
QA = Pµ,ν,ρ with (µ, ν, ρ) = (0, 3, 1). Moreover, by appropriately permuting columns
of the matrix A (without permuting the column labels), the triplet (µ, ν, ρ) can be
permuted at will.17 We do not know whether any additional cases of Pµ,ν,ρ can be
obtained from a determinant.
For 0 ≤ µ, ν, ρ ≤ 2 with µ + ν + ρ = 4, the polynomial Pµ,ν,ρ arises from the
principal extension of F7 \ 4 ≃M(K4) by the new element 4 with weights
λ2 = λ6 = 1− µ/2 (11.5a)
λ1 = λ7 = 1− ν/2 (11.5b)
λ3 = λ5 = 1− ρ/2 (11.5c)
and thus has the half-plane property by Proposition 4.11.
Finally, as in Example 11.5, let us choose x = χ{1,2,5} + ǫχ{4} and y = χ{3,6,7} +
aǫχ{4} with ǫ, a ≥ 0. We then obtain the same px,y as in Example 11.5, except that
16 We remark that the matrix A represents F−−7 over any field of at least four elements, provided
that a = 0 and b /∈ {0, 1,−1}.
17 This is because there are automorphisms of F7 that realize an arbitrary permutation of the
lines 246, 147 and 345.
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µ is replaced by µ + ν + ρ. So we obtain nonreal roots for small ǫ > 0 whenever
µ + ν + ρ 6= 4. It follows (using also Theorem 6.1) that Pµ,ν,ρ has the half-plane
property only when µ, ν, ρ ≥ 0 with µ + ν + ρ = 4. But we do not know whether
these necessary conditions are sufficient. ✷
Example 11.7. Consider the matroid F−37 obtained from F
−
7 by relaxing the circuit-
hyperplanes {2, 5, 7} and {3, 6, 7} (Figure 6). Let us take x = χ{1,4,5} + ǫχ{2} and
y = χ{3,6,7}. Then px,y(ζ) = (1+ 3ǫ)ζ
3+ (6+ 8ǫ)ζ2+ (9+ 3ǫ)ζ +1, which has nonreal
roots whenever 0.090685 ∼< ǫ ∼< 0.494485. So F−37 does not have the half-plane
property; and, as noted above, it is minor-minimal.
Note, finally, that F−37 is a relaxation of P7, which is a
6
√
1-matroid and hence has
the half-plane property (see Section 8). So relaxation does not in general preserve
the half-plane property. ✷
Example 11.8. Consider the rank-4 matroid P8 represented over any field of char-
acteristic 6= 2 by the matrix
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0
 (11.6)
Its basis set B(P8) consists of all 4-element subsets of [8] except {1, 2, 3, 8}, {1, 2, 4, 7},
{1, 3, 4, 6}, {2, 3, 4, 5}, {1, 4, 5, 8}, {2, 3, 6, 7}, {1, 5, 6, 7}, {2, 5, 6, 8}, {3, 5, 7, 8} and
{4, 6, 7, 8}. If we take x = χ{1,4,5,8} and y = χ{2,3,6,7}, we obtain px,y(ζ) = 16ζ3+28ζ2+
16ζ , whose roots are ζ = 0, (−7 ± √15 i)/8. So P8 does not possess the half-plane
property. Moreover, it is minor-minimal, since all the single-element contractions
(resp. deletions) of P8 are isomorphic to P7 (resp. P
∗
7 ), which are
6
√
1-matroids and
hence have the half-plane property.
Observe now that {1, 4, 5, 8} and {2, 3, 6, 7} form the unique pair of disjoint circuit-
hyperplanes in P8. Let us denote by P
′
8 the matroid obtained from P8 by relaxing
one of these circuit-hyperplanes (say, {1, 4, 5, 8}), and by P ′′8 the matroid obtained
by relaxing both of them. Let us make the same choices of x and y as for P8.
Then, for P ′8 one has px,y(ζ) = ζ
4 + 16ζ3 + 28ζ2 + 16ζ , whose roots are ζ = 0
and ζ ≈ −14.093869,−0.953065 ± 0.476353 i. And for P ′′8 one has px,y(ζ) = ζ4 +
16ζ3 + 28ζ2 + 16ζ + 1, whose roots are ζ ≈ −14.093459,−0.070955,−0.917793 ±
0.397059 i. So neither P ′8 nor P
′′
8 possesses the half-plane property. We suspect (but
are unable to prove) they are minor-minimal: all the single-element contractions
(resp. deletions) of P ′8 are isomorphic to P7 or P
′
7 (resp. P
∗
7 or (P
′
7)
∗), and all the
single-element contractions (resp. deletions) of P ′′8 are isomorphic to P
′
7 (resp. (P
′
7)
∗);
and our numerical results (Section 12) suggest that P ′7 (and hence also its dual) has
the half-plane property. ✷
Example 11.9. Consider the Pappus and non-Pappus matroids (Figure 9 in Ap-
pendix A). Take x = 2χ{1} + χ{3,4,6,7} + ǫχ{9} and y = χ{2,5,8}. We then have:
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Pappus: px,y(ζ) = (16 + 14ǫ)ζ
3 + (33 + 15ǫ)ζ2 + (18 + 3ǫ)ζ + 1
Roots ζ = − 1
16
+O(ǫ) and ζ = −1 ± (i√2/15)ǫ1/2 +O(ǫ).
non-Pappus: px,y(ζ) = (16 + 14ǫ)ζ
3 + (33 + 16ǫ)ζ2 + (18 + 3ǫ)ζ + 1
Roots ζ = − 1
16
+O(ǫ) and ζ = −1 ± (i/√15)ǫ1/2 + O(ǫ).
So the Pappus and non-Pappus matroids do not have the half-plane property. We do
not know whether they are minor-minimal; but we suspect that they are, since our
numerical experiments (Section 12) suggest that their two non-isomorphic deletions,
non-Pappus\1 and Pappus\e ≃ non-Pappus\9, do have the half-plane property. (Of
course, all their contractions are rank-2 and hence have the half-plane property.) ✷
It is worth noting that non-Pappus\9 is “borderline” for the half-plane property in
the same sense thatM(K4) is (Example 11.4), i.e. px,y(ζ) has a double root at ζ = −1
for a suitable choice of x, y. This fact suggests that other extensions of non-Pappus\9
might also fail to have the half-plane property. This is indeed the case:
Example 11.10. Consider the matroid (non-Pappus\9) + e, obtained from non-
Pappus\9 by adding a new element freely (let us call this new element 9). Then its
bases are those of non-Pappus plus {2, 6, 9} and {3, 5, 9}. Take x = 2χ{1} + χ{3,4,6,7}
and y = χ{2,5,8} + ǫχ{9}. We then have:
(non-Pappus\9) + e: px,y(ζ) = 16ζ3 + (33 + 14ǫ)ζ2 + (18 + 18ǫ)ζ + (1 + 3ǫ)
Roots ζ = − 1
16
+O(ǫ) and ζ = −1± (i/√15)ǫ1/2 +O(ǫ).
So (non-Pappus\9) + e does not have the half-plane property. ✷
12 Numerical experiments
Given a homogeneous multiaffine polynomial P (x1, . . . , xn), we have searched nu-
merically for counterexamples to the half-plane property using two methods:
Elementary method. Choose x1, . . . , xn−1 uniformly at random in the rectangle
(0, 1) + (−1, 1) i; then solve P (x1, . . . , xn) = 0 for xn. If Re xn > 0, we have found a
counterexample to the half-plane property. (Thanks to homogeneity, there is no loss
of generality in choosing x1, . . . , xn−1 in the specified rectangular subset of C.)
Method using Proposition 5.2. Choose vectors a, b uniformly at random in [0, 1]n,
and compute the roots of the univariate polynomial pa,b(ζ) = P (ζa + b). If at least
one of these roots has a nonzero imaginary part, we have found a counterexample
to the half-plane property. (Thanks to homogeneity, there is no loss of generality in
choosing a, b in [0, 1]n ⊂ Rn.)
We first applied these methods to some matroids for which the half-plane property
is known to fail (F7, F
−
7 , . . . ), in order to get a rough feeling for the rate of finding
counterexamples. We then applied them to some matroids for which the half-plane
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Elementary Method using
Method Proposition 5.2
Matroid # tries # counterexamples # tries # counterexamples
F7 10
8 4152 106 81566
F−7 10
8 687 106 42620
F−−7 10
8 34 106 12794
M(K4) + e 10
8 0 106 1060
F−37 10
8 0 106 695
F−47 10
8 0 108 0
W3 + e 108 0 108 0
W3+ 108 0 108 0
P ′7 10
8 0 108 0
F−47 + e — — 10
7 0
W3 + e+ f — — 107 0
W3+ + e — — 107 0
P ′7 + e — — 10
7 0
P8 10
8 278 106 10930
P ′8 10
8 114 106 5590
P ′′8 10
8 40 106 2723
V8 (Va´mos) 10
8 0 107 0
Pappus 108 0 106 544
non-Pappus 108 0 106 17
(non-Pappus \ 9) + e 108 0 107 6
non-Pappus \ 1 108 0 107 0
non-Pappus \ 9 108 0 108 0
C3,3,3;3 10
7 0 107 0
C4,4,4;4 10
7 0 106 0
C5,5,5;5 10
7 0 106 0
C6,6,6;6 10
6 0 105 0
C7,7,7;7 10
6 0 105 0
Table 1: Results of numerical experiments to test the half-plane property.
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property is an open question (F−47 ,W3+e,W3+, P ′7, . . . ). The results of our numerical
experiments are shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the method using Proposition 5.2 is
vastly more powerful than the elementary method: in those cases where the half-plane
property fails, the proportion of counterexamples is larger by a factor of≈ 2000–20000
or even more. Roughly speaking, one pair a, b in Proposition 5.2 corresponds to a
large set of counterexamples in the elementary method. Indeed, if we had used only
the elementary method we would have failed to detect the failure of the half-plane
property for M(K4) + e, F
−3
7 , Pappus, non-Pappus and (non-Pappus \ 9) + e, even
with 108 tries.
Our numerical results suggest, first of all, that the matroids F−47 , W3 + e, W3+,
P ′7 and their free extensions, as well as V8, non-Pappus \ 1 and non-Pappus \ 9,
probably do all have the half-plane property. One urgent problem, therefore, is to try
to prove (or disprove) these alleged facts; the proofs may well require new tools. We
find it particularly surprising that the Va´mos matroid V8 has (or appears to have)
the half-plane property: since this matroid is not representable over any field (much
less over C), neither the determinant condition nor the permanent condition applies
to it — nor can the constructions in Section 4 lead to it, starting from a polynomial
whose support is the collection of bases of a representable matroid — so we have no
idea why it should have even the weak half-plane property.
Finally, we made a systematic study of the half-plane property for rank-3 transver-
sal matroids, all of which are restrictions of Cn,n,n;n for some n ≥ 3 (see Section 10.4).
The results in Table 1 strongly suggest that all rank-3 transversal matroids have the
half-plane property. And they suggest the bold conjecture that perhaps all transversal
matroids of any rank have the half-plane property.
13 Open questions
We conclude by presenting some open questions raised by, or related to, the results
of this paper.
13.1 The strong half-plane property
Let us say that a polynomial P in n complex variables has the strong half-plane
property if
∂mx |P (x+ iy)|2
∣∣
x=0
≥ 0 (13.1)
for all multi-indices m and all y ∈ Rn. It is easy to show that (13.1) implies the
half-plane property: Fix y ∈ Rn; then either ∂mx |P (x+ iy)|2|x=0 > 0 for at least
one multi-index m, which implies P (x + iy) 6= 0 for all vectors x > 0, or else
∂mx |P (x+ iy)|2|x=0 = 0 for all m, which implies P (x + iy) = 0 for all vectors x ≥ 0
and hence P ≡ 0 by analytic continuation from a real environment.
Question 13.1 Does the half-plane property imply the strong half-plane property?
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It is easy to see that the answer is affirmative when n = 1 (just factor P ); hence it
is also true for general n if one considers only multi-indices m with a single nonzero
component. But we do not know whether it is true in general. This question was
inspired by Newman’s “strong Lee–Yang theorem” [54, Section 3].
13.2 Same-phase theorem
Question 13.2 Can the same-phase theorem (Theorems 6.1 and 6.2) be extended to
a larger class of polynomials?
The Fettweis–Basu lemma (Lemma 3.5), applied in many variables successively, may
be a useful tool.
13.3 Support of polynomials with the half-plane property
In Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 we provided some necessary conditions for a subset
S ⊆ NE to be the support of a homogeneous polynomial with the half-plane property.
It is natural to seek a generalization to the non-homogeneous case:
Problem 13.3 Find necessary conditions for a subset S ⊆ NE to be the support of
a polynomial with the half-plane property.
Two special cases of this problem were posed earlier:
Question 13.4 (= Question 7.4) If P is multiaffine and has the half-plane prop-
erty, is supp(P ) a delta-matroid? What if P also has the same-phase property?
Question 13.5 (= Question 7.5) Assume that P has the half-plane property and
has definite parity (i.e. m,m′ ∈ supp(P ) implies that |m| ≡ |m′| mod 2). Is supp(P )
then a jump system? (Recall from Theorem 6.2 that all such polynomials have the
same-phase property.)
More generally, one can pose the probably-much-more-difficult problem:
Problem 13.6 Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a subset S ⊆ NE to be
the support of a polynomial with the half-plane property.
Already in the homogeneous multiaffine case this question looks difficult, and consti-
tutes the converse of Theorem 7.1:
Question 13.7 (= Question 7.6) Does every matroid M have the weak half-plane
property? And if not, which ones do? (For instance, does the Fano matroid F7 have
the weak half-plane property?)
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By Corollary 8.2, every matroid representable over C has the weak half-plane prop-
erty. But we know nothing beyond this. Indeed, both of our ab initio methods for
constructing polynomials with the half-plane property — the determinant method
(Theorem 8.1) and the permanent method (Theorem 10.2) — lead always to poly-
nomials P whose support matroid is C-representable; and all the constructions of
Section 4, applied to a polynomial P whose support matroid is C-representable, lead
to another polynomial with the same property.18 So even the following is an open
problem:
Problem 13.8 Construct a polynomial P with the half-plane property whose support
matroid is not representable over C. (Or prove that it is impossible.)
Note that our numerical results (Section 12) suggest that the Va´mos matroid V8,
which is not representable over any field, does have the half-plane property.
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 have the general form: if P (x) =
∑
m
amx
m has the half-
plane property and certain coefficients am, am′ are nonzero, then so are (one or
more of) certain other coefficients am′′ . It is natural to ask whether this qualitative
result can be extended to a quantitative lower bound on some combination of the
corresponding coefficients am′′ .
Question 13.9 Can Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 be extended to quantitative inequalities
on the coefficients?
This question is vaguely reminiscent of Kung’s discussion of the heuristic analogy
between determinantal identities and basis-exchange properties in matroids [44, 45].
One approach might be to use Proposition 5.2(a) =⇒ (b); if successful, this would be
a nice generalization of Theorem 5.3 to the higher-rank case.
13.4 (F,G)-representability of matroids
Question 13.10 (= Question 8.5) When −1 /∈ G, is the class of (F,G)-representable
matroids always closed under contraction?
Question 13.11 If −1 /∈ G, does weak (F,G)-representability necessarily imply (F,G)-
representability?
18 The operations of Sections 4.1–4.4, applied to a matroid that is representable over a field
F , always produce another F -representable matroid: see [55, Proposition 3.2.4] for deletion and
contraction, [55, Corollary 2.2.9] for duality, [55, Proposition 4.2.15] for direct sum, [55, Proposition
7.1.21] for parallel connection and series connection, and [55, Proposition 7.1.23] for 2-sum. The
other operations of Section 4 (principal extension, truncation, coextension and cotruncation, and
full-rank matroid union) can lead out of the class of F -representable matroids, but always produce
a matroid that is representable over some finite extension field of F : see [14, Propositions 7.3.5
and 7.4.17] and [59]. In particular, applied to a C-representable matroid, they always yield another
C-representable matroid.
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Question 13.12 Is Theorem 8.9 the prototype of a more general theorem asserting
that, in certain cases, every (F,G)-representable matroid is in fact (F,G′)-representable
for some specified subgroup G′ ( G?
13.5 Determinant class, permanent class, and the half-plane
property
In this paper we have given two distinct methods for constructing polynomials
with the half-plane property: the determinant construction (Theorem 8.1) and the
permanent construction (Theorem 10.2). It is natural to ask what is the relation (if
any) between these two classes of polynomials, and between them and the class of all
polynomials with the half-plane property. Let us pose this question as follows:
Fix integers r and n (0 ≤ r ≤ n), and let Pr,n be the set of degree-r homo-
geneous multiaffine polynomials in n variables with complex coefficients, P (x) =∑
S⊆[n],|S|=r aSx
S. Let P+r,n be the subset of Pr,n consisting of polynomials with non-
negative coefficients. By identifying a polynomial with its coefficients, the spaces Pr,n
and P+r,n can be thought of as C(
n
r) and [0,∞)(nr), respectively. Let us now define three
subsets of P+r,n (thanks to Theorem 6.1, there is no loss of generality in restricting
attention to P+r,n):
• Hr,n: the polynomials with the half-plane property.
• Dr,n: the polynomials of “determinant class”, i.e. P (x) = det (AXA∗) [or equiv-
alently aS = |det (A ↾ S)|2] for some r × n complex matrix A.
• Mr,n: the polynomials of “permanent (or matching) class”, i.e. P (x) = per(ΛX)
[or equivalently aS = per(Λ ↾ S)] for some r × n nonnegative matrix Λ.
We have shown that P+r,n ⊇ Hr,n ⊇ Dr,n∪Mr,n, and these containments are in general
strict (see Example 13.1 below).
Question 13.13 What is the relation between the spaces P+r,n, Hr,n, Dr,n and Mr,n?
Most ambitiously, we can ask for a complete characterization of the determinant
class Dr,n and the permanent class Pr,n:
Problem 13.14 Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of nonnegative
real numbers {aS}S⊆[n],|S|=r to be representable in the form aS = |det (A ↾ S)|2 for
some r × n complex matrix A.
Problem 13.15 Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of nonnegative
real numbers {aS}S⊆[n],|S|=r to be representable in the form aS = per(Λ ↾ S) for some
r × n nonnegative matrix Λ.
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For the analogous problem with aS = det (A ↾ S), the necessary and sufficient con-
dition is given by the Grassmann–Plu¨cker syzygies [75, Proposition 1.6.1] [6, Section
1.2]. But the presence of the modulus-square seems to make Problem 13.14 quite
difficult. Indeed, it seems nontrivial even in the rank-2 case. Here is an even more
special case that illustrates some of the complexity:
Example 13.1. Consider the homogeneous degree-2 polynomial in n ≥ 3 variables
P (z) = 1
2
∑n
i,j=1 aijzizj where
aij =

µ if (i, j) = (1, 2) or (2, 1)
1 in all other cases of i 6= j
0 if i = j
(13.2)
One then finds, after some calculation, that:
• P has the half-plane property if and only if 0 ≤ µ ≤ (2n− 4)/(n− 3).19
• P belongs to the determinant class if and only if:
– For n = 3, 0 ≤ µ <∞.
– For n = 4, 0 ≤ µ ≤ 4.
– For n = 5, µ = 0 or µ = 3.
– For n ≥ 6, never.
• P belongs to the permanent class if and only if 0 ≤ µ ≤ 2.20
✷
19 Sketch of proof: Let A be the matrix defined in (13.2). Then it can be shown by induction
on n that
det (λI −A) = (λ+ 1)n−3(λ+ µ)[λ2 − (µ+ n− 3)λ+ (n− 3)µ− (2n− 4)] .
So A has are n− 3 eigenvalues −1, one eigenvalue −µ, and a pair of eigenvalues
µ+ n− 3±
√
µ2 − 2(n− 3)µ+ (n2 + 2n− 7)
2
.
The claim then follows from Theorem 5.3.
20 Sketch of proof: Suppose that there exist nonnegative numbers {λ(1)i }ni=1 and {λ(2)i }ni=1
such that
aij = λ
(1)
i λ
(2)
j + λ
(1)
j λ
(2)
i for all i 6= j (∗)
By considering separately the cases λ
(1)
1 = 0 and λ
(1)
1 6= 0 (and likewise for λ(2)1 ), one shows in each
case that λ
(1)
3 = . . . = λ
(1)
n ≡ α and λ(2)3 = . . . = λ(2)n ≡ β. Using this fact together with (*), one
shows (after some algebra) that 0 ≤ µ ≤ 2, and that every µ in this interval is attainable.
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One can ask also about general properties of the spaces Hr,n, Dr,n and Mr,n. For
example, are they convex? The answer is no in general; indeed, a convex combination
of polynomials in Dr,n ∩Mr,n need not even lie in Hr,n. To see this, just let P and Q
be polynomials depending on disjoint subsets of variables, e.g. P (x1, . . . , x4) = x1x2
and Q(x1, . . . , x4) = x3x4, both of which lie in D2,4 ∩ M2,4; but by Corollary 6.5,
(P +Q)/2 does not even have the half-plane property.
On the other hand, by Theorem 7.1 we can “stratify” Hr,n as Hr,n =
⋃
M
Hr,n(M)
where
Hr,n(M) = {P ∈ Hr,n: supp(P ) = B(M)} (13.3)
and the union runs over all rank-r matroids M on the ground set [n]; and likewise for
Dr,n andMr,n. One might then ask whether the sets Hr,n(M), Dr,n(M) andMr,n(M)
are convex for fixed M . But this too is false [at least for Hr,n(M) and Dr,n(M)]: in
fact, a convex combination of polynomials in Dr,n(M) need not even lie in Hr,n(M).
To see this, let P be the polynomial of Example 13.1, and let Q be the analogous
polynomial with the indices {1, 2} replaced by {3, 4}. Then, for n = 4, P and Q
belong to D2,4(U2,4) for 0 < µ ≤ 4; but an easy calculation using Theorem 5.3 shows
that (P +Q)/2 has the half-plane property only for 0 ≤ µ ≤ 3.
Finally, analogous examples show that the sets Hr,n(M) and Dr,n(M) need not be
log-convex or harmonic-mean-convex. For example, let P be the polynomial of Ex-
ample 13.1, and let Q be the analogous polynomial with the indices {1, 2} replaced by
{1, 3}. Then, for n = 4, P and Q belong to D2,4(U2,4) for 0 < µ ≤ 4; but a straight-
forward (though messy) calculation using Theorem 5.3 shows that the polynomial
R obtained from P and Q by coefficientwise geometric mean (resp. coefficientwise
harmonic mean21) has the half-plane property only for µ ≥ 1/16 (resp. µ ≥ 1/7).
13.6 Half-plane property for transversal matroids
As noted in Section 10.5, we have proven the half-plane property only for a subclass
of transversal matroids (the “nice” ones), but we do not know a single example of a
transversal matroid that fails the half-plane property. Our numerical experiments on
rank-3 transversal matroids (Section 12) suggest the following conjecture:
Conjecture 13.16 All rank-3 transversal matroids have the half-plane property.
If this conjecture is indeed true, its proof will very likely require new techniques,
which could potentially shed light also on other related problems. More ambitiously,
we can raise the following question:
Question 13.17 Might all transversal matroids (and hence all gammoids) have the
half-plane property?
Either a proof or a counterexample would be of considerable interest.
21 The harmonic mean of a and b is 2ab/(a+ b).
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Have HPP Do not have HPP HPP unknown
Q7 (Example 10.7) F7 (Example 11.1) F
−4
7
S7 (Examples 10.4 and 10.7) F
−
7 (Example 11.2) W3 + e
M(K4)
+ (Example 4.1 and Corollary 8.2) F−−7 (Example 11.3) W3+
F−57 (Example 10.12) M(K4) + e (Example 11.4) P
′
7
F−67 (Example 10.4) F
−3
7 (Example 11.7)
P7 (Corollary 8.2)
P ′′7 (Examples 10.17 and 10.18)
P ′′′7 (Examples 10.4 and 10.7)
U3,7 (Theorem 9.1)
Table 2: The 7-element rank-3 3-connected matroids, divided according to whether
or not they have the half-plane property (HPP).
13.7 Half-plane property for 7-element rank-3 matroids
We have shown that all matroids of rank or corank at most 2 have the half-
plane property (Corollary 5.5), as do all matroids on a ground set of at most 6
elements (Proposition 10.4). So the first nontrivial case arises with 7-element rank-3
matroids; we would like to know which ones have, and which ones do not have, the
half-plane property. In Table 2 we divide the 7-element rank-3 3-connected matroids
(see Appendix A.2) into three categories: those we have proven to have the half-
plane property, those we have proven not to have the half-plane property, and those
for which we have no proof either way. There are exactly four matroids in the latter
category: F−47 ,W3+e,W3+ and P ′7. Our numerical experiments (Section 12) suggest
that these latter four matroids probably do have the half-plane property; but proving
it may well require new techniques.
13.8 Algorithms
As noted in Sections 2.6, 5.1 and 7.2, both the half-plane property and the weak
half-plane property are algorithmically testable, using quantifier-elimination methods.
But, at least with existing algorithms and currently available computer hardware,
these computations do not seem to be feasible in practice for any interesting matroids
(e.g. 7-element rank-3 matroids).
Problem 13.18 Find algorithms for testing the half-plane property (or, more ambi-
tiously, the weak half-plane property) that are feasible in practice.
More modestly, one can ask:
Problem 13.19 Find heuristic numerical methods for testing the half-plane property
that are “more powerful” than the method based on Proposition 5.2 (see Section 12).
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A Matroids considered in this paper
The half-plane property is preserved by direct sums (Proposition 4.4) and 2-sums
(Corollary 4.9); moreover, it is trivially preserved by adjoining loops or parallel el-
ements. Therefore, we can restrict attention to simple 3-connected matroids. (In
fact, every 3-connected matroid with at least 4 elements is automatically simple [55,
Proposition 8.1.6].) Since all rank-1 and rank-2 matroids have the half-plane prop-
erty (Corollary 5.5), we can restrict attention to matroids of rank ≥ 3. Finally, since
the half-plane property is invariant under duality (Proposition 4.2), we can restrict
attention to matroids of rank ≤ ⌊n/2⌋, where n is the number of elements.
In this appendix we list all 3-connected rank-3 matroids on 6 or 7 elements, as well
as a few larger matroids that will play a role in this paper. We follow where possible
the notation of [55, Appendix]; further information on many of these matroids can
be found there.
A.1 Rank-3 matroids on 6 elements
The 3-connected rank-3 matroids on 6 elements are shown in Figure 4.
M(K4): Regular (in fact graphic and cographic). Self-dual. Not transversal
or cotransversal. Has half-plane property (Theorem 1.1).
W3: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 3. Sixth-root-of-unity but not
regular. Self-dual. Transversal but not nice; cotransversal but not
co-nice (Example 10.3). Has half-plane property (Corollary 8.2).
Q6: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 4. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Self-
dual. Nice transversal and co-nice cotransversal (Example 10.7). Has
half-plane property (Corollary 10.3).
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Figure 4: The 3-connected rank-3 matroids on 6 elements. All of these are obtained
from M(K4) by a sequence of relaxations.
P6: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Self-
dual. Nice transversal and co-nice cotransversal (Examples 10.4 and
10.7). Has half-plane property (Corollary 10.3).
U3,6: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 4. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Self-
dual. Nice transversal and co-nice cotransversal (Example 10.1). Has
half-plane property (Theorem 9.1).
A.2 Rank-3 matroids on 7 elements
Besides the uniform matroid U3,7, we classify the 3-connected rank-3 matroids on
7 elements as follows [65]:
(a) Those with a 4-point line (Figure 5).
(b) Those with no 4-point line:
(b1) Those that are not ω-regular (Figure 6). All of these are obtained from
the Fano matroid F7 by a sequence of relaxations.
(b2) Those that are ω-regular (Figure 7). All of these are obtained from P7 by
a sequence of relaxations.
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Figure 5: The 3-connected rank-3 matroids on 7 elements with a 4-point line.
A.2.1 Matroids with a 4-point line
Q7: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Nice
transversal (Example 10.7); co-transversal but not co-nice (Exam-
ple 10.14). Non-nice principal extension of Q6; non-nice free exten-
sion ofQ7\7 (Example 4.4). Has half-plane property (Corollary 10.3).
S7: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 7. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Nice
transversal (Example 10.7); co-transversal (we don’t know whether
or not it is co-nice). Non-nice principal extension of P6; non-nice free
extension of S7 \ 7. Has half-plane property (Corollary 10.3).
M(K4)
+: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 3. Sixth-root-of-unity but not
regular. Not transversal or cotransversal. Nice principal extension
of M(K4) with λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1/2 (Example 4.1). This matroid
is called O7 in [29]. Has half-plane property (Example 4.1 or Corol-
lary 8.2).
W3+: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 4. Not sixth-root-of-unity.
Transversal but not nice (Example 10.3); co-transversal but not co-
nice (Example 10.13). Non-nice principal extension of W3; non-nice
principal extension of Q7 \ 7. Not known whether it has half-plane
property.
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Figure 6: The 3-connected rank-3 non-uniform matroids on 7 elements that have no
4-point line and are not ω-regular. All of these are obtained from the Fano matroid
F7 by a sequence of relaxations.
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Figure 7: The 3-connected rank-3 non-uniform matroids on 7 elements that have no
4-point line and are ω-regular. All of these are obtained from P7 by a sequence of
relaxations.
A.2.2 The Fano matroid F7 and its relaxations
F7: F -representable if and only if F has characteristic 2. Not sixth-root-
of-unity. Not transversal or cotransversal. Doubly transitive auto-
morphism group. Does not have half-plane property (Example 11.1).
F−7 : F -representable if and only if F has characteristic 6= 2. Not sixth-
root-of-unity. Not transversal or cotransversal. Does not have half-
plane property (Example 11.2).
F−−7 : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 4 (Example 11.6). Not sixth-
root-of-unity. Not transversal or cotransversal. Non-nice principal
extension of M(K4). Does not have half-plane property (Exam-
ple 11.3).
M(K4) + e: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not
transversal or cotransversal. Non-nice free extension of M(K4) [Ex-
ample 4.2]. Does not have half-plane property (Example 11.4).
F−37 : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not
transversal; cotransversal but not co-nice (Example 10.9). Non-nice
principal extension of W3. Does not have half-plane property (Ex-
ample 11.7).
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F−47 : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 4. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not
transversal; cotransversal but not co-nice (Example 10.10). Non-
nice principal extension of Q6. Not known whether it has half-plane
property.
W3 + e: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. Not sixth-root-of-unity.
Transversal but not nice (Example 10.3); cotransversal but not co-
nice (Example 10.11). Non-nice free extension of W3; non-nice prin-
cipal extension of Q6. Not known whether it has half-plane property.
F−57 : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. Not sixth-root-of-unity.
Transversal but not nice (Example 10.8); co-nice cotransversal (Ex-
ample 10.12). Non-nice free extension of Q6; non-nice principal ex-
tension of P6. Has half-plane property (Corollary 10.3).
F−67 : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 7. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Nice
transversal (Example 10.4); co-transversal (we don’t know whether
or not it is co-nice). Non-nice free extension of P6; non-nice principal
extension of U3,6. Has half-plane property (Corollary 10.3).
A.2.3 P7 and its relaxations
P7: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 3. Sixth-root-of-unity but not
regular. k-regular for all k ≥ 1 (see [66]). Not transversal or co-
transversal. Has half-plane property (Corollary 8.2).
P ′7: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 4. k-regular for all k ≥ 2 (see
[66]). Not transversal; cotransversal but not co-nice (Example 10.16).
Non-nice principal extension of W3. Not known whether it has half-
plane property.
P ′′7 : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. k-regular for all k ≥ 3 (see
[66]). Transversal but not nice (Example 10.15); co-nice cotransver-
sal (Examples 10.17 and 10.18). Non-nice principal extension of Q6;
non-nice principal extension of R6. Has half-plane property (Corol-
lary 10.3).
P ′′′7 : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 7. k-regular for all k ≥ 4 (see
[66]). Nice transversal (Examples 10.4 and 10.7); co-transversal (we
don’t know whether or not it is co-nice). Non-nice free extension
of R6; non-nice principal extension of P6. Has half-plane property
(Corollary 10.3).
A.3 Some rank-3 matroids on 8 or 9 elements
The matroids F−47 , W3 + e, W3+ and P ′7 play a special role in this paper, as they
are the only rank-3 7-element matroids for which we are unable to prove whether or
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Figure 8: Some rank-3 8-element matroids that are free extensions of rank-3 7-
element matroids.
not they have the half-plane property. Since our numerical experiments (Section 12)
suggest that they probably do have the half-plane property, we have also investigated
some single-element extensions of these matroids in an (unsuccessful) effort to find one
that fails the half-plane property. For brevity we discuss here only the four matroids
that are obtained as free extensions (see Figure 8):
F−47 + e: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 7. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not
transversal; cotransversal but not co-nice (Example 10.10). Nice
principal extension of F−47 with λ1 = 0, λ2 = . . . = λ7 = 1/4 (Exam-
ple 4.3). Every single-element deletion is isomorphic to F−47 , F
−5
7 or
U3,7. Not known whether it has half-plane property.
W3 + e+ f : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 7. Not sixth-root-of-unity.
Transversal but not nice (Example 10.3); cotransversal but not co-
nice (Example 10.11). Non-nice free extension of W3 + e. Every
single-element deletion is isomorphic to W3 + e, F−57 or F−67 . Not
known whether it has half-plane property.
W3+ + e: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 7. Not sixth-root-of-unity.
Transversal but not nice (Example 10.3); cotransversal but not co-
nice (Example 10.13). Non-nice free extension ofW3+. Every single-
element deletion is isomorphic to Q7, S7, W3+, W3 + e or F−57 . Not
known whether it has half-plane property.
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Figure 9: The Pappus and non-Pappus matroids, along with the free extension
(non-Pappus \ 9) + e.
P ′7 + e: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 7. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not
transversal; cotransversal but not co-nice (Example 10.16). Non-
nice free extension of P ′7. Every single-element deletion is isomorphic
to W3 + e, F−57 , P ′7 or P ′′′7 . Not known whether it has half-plane
property.
The Pappus and non-Pappus matroids have rank 3 and 9 elements, and are shown
in Figure 9. We also consider some related matroids: the deletions non-Pappus\1 and
non-Pappus\9, and the free extension (non-Pappus \ 9)+ e. These matroids have the
following properties:
Pappus: F -representable if and only if |F | = 4 or |F | ≥ 7.22 Not sixth-root-
of-unity. Not transversal or cotransversal. Transitive automorphism
group. Every single-element deletion is isomorphic to non-Pappus\9.
Does not have half-plane property (Example 11.9).
non-Pappus: Not representable over any field. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not transver-
sal or cotransversal. Every single-element deletion is isomorphic to
22 The assertion on [55, p. 516] is in error.
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non-Pappus\1 or non-Pappus\9. Does not have half-plane property
(Example 11.9).
non-Pappus\1: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not
transversal; cotransversal but not co-nice (Example 10.19). Every
single-element deletion is isomorphic to F−47 , W3+ e, F−57 , P ′7 or P ′′7 .
Not known whether it has half-plane property.
non-Pappus\9: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 4. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not
transversal or cotransversal. Every single-element deletion is isomor-
phic to F−47 or P
′
7. Not known whether it has half-plane property.
(non-Pappus \ 9) + e: F -representable if |F | ≥ 7. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Not transver-
sal or cotransversal. Every single-element deletion is isomorphic to
F−47 + e, P
′
7+ e or non-Pappus\9. Does not have half-plane property
(Example 11.10).
A.4 Some rank-4 matroids on 8 elements
The rank-4 matroid P8 is represented over any field of characteristic 6= 2 by the
matrix23 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0
 (A.1)
A geometric representation of P8 over the reals can be obtained by starting from a 3-
dimensional cube and then rotating one face of the cube by 45◦ in its plane [29, Figure
14]. There is a unique pair of disjoint circuit-hyperplanes in P8, namely {1, 4, 5, 8}
and {2, 3, 6, 7}. We denote by P ′8 (resp. P ′′8 ) the matroid obtained from P8 by relaxing
one (resp. both) of these circuit-hyperplanes.
The Va´mos matroid V8 also has rank 4; it is pictured in [55, p. 76, Figure 2.4].
P8: F -representable if and only if F has characteristic 6= 2. Not sixth-
root-of-unity. Self-dual. Not transversal or cotransversal. Transitive
automorphism group. Every single-element contraction is isomor-
phic to P7; every single-element deletion is isomorphic to (P7)
∗. See
[29, 30] for more information. Does not have half-plane property
(Example 11.8).
P ′8: F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 4. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Self-
dual. Not transversal or cotransversal. Every single-element con-
traction is isomorphic to P7 or P
′
7; every single-element deletion is
isomorphic to (P7)
∗ or (P ′7)
∗. Does not have half-plane property (Ex-
ample 11.8).
23 The GF (3)-representation of P8 on [55, p. 512] has a misprint: the bottom right element should
be 0, not 1.
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P ′′8 : F -representable if and only if |F | ≥ 5. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Self-
dual. Not transversal or cotransversal. Transitive automorphism
group. Every single-element contraction is isomorphic to P ′7; every
single-element deletion is isomorphic to (P ′7)
∗. See [29, 30] for more
information. Does not have half-plane property (Example 11.8).
V8: Not representable over any field. Not sixth-root-of-unity. Self-dual.
Not transversal or cotransversal. Every single-element contraction is
isomorphic to F−47 or F
−5
7 ; every single-element deletion is isomorphic
to (F−47 )
∗ or (F−57 )
∗. Not known whether it has half-plane property.
A.5 Some transversal matroids
Some interesting transversal matroids are introduced in Sections 10.3 and 10.4.
In particular, all rank-3 transversal matroids are classified in Section 10.4; and the
rank-(n+ 1) transversal matroid Nn is defined in Example 10.18.
B (F, {1})-representability of matroids
We defined (F,G)-representations of matroids in Section 8.2 and noted that, when
−1 ∈ G, such representations are covered under the theory of partial fields developed
by Semple and Whittle [67]. When −1 /∈ G, the class of (F,G)-representable matroids
is less well-behaved. For example, neither reordering the columns, reordering the
rows, nor pivoting is guaranteed to produce another (F,G)-representation. In this
appendix, we consider (F,G)-representable matroids in the case that G is the trivial
group {1}, and we characterize such matroids. If F has characteristic 2, then it is
clear that a matroid M is (F, {1})-representable if and only ifM is binary. When the
characteristic of F is not 2, the determination of all (F, {1})-representable matroids,
which is contained in Theorem B.1, is more difficult.
We now inductively define when a graph is a chain of cycles .
(i) A single cycle C of length at least three is a chain of cycles, which we write as
(C).
(ii) Suppose that (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) is a chain of cycles and that each of C1, C2, . . . , Cn
is a cycle. Let e be an edge of Cn that is in none of C1, C2, . . . , Cn−1 and
let Cn+1 be a cycle of length at least three that contains e but no other
edge of (C1, C2, . . . , Cn). Let (C1, C2, . . . , Cn+1) be the parallel connection of
(C1, C2, . . . , Cn) and Cn+1 across the edge e. Then (C1, C2, . . . , Cn+1) is a chain
of cycles.
A graph G′ is an augmented chain of cycles if G′ can be obtained from a chain of
cycles G by adding some (possibly empty) set of edges so that each added edge is
parallel to some edge of G.
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The next theorem is the main result of this appendix. The graph G6 has 6 vertices
and 9 edges and is obtained by attaching a triangle via parallel connection to each
edge of a triangle.
Theorem B.1 The following statements are equivalent for a matroid M and a field
F of characteristic other than 2.
(i) M is (F, {1})-representable.
(ii) Each component of M is a loop, a rank-1 uniform matroid, or the cycle matroid
of an augmented chain of cycles.
(iii) M has no minor isomorphic to U2,4,M(K4),M(K2,3), or M(G6).
A consequence of Theorem B.1 is that, when the characteristic of F is not 2, the
class of (F, {1})-representable matroids is not closed under duality. For example, if G
is the graph that is obtained from G6 by contracting one edge incident with a degree-2
vertex, then G is an augmented chain of cycles, so M(G) is (F, {1})-representable.
However, M∗(G) has M(K2,3) as a minor and so is not (F, {1})-representable. We
can also use M(G) to show that, when the characteristic of F is not 2, the class
of (F, {1})-representable matroids is not closed under 2-sum, series connection, or
parallel connection. To see this, we observe that M(G6) is the 2-sum of M(G) and
the graph obtained by adding an edge parallel to one edge of a triangle; M(G6) is also
the series connection of M(G) and U1,2; and, finally, M(G6) is the parallel connection
of the simplification of M(G) and a triangle.
The proof of Theorem B.1 will use the following definition. Fix an integer r ≥ 1;
and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let ei be the column vector of length r with a 1 in the ith row and
zeros elsewhere. An r × n matrix A will be called special if:
(a) the first column is e1, and the last column is er;
(b) each column is either ei or ei + ei+1;
(c) a column ei is always followed by either ei or ei + ei+1; and
(d) a column ei + ei+1 is always followed by either ei + ei+1, ei+1, or ei+1 + ei+2.
Note that a special matrix may have repeated columns; but if two columns are equal
to c, say, then all intermediate columns must also be equal to c.
The next result is the main step in the proof of Theorem B.1.
Proposition B.2 Let A be an (F, {1})-representation of a connected loopless matroid
M . If the number of rows of A equals r(M), then A is special.
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Proof. Let A be the r× n matrix [aij ]. Assume that the columns of A are indexed,
in order, by 1, 2, . . . , n where E(M) = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The proposition certainly holds
if A has one row, so assume that r ≥ 2. Note that A has no zero columns, because M
is loopless; and A has no zero rows, because r = r(M). Since every subdeterminant
of A is in {0, 1}, it follows that A has no 2 × 2 submatrices of the form
[ ∗ 1
1 0
]
or[
0 1
1 ∗
]
. Therefore:
B.3 If aij = 0, then
(i) aij′ = 0 for all j
′ with 1 ≤ j′ ≤ j, or ai′j = 0 for all i′ with 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i; and
(ii) aij′ = 0 for all j
′ with j ≤ j′ ≤ n, or ai′j = 0 for all i′ with i ≤ i′ ≤ r.
We rewrite these conditions as:
B.4 If aij = 0, then
(i) either all the entries north of aij are zero, or all the entries west of aij are zero;
and
(ii) either all the entries south of aij are zero, or all the entries east of aij are zero.
Lemma B.5 Let aij = 0. Then either
(i) ai′j′ = 0 for all i
′ and j′ with 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i and j ≤ j′ ≤ n; or
(ii) ai′j′ = 0 for all i
′ and j′ with i ≤ i′ ≤ r and 1 ≤ j′ ≤ j.
Proof. Since aij = 0, by (B.4)(i), either
(a) all entries north of aij are 0; or
(b) all entries west of aij are 0.
Suppose that (a) holds. Since column j is non-zero, if 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i, then, by (B.4)(ii),
all entries east of ai′j are 0. Thus (i) holds. Now suppose that (b) holds. Then, since
row i is non-zero, if 1 ≤ j′ ≤ j, then, by (B.4)(ii), all entries south of aij′ are zero,
and (ii) holds. ✷
Again it will be convenient to rewrite the last lemma as:
B.6 If aij = 0, then either
(i) all the entries north-east of aij are zero; or
(ii) all the entries south-west of aij are zero.
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By combining (B.3) with the fact that A has no zero rows and no zero columns,
we deduce that no column of A has [1 0 1]T as a submatrix and no row of A has [1 0 1]
as a submatrix. Thus every column of A and every row of A consists of a (possibly
empty) sequence of zeros, followed by a non-empty sequence of ones, followed by a
(possibly empty) sequence of zeros.
Let D3 be the matrix
 1 1 01 1 1
0 1 1
. Then D3 has determinant −1 and so the next
lemma is immediate.
Lemma B.7 The matrix A does not have D3 as a submatrix.
Lemma B.8 If aij = 1 and a(i+1)j = 0, then j < n and ai(j+1) = 1.
Proof. If j = n, then, since aij = 1, it follows by (B.4) that row i+ 1 of A is zero;
a contradiction. Thus j < n. Suppose that ai(j+1) = 0. Then, by (B.6), all entries
north-east of ai(j+1) are zero and all entries south-west of a(i+1)j are zero. Thus A has
the block form
[
A1 0
0 A2
]
and so M is disconnected; a contradiction. ✷
By a similar argument to that just given, we get:
Lemma B.9 If aij = 0 and a(i+1)j = 1, then j ≥ 2 and a(i+1)(j−1) = 1.
Lemma B.10 ar1 = 0 = a1n.
Proof. Suppose that ar1 = 1. If ai1 = 0 for some i < r, then, by (B.5), row i is zero;
a contradiction. Thus column 1 of A consists of all ones and, similarly, row r consists
of all ones. Since r ≥ 2, there is a column of A that does not consist of all ones. Let
j be the first such column. Then aj1 = 0 and {1, 2, . . . , j − 1} is the ground set of
a rank-1 component of M ; a contradiction. We conclude that ar1 = 0, and a similar
argument shows that a1n = 0. ✷
Assume now that Proposition B.2 is false, and let A be a counterexample having
the minimum number of columns. In particular, no two consecutive columns of A are
equal. The following lemmas derive some properties of this minimal counterexample,
culminating in a contradiction.
Lemma B.11 Every column of A has at most two ones.
Proof. Suppose that, for some j with 1 < j < n, column j has a unique one,
which occurs in row i say. Then 1 < i < r, and every entry north-east of a(i−1)j is
zero, as is every entry south-west of a(i+1)j . Thus M/j is disconnected, so M is a
parallel connection with basepoint j. Indeed, M is the parallel connection of M [A1]
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and M [A2] where A1 is the submatrix of A that consists of aij and all entries to its
north-west, and A2 is the submatrix of A that consists of aij and all entries to its
south-east. Since M is connected, so are bothM [A1] and M [A2]. It follows that both
A1 and A2 are special matrices and, therefore, so is A; a contradiction. Thus every
column of A except possibly the first or the last has at least two ones.
Now suppose that A has a single one in its first column. Then a11 = 1. Suppose
that M/1 is connected. Let A1 be the matrix obtained from A by deleting the first
row and column. Then A1 is special. By Lemma B.10, a1n = 0. Let the first zero
entry in row 1 of A be a1m. Then m ≥ 3 otherwise 1 is a coloop of M . Now
a11 = a12 = . . . = a1(m−1) = 1. Moreover, a22 = a23 = . . . = a2(m−1) = 1 otherwise
M [A1] has a loop. Since A has no consecutive equal columns and A1 is special, m ≤ 4.
Ifm = 3, then columns 1 and 2 of A are [1 0 0 . . . 0]T and [1 1 0 . . . 0]T, and it follows
that A is special; a contradiction. We may now suppose that m = 4. Then a24 = 0
otherwise the submatrix of A determined by the first three rows and columns 2, 3,
and 4 is D3; a contradiction. Thus a2j = 0 for all j ≥ 4. Now the matrix A represents
M over F . If we subtract row 2 from row 1 in A, we get another F -representation
for M , which shows that 1 is a coloop of M ; a contradiction.
We may now assume that M/1 is disconnected. Then M\1 is connected. It
follows that the matrix A\1, which is obtained from A by deleting the first column,
is special. Thus column 2 of A equals e1. Therefore column 1 is parallel to column 2;
a contradiction.
We conclude that the first column of A has at least two ones, and, by symmetry,
the last column of A has at least two ones. ✷
A submatrix C of a matrix D will be called consecutive if the rows of C are
consecutive rows of D and the columns of C are consecutive columns of D.
Lemma B.12 A has
[
1 1
0 1
]
as a consecutive submatrix.
Proof. Proceed north from ar1, which we know from Lemma B.10 is 0, until the
first 1 is reached. Then we have
[
1
0
]
as a submatrix meeting consecutive rows. Then
proceed east from the 0 in this submatrix until the first 1 is met. By Lemma B.8,
we deduce that A has
[
1 1 . . . 1 1
0 0 . . . 0 1
]
as a consecutive submatrix, and the lemma
follows. ✷
Let J ′k be the k × k matrix all of whose entries are one except for that in the
south-west corner, which is zero.
Lemma B.13 Every consecutive J ′2-submatrix of A is contained in a consecutive J
′
3-
submatrix of A.
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Proof. Suppose that
 c11 c12 c131 1 c23
0 1 c33
 is a consecutive submatrix C of A containing[
1 1
0 1
]
as a submatrix. The additional row must exist and c11 = 1 otherwise A has
a column with a single one. The additional column must exist and c33 = 1 otherwise
A has a row with a single one and so has a coloop.
Suppose c12 = 0. Then adjoin an additional column x to A that is zero everywhere
except in the row corresponding to the second row of C. This column should be
added between the first and second columns of C with the resulting matrix being
A′. The matroid M [A′]/x is disconnected. Thus M [A] is the 2-sum of two matroids
with basepoint x. Let A′1 be the submatrix of A
′ consisting of the non-zero entry in
column x and all entries north-west of it, and A′2 be the submatrix of A
′ consisting
of the non-zero entry in column x and all entries south-east of it. Then M [A′] is
the parallel connection of M [A′1] and M [A
′
2] and so each of these is connected. Since
A has a submatrix equal to A′1, the last matrix is an (F, {1})-representation for a
connected matroid. Since A′2 is obtained by adjoining the column [1 0 0 . . . 0]
T to
the beginning of a submatrix of A, it too is an (F, {1})-representation for a connected
matroid. Thus each of A′1 and A
′
2 is special. It follows that A
′ is special and so too
is A; a contradiction. We conclude that c12 = 1.
Suppose c23 = 0. Let y be the column of A corresponding to the second column of
C. Then A\y has the form
[
A1 0
0 A2
]
and so M\y is disconnected and the rank of A
is the sum of the ranks, r1 and r2, say, of A1 and A2. We may apply row operations
in A to transform A2 into a matrix that has a permutation of Ir2 as a submatrix.
These row operations will not affect the first r1 rows of A. Then, by contracting the
elements of M corresponding to the columns of Ir2 , we see that the submatrix A
′′
1
consisting of A1 and the first r1 rows of column y represents a connected matroid.
This is because M is the series connection of this matroid and another with respect
to the basepoint y. Thus A′′1 is special. But the last column of A
′′
1 has more than one
one; a contradiction. We conclude that c23 = 1.
Finally, since D3 is not a submatrix of A, we deduce that c13 = 1. ✷
Lemma B.14 For all k ≥ 2, the matrix A has J ′k as a consecutive submatrix.
Proof. We shall argue by induction. By the last two lemmas, A has J ′2 and J
′
3 as
consecutive submatrices. Assume that A has J ′m as a consecutive submatrix, for some
m ≥ 3. The rows i and i+ 1 of A that correspond to rows 1 and 2 of J ′m must differ.
Therefore, in A, the submatrix induced by rows i and i+ 1 has either
(i) in the consecutive columns immediately after J ′m, a 2× t matrix H1 of the form[
1 1 . . . 1 0
1 1 . . . 1 1
]
for some t ≥ 1;
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(ii) in the consecutive columns immediately before J ′m, a 2 × s matrix H2 of the
form
[
1 1 . . . 1 1
0 1 . . . 1 1
]
for some s ≥ 1.
In case (i), the column of A corresponding to the last column ofH1 must have ones
in the m−1 rows immediately below the unique zero otherwise (B.6) is contradicted.
It follows that A has D3 as a submatrix; a contradiction.
In case (ii), the unique zero in H2 is in a consecutive submatrix of A equal to
J ′2. Thus, by Lemma B.13, the (i− 1)st row of A must have ones in all the columns
corresponding to those of J ′m otherwise A has D3 as a submatrix. We deduce that A
has, as a consecutive submatrix, the matrix J ′′m that is obtained by adjoining a row
of ones to the beginning of J ′m.
The columns j and j+1 of A that correspond to the last two columns of J ′′m must
differ. If they differ in some row before row i−1 of A, let row u be the highest indexed
such row where they differ. This row has [1 0] in columns j and j+1 of A. Then, by
Lemma B.5, auj = au(j−1) = . . . = au(j−m+2) = 1 and so A has D3 as a submatrix; a
contradiction. We deduce that columns j and j + 1 of A differ in some row after row
i +m − 1. Let row v be the smallest indexed such row where these columns differ.
Then [
a(v−1)j a(v−1)(j+1)
avj av(j+1)
]
= J ′2 .
By Lemma B.13, this J ′2 is contained in a consecutive submatrix of A equal to J
′
3.
To avoid having D3 as a submatrix of A, it follows that a(i−1)(j+2) = ai(j+2) = . . . =
a(i+m−1)(j+2) = 1. Thus A has J
′
m+1 as a consecutive submatrix and the lemma follows
by induction. ✷
Proposition B.2 follows immediately from the last lemma since it implies that the
matrix A is infinite. ✷
Lemma B.15 If A is a special matrix, then every square submatrix of A has deter-
minant in {0, 1}.
Proof. We argue by induction on the number n of columns of A. If n = 1, then the
result is immediate. Assume the result holds for n = k and let n = k + 1. Now let
A′ be a square submatrix of A. We may assume that the columns of A are distinct
since if A′ has repeated columns, its determinant is 0. If A′ meets the first column of
A, then detA′ = 0 unless A′ meets the first row of A. In the exceptional case, detA′
equals the determinant of the submatrix A′1 of A
′ that is obtained by deleting the
first row and column. Now A′1 is a submatrix of A1, the matrix obtained by deleting
the first row and column of A. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that A1 is special.
Thus, by induction, detA′ ∈ {0, 1}. We may now assume that A′ does not meet the
first column of A. If A′ does not meet the first row of A, then A′ is a submatrix of
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the special matrix A1 and the result follows by the induction assumption. Thus we
may assume that A′ contains the entry a12 of A otherwise detA
′ = 0. Since a12 is
the only non-zero entry of the first row of A′, we have detA′ = detA′1. But A
′
1 is
a submatrix of the special matrix A1 and again the result follows by the induction
assumption. ✷
We are now ready to prove Theorem B.1.
Proof of Theorem B.1. We shall show first that (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that
M satisfies (ii). Then every minor of M also satisfies (ii). The construction of M
guarantees thatM is the cycle matroid of a series-parallel network G. ThusM has no
minor isomorphic to U2,4 or M(K4). Moreover, G is an outerplanar graph, so M has
no minor isomorphic to M(K2,3). Finally, we observe that M does not have M(G6)
as a minor since G6 cannot be written as a chain of cycles. Thus (iii) holds.
Next we show that (iii) implies (ii). Suppose thatM is a simple connected matroid
that satisfies (iii) and has rank at least two, and assume that M is a minor-minimal
matroid that does not satisfy (ii). The fact that M has none of U2,4,M(K4), and
M(K2,3) as a minor ensures that M ∼= M(G) where G is an outerplanar graph with
at least three vertices. Take an outerplanar embedding of G. The boundary of the
infinite face is a Hamilton cycle C of G and all edges not in C are chords of C.
Certainly no chords of C cross. Now take a chord e of C with endpoints x and y, say,
such that there is an xy-path P1 in C such that every vertex of V (P1) − {x, y} has
degree 2 in G. Then M\P1 satisfies (iii) and hence also satisfies (ii). Thus M\P1 is
the cycle matroid of a chain of cycles (C1, C2, . . . , Cn), and M is obtained by taking
the parallel connection of M\P1 and the circuit with ground set P1 ∪ e. If e is an
edge of C1 that is in no other Ci, then M is the cycle matroid of a chain of cycles.
Therefore, by symmetry, we may now assume that either e is an edge that is common
to Ci and Ci+1 for some i, or e is in exactly one Cj for some j in {2, 3, . . . , n − 1}.
The first case cannot arise because G is outerplanar. The second case implies without
difficulty that M(G) has a minor isomorphic to M(G6). This contradiction implies
that M satisfies (ii).
Now suppose that M satisfies (ii). We shall show that M satisfies (i). If the com-
ponents M1,M2, . . . ,Mm of M have (F, {1})-representations A1, A2, . . . , Am, respec-
tively, then the matrix whose block form has A1, A2, . . . , Am on the main diagonal and
zeros elsewhere is an (F, {1})-representation forM . Thus it suffices to prove that each
component of M satisfies (i). Clearly a loop and a coloop are (F, {1})-representable.
Moreover, if the simple matroid associated with M is (F, {1})-representable, then so
too is M . Thus we may assume that M is simple. Let C be a k-cycle for some k ≥ 3.
Then the (k − 1)× k matrix with columns e1, e1 + e2, e2 + e3, . . . , ek−2 + ek−1, ek−1
is an F -representation for M [C]. The construction of a representation for a paral-
lel connection of two matroids is straightforward (see, for example, [55, Proposition
7.1.21]). Using this, it is not difficult to show that the cycle matroid of a chain of
cycles can be represented by a special matrix. It follows by Lemma B.15 that M
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satisfies (i).
Finally, we show that (i) implies (ii). Assume that M is (F, {1})-representable
and consider a component M ′ of M of rank at least two. Let A be an (F, {1})-
representation for M ′. We may assume that A has r(M ′) rows otherwise we can
delete some row from A and still retain an (F, {1})-representation for M ′. Then, by
Proposition B.2, A is special. From the definition of a special matrix, it is not difficult
to see that M ′ is the cycle matroid of an augmented chain of cycles. ✷
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